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1. GENERAL. 
1. THE POTASH POSITION IN AUSTRALIA; 
The uae o:f potash fertil.iz.ers in thi·a· country is o:f 
the greatest importance in the growing of sugar, but consider-
able quantities are aiso required for the tobacco, potato,· 
tomato, maize, pineappl.e and banana.· industries. 
Prior to the outbreak of war, there. were several kinds 
of potash fertil.iz.ers on the market, imported mainl.y from 
Germany, Palestine and .!!'ranee. The most common forms were 
the chloride and sulphate, with -1eaaer quantities of Kainit, 
a magnesium. potassium compound o ocurring na..tural.ly in the 
Stassfurt deposits of Germany. The tonnage of potassium 
sal.ts imported into Australia during the year 1938-39 was 
l.1,155 valued at £126,336. The imports of the chl.oride and 
sulphate for the years 1937-38' and 1938-39, together with the 
country of origin, are shown in Table I. 
Table I. - Australian Imports of ~otash. 
Country of I 1937--18 l.938-39 ' 
Origin I Sulphate I Chloride_ I Sulphate I Chl.oride 
' 
Palestine 50 3760 635 3989 
Bel.gium 
- -
10 
-France i 783 1922 566 1028 
Germa:ny - j 26J5' 1465 172.4 
11 
2993 
United Kingdom 
- ! - - 10 I I 3468 
-1 
I 
-~ Total 7147 '1 2935 8020 I 
I 
We cannot continue indefinitely to draw on-the 
reserves present in.the soil. for the potash required by the -
various crops and in this respect the produetion of a certain 
tonnage of these salts locally and without delay becomes 
impera.·tive to the irmnediate future of the sugar industry of Q.ueenala.nd in particular. . ' 
_ Economic~lly, the position as regards potash supplies 
-» 
J 
. is very different. from 'that obtaining during the last war when 
the- price of potassium sulphate rose from about £8. per ton to 
£70• per ton in Australia •. Then there was a world-wide shortage 
when German supplies were cut off, but nowadays the United States 
produces a large proportion of its own requirements and the 
.Palestine development has reached the stage at whiab. considerable 
amounts coul.d be exported if shipping were. avail.able. 
A great variety of methods have from time to t~me been 
proposed for the extraction of potash from potential. raw materials, 
among which are alunite, leuaite, greensand, feldspar, shale, 
brine-a, kelp, indus:tria1 by-products, cement kil.n and blast-
furna·ce fumes, distillery waste and wool-scouring. Many of 
these sources were successfully exploited in the United States 
of America during and immedia.:tel.y after the Great Viar, when 
European supplies were not available. With the first a.pp.roach 
of normal. prices again, treatment of all but three of these 
raw materials was found to be u.Q.profi tabl'e. The three exceptions 
I 
I 
....... . _,/ 
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were brines from Searl.ea Lake' (Cal.if.), distillery waste and 
cement kiln fume, of which the .~o1!me:r~ is by fa.r the most ) 
intportant. The ~otash recovered from these sources in UoS.A. 
suppleme·nted tha. t re covered ;from the mining of syl vi te i 
sylvinite and polyhalite. 
It is of interest to note here that experiments 
{.:,,,,..,1r-
u . 
carried out. in Europe and America during the last decade hav.e 
indicated the technical feasibility of the production of potash 
fertili~ers by blast-furnace smelting of such widely distributed 
sources as leucite and the potash feldspars; a~d also the 
commercial possibilities of producing a concentrated combined 
potash-phosphate fertilizer by smelting a mixture of raw 
materials not otherwise available for recovery of their· valuabie 
constituents.. Production of artifical f'ertil.iz.ers by blast-
furnace processes is fully discussed in a bulletin [l] published 
in 1937 by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
In Australia, sources of potash salts, other than a1unite, 
have been investigated to a certain extent. A small tonnage is 
believed to have been recovered from flue duats from cement works 
in Victoria, while in South Australia the exploitation for this 
purpose of the seaweed Posidonia australis has received some 
attention. The ash of this weed contains about 5~ potash and 
its recovery seems to be an economic rather than technical 
problem. 
Potassium carbonate can be recovered from wool scouring 
liquors and it is understood that at least one of the scouring 
companies is oons,idering its recovery from this source. It has 
been estimated that 2~ of the weight of the annual Australian 
clip of 1,000,000,000 pounds could be recovered as potassium 
carbonate. Assuming that 5% of the clip is scoured in Australia, 
this would mean i;hat there is availabl.e some 500 shor·t tons of 
the carbonate annua11y if it could be obtained at a satisfactory 
cost. Here again, the process has been shown to be technically 
feasible, with the main problem being one of economics and mill 
organisation. -
In addition to crude fertilizer potash, there is a_ limited 
but vital demand in this country for quantities ·or the pure salts, 
in particular the chlorate, chloride a.nd carbona,te. 
The development. of a potash industry in Austral.ia seems 
then, to be a question of national importance and in this reap.eat, 
the large aluni t.e deposit of' Lake· Campion _is worthy of special 
attention. No mining difficulties are involved, there is 
sufficient material to supply Auatralia 1 s potash requirements at 
the present rate of consumption for the next hundred years and, 
in addition, there are the potentialities of the deposit as a 
source of supply of alumina, sulphuric acid and sodium saits. 
It was towards these ends that the present investigational 
work was initia_ted,- and this report deals with the first of the 
above aspects, namely the recovery of fertilizer potash from the 
alunite of the deposit.. lt may well prove later that the value 
of the work lies more in the preparation of a residue suitable for 
treatment for the recovery of a pure alumina, and indirectly of 
the strategically i.mportant metall.ic al.uminium, than in the recovery 
of the potash content of the ore. There is no doubt, however, that 
the successful. recovery of the potash would be a big economic 
f'aator in the establishment of the proposed alumina· industry. 
This latter industry would be of added vaiue in the light of 
the relatively poor bauxite deposits known to exist in this 
country. 
/ 
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2. PROPERTIES OF' ALUNITE: 
Alunite is a naturally occurring hydrated basic 
potassium aluminium sulphate having an empirical formula 
of K20.3A120~.4S03.6H20. It is most commonly associated 
with acid volcanic rocks where the r·ock has been largely 
a]tered and alunite formed owing to the presence of sul-
phuric acid solut.ions or vapours. 
The minera-1 occurs as rhombic hexagonal cry a.tale, 
with a specific gravity of 2.58 to 2.75 and a hardness 
between 3.5 and 4.0. The crystals are brittle, transparent 
to sub-translucent, and optically positive. 
Potash alunite is isomorphous with natro-alunite, 
a complete series of minera1s being known ranging from pure 
K20.3Al203.4S03.6H20 to pure Na20.}Al203.4S03.6H20. The 
composition of pure potash alunite, or simply alunite as it 
will henceforth be designated, is as follows:-
K20 11.4/o 
Al.203 37 oO/o 
S03 38.67~ 
H20 13.0% 
The chemical behaviour of alunite under various 
conditions has been studied by a number of investigators. 
The reactions occurring during calcination of the 
mineral taken from u·nited States deposits have been reported 
by Waggaman and Cullen [2] and later by Fink,Van Horn and 
Pazour [3], Ogburn and Stere [4] and Adams [5]. These writers 
also fully discuss the solubility in acids, alkaiies and water 
of the :material at different stages of thermal decomposition. 
Similar work was carried out on ore from the Pingyang deposits 
by King and Hsiao [6]. 
Deposits of alunite are known at. Kanowna, near 
Kalgoorlie, and detailed work on the properties of the mineral 
from this sour·ce was underta .. ken by Bowley [7] in 192.0. He 
concentrated mainly on its thermal decomposition and its solu-
bility in various reagents. The first of these properties is 
of outstanding importance in the work on Lake Campion alunite 
described in this thesis and. it. is therefore of interest here 
to -list Bowleyi s conclusions in that direction. _ .his conclusions 
which agreed in most essential details with those of the other 
authorities cited above, were briefly a~ follows:-
tt ( i) 
(ii) 
Alunite is unaffected by dry heat at temperatures 
up to 300°c. -
The decomposition of thS mineral in alum roast~ng is 
in two stages. At 400 c. the mineral loses 4t 
molecules of water with the formation of a basic 
sulphate of aluminium and potash, and. on further 
heating to a temperature of 500°a •• the remaining 
water is removed, forming an anhydrous basio 
sulphate. On the addition of water the basic 
sulphates dissociate, producing a true alum and 
precipitating aluminium hydrate. 
(iii) Alunite hea_ted to a temperature of 800°0. dissociates 
completely into potassium sulphate, alumina, sulphur 
/ 
. \ 
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trioxide a:nd water. .k'art of the sul.phur trioxide 
dissociates further into a mixture of sulphur 
dioxide and oxygen. 
v' (iv) On heating aluni t.e to a temperature of 960 o. , the 
potassium sulpha_te formed is dissociated and inter-
acts with the alumina to form solubl.e potassium 
al.urnina te, or, in -the presence of silica, insoluble 
potassium al.umino-silicates.n 
3. .i:>BEVIOlTS WORK ON ALUNI'.Cfil: 
Al.unite is known to ocaur widely distributed throughout 
the world, but the most extensive overseas deposits are at La 
Tolfa and Montioni in Italy, Musaz and Bereghszasz in Hungary, 
l\d.arysvale in Utah and throughout China and Korea, while lesser 
deposits exist in l!'ranae, .Austria, Greece, Spain, l{evada and 
Arizona. 
The mineral has been exploited in Italy since the 15th 
Century fo~ the manufacture of potassium al.um, and, according to 
Thorpe· [ 8] the· harder and more compact varieties from Hungary 
have been used in the paat as millstones. The mineral has been 
used directly as an artificial fertilizer but in more r·ecent 
years alunite deposits have been worked chiefly for the recovery 
of potash and aluminium salts, with sulphuric acid as a by-
produat. The most recent development in this direction, however, 
is the claim by Eichelberger [9] that commercial production of 
metallic aluminium from the .Marysvale alunite will begin in 1942 
with an estimated da.i.Ll.y output of 50 tons of aluminiu:m_ingot. 
A considerable amount of investigational work has been 
carried out, on a number of the deposits but the literature on the 
subject is not very extensive. A large nuraber of claims have, 
however, been made in the- patent literature relative to t.reatme·nt 
methods s·tated to be satisfactory for the handling of these ores. 
ln the following brief review of the literature, no 
claiim is ma.de to completeness, but the notes will at leas.t 
indicate the variety of angles· from which the aliunite problem 
has been attacked. While some of the methods are commercially 
feasible, others can scarcely hope for application outside the 
laboratory. · 
The calcination or fusion of mixtures of alunite with 
a wide range of other reagents has .been subjected to many . 
.. investigations in the past. Fox (10] for instan.ce, claims that 
decomposition of the alun-ite is-facilitated by calc-ination at a 
low red heat in the· presence of fluorspar while Meyers [11] 
recommends the calcination of a mixture of al.unite and l.imestone 
below fusion temperatures. He claims that K20 and so3 ~ 
are volatiliz.ed, while the sinter remaining makes a marketa·bl.e 
alumina cement. Simple water-leaching of the calcine obtained 
by roasting aluni~e and lime is stated by Morgan [12] to give a 
good recov.ery of K2so4 , but in actual practice this method 
received something of a setback when applied commercially to 
the Utah deposits during the last war. The oper~tor concerned 
had shipped some tons of the crystals, obtained by evaporation 
of the extract, before real.ising that this 1;:potassimn su1:pha·te 11• 
was in reality syngeni te, the doubl.e potassium ca·lcium sul.phate 
K2so4 .CaS04 .H2o. 
Glaeser [13.] heated al unite with steam and CaCl2 a_t 
7000-soooc. to produce HC1, reoovering the potash as KCl by 
leaching the calcine. 
Kametzkii and Kashcheev [14] calcined a mixture of' 
alunite and ammonium sulphate at 400°-500°0. and recovered the 
values by water extraction. A similar calcinati.on has been 
suggested in Austraiia, with alunite repl.aced by bauxite, 
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for· the recovery of alumina from the_. low grade- bauiit~s of 
this country. -
A metho_d which r_eceived limited comrn.ercial app.iication 
- . -during -the· 1914-l.S~war period was that designed by Uameron and 
. qullen [15]'. JI. companf exploiting the lvlarysvale deposi ta of 
Utah used the process which involved roasting ground al.unite· 
mixed with sulphuric acid. on·1eaching the ca],.cine a solution 
was obt~ined of al.um and aluminium sulphate. Ammonia liquor 
from a nearby gasworks was used to convert the aluminium su1phate 
to ammonium alum and the al1Jms were marketed as such. 
· Shoel.d [16] obtained-potash ~lum and Al2(S04)3 by 
treatment with H2S04 of the calcine resulting from ignition of 
ground alunite and carbon in a reducing atmosphere, while Chow, 
Liu and Sun [~7] extra-cted nearly l.00% of the K20 by hea.ting a 
mixture of al unite- plus- 1270 .of -coke to 800°0.. in an electric 
furnace. When,:· the evolu'tion of S02 was complete, ~e roa-st 
was cooled amLd extracted with water. Potash was recovered from 
the filtrate while the residue was fluxed with.Na2C03 at 900°0. 
for recovery of A1203. Recove~ies or so2, Al203 and K20 by 
this method are claimed as 87~, 80%. and l.00%, respectivel.y. The 
same workers· [18] obtained 96~ of the potash as K2S04 by boiling 
calcined alunite-with K2oo3 solution. 
Work on di~ferent alkali fusions has been carried out 
by Huffman and Cameron [19] in recent yea.re. 'I:hey found that 
·after fusion with ~ydroxides of either sodium or potassium., the 
material was water soluble, and the values cou1d be.converted to 
the corresponding carbonates with ,precipitation of sul.pha.tes by 
treating the solut.ion with BaC03 and_ Co2 under pressure. The 
components were also rendered water solubl.e by fusion with l'ra2S, 
accomplished by heating the alunite with Na2S04 and coal breeze. 
Two years later [20] these workers report that the use of K2So4-
instead of Na2S04 for the sulphide fusion had· distinct advantages, 
mainly in the recovery of pure potassium salts not readily 
obtainab1e when sodium sul.phate ~as used. ' 
They then recommended (21] the sintering· of al.unite-with 
K2so4 , KaC03 and coal in alundum-1ined furnaces, the sinter being leached to obtain a solution containing pri-ncipally potassium 
aluminate, K2S04 and.-K2CO~. Afte~ precipitation of a pure · 
alumina, the mother liquof was-evaporated to give a practically 
quantitati~e recovery- of K2S04. The residue of carbonate with 
wa.ter wa.-s used in further alunita ~ecompositi9n. 
. · Whe~her- the above methods of a_lkal.i fusion would apply 
equal1y well. to_ run-of•mine ore as to the ariia.11 high grade 
samples used 'in .the test ~ork is_a point still to be investigated. 
' -
Koster, Knickerbocker, F.ox and Perry [22] detail a method 
whereby K2S04 and Al203 are_ recovered from alunite by fusion with 
boria acid. - 'fhf? process involves sintering the alunite with boric 
acid, leaching the sinter with wate~ to remove the potash and 
excess boric oxide which are later separated by.brine flotation. 
A12o~ is recovered by sulphuric acid leaching of the water-insoluble 
reaillue from the sinter and is precipitated electrolytifially from 
the· Al2 (so4 )3 solution. _ ~he method requires a mixture of bo~ic 
acid and alunite containing 30~ boric acid and a temperature of 
i1oooc. for 2 hours. 
Knickerbocker and Koster [~3] have made laboratory studi~s 
of a. ·number of ~l.e ctrome tallurgic~l.- treatments of al unite. ·:rhey 
found, inter alia, that 90% of the- Al20~ in high-silica alunite 
can be vol.atili~ed by treatment with chlorine gas and carbon at 
temperatures of 500° to 625°0. Most of the potash was rendered 
·water soluble and could be leached from the-residue· and fume. 
The.po'ssibilities ·of oal.oining alunite mixed with no 
other reagents-has~ of course, occlipied the- attention of many 
worker~ in this field. 
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Simp.le calcination and wa·ter 'extraction has proved 
, applicable in certain 'instances, whil.e· in others either acid 
or alkal.ine solutions have been found beat as extraction media-' 
According to Chappe,ll [ 24] when ca1cining al unite in 
either a stack or rotary kiln the .formation of aluminates is 
encouraged by a deficiency of air. Though .tiershman and Cooke [25] 
del.i bera._tely maintained reducing con.di tions within the kiln to 
obtain these alwnina tea, the' vast maj ori'ty of workers have 
calcined under conditions of excesa air. 
For the majority of calainations. on any but laboratory 
scales the rotary ·furnace has. been mos:t, favoured. 'l'he only 
references found to other means of roasting were in patents taken 
out by Chappel [26] and (27] in whioh he suggests the calcination 
of high grade aluni-te at -900° to iooo0 c. in muffl..e furnaces to 
recover an sol uncontaminated with :furnace gases. The same 
investigator 128] al.so covers a process involving the calcination 
of the ore in_ a closed retort and the recovery of elemantal sulphur 
as a sublimation product~ 
Labutin and. Kotypin [29] extra.eted potash by treating 
alunite calcined at 550°c. witll 5% NR40H solution and filtering. 
The residue _was digested with Na.OH at 95°-100°0. wheraby 85% of 
the alwnina was recovered as a product carrying 9.5% Si02. Rohorst 
and Wa,ng [ 30] recovered 96% of the K20 by a- simil.ar method., during 
which they found that an excess of NH40li l.ed to dissolution of 
' some of the Al2-0 ~. They la. ter [ 31.] trea:ted the potash re sic.lue-
with Na.OH at 8o0 c., dissolving ·more than 93% of the A1203. This 
solution they cl.aimed ~o be suitable· for A1203 recovery oy the 
Bayer process (stirring after seeding), giving a 70-77~ yiel.d, 
the product being practically free from iron and sufficiently low 
in Si02 for metallurgica.1._purposea. 
Sun (32), .as a step towards obtaining a pure Al203 from 
siliceous and fer~uginous Chinese al.unite, calcined tha material 
at 550°-6oo0 c. for 4 hours and treated the col.d residue at 40°c. 
for 4 hours with ten times its weight of 6~ Nff40H. The mixture 
of ammonium and pot~ssium sulphates; obta.-ined on ev;aporation of 
the extract gave a product suitable for diract use· as a fertili~er 
or for separation into- -i ta componen~ salts·. , This la. tter step 
·was carried out by Liu [33] by,treatment with Cao of a solution 
of the salts whereby l'fli3 i~ evolved, CaS04 precipitated and. K2S04 
recovered by evaporation. - Chow (34] ~alained alunite a~ 575°0., 
mixed the cal.cine with 60/6 of its equiva:Lent weight of Qa.O, 
-boil.ed with wate-r and recoyered as high as 95 .. t5]6 of the K2S04 by 
concen1;ra tion of. the r11·trate._ -
Tanaka, (35] ~nd [36] ~oast~d Korean ·al.unite a.t 600°,o. 
and extra,cted with ammonia .t,o recover potash. The residue of 
Al20~ pl.us_ gangue_ was- pulped with _water, -.treated with S02 and 
an aluminium sUlphite obtai,ned free from Si02 and Fe203. This 
method for the production 9f a high g~ade alumina was a.lao ~ound 
successful. by Chow [37]. · 
Yamazaki and Furukawa [ 38] describe a method in which 
aluni te is ignited a.t 550° pul.ped with wa. ter and subjected to a 
stream ef S02 resul.ting in aolution of 90% of th~ alunite. 
Ammonium sul.phite is added and at llo0 a. over 94~ of the Aleo~ 
is precipitated. On filtering, potassium and ammonium aulpha,tes 
are recovered from the fil.trate. After igniting as above, 
Yamazaki [39] also claims a high recovery of Al203 and K20 by 
treatment with 50.9• Be. HzS04 foll.owed by additiQn of (NH4)2S04 
suf'f ioi&nt to convert ail. the al.uminium to armn.onium alum. 
Alumina is reaovered subsequentlLy by precipitation with l'ffi.-3 from 
aliun solutions. -
/ 
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_ Other pa-tents covering procedures. invol.ving cal.cination 
include those of_ Tone [40] and Hirota [41]. Tone reduces alunite 
by fusion in-an electric furnace at_ 2100°0. to alumina for the 
refractory industry, while recovering soi and K20 as vol.atilization 
products. Hir9ta eleatrolyses an liCl exiract of calcined alunite 
in_· a two-compartment cell.. Free acid is generated in one compart-
ment whil.e at the cathode Al.(OH)~ is precipitated by the alkali 
hydroxide generated in the"secona compartment. 
Not as much work has been done on treatment methods not 
involving oal.cina~ion. _of these so-call.ed wet methods, treatment 
of the ra:w ore with ca.uatio solutions, are the onl.y ones t.o receive 
much attention. · · 
The bebavioux of alunite when treated with KOH solutions 
under a large number of varying condi t.ions has been studied in 
detail by Hohorst and Hou [42] and by Ada.ms [5]. The latwr 
obtained 25% of the alumina in aol.ution by treatment with 5N 
KOH and NaOH, whereas Hohorat and Hou obtained, under optimum 
conditions, 97.6% of the ~120~, 99.2~ of t.na SO~ and 96% of 
the_ K20 in solut.ion by treatment with l.2N KO.ff a'e 8o0 c., with 
97% of the alumina going .into solution at 40°a. The alumina 
carried~ l.~~fo of Sio2 , though'th_is figure was later [43] reduced to 0.3% Si02• - , 
Raw a:luni te was treated by Wildman [ 44] with KOH and the-
Al (OH) 3 was precipitated from the extra:ct by Co2• After removal 
of the Al (OH)3, potassium sulphate was recovered by evaporation 
and the mother liquor treated with Cao for regeneration of KOH. 
Yonemura and others (45] o·n the other hand, digested al.unite with. 
KOH under conditions which gave a sol.ution yielding K2S04 on 
cooling while the mother liquor, on dilution and seeding, gave a 
precipitate of aluminium hydroxide •. 
- Detweiler (46] patented a process whiah involved digestion 
of' raw alunite with boiling HN03. ·Alumina was precipita·ted from 
the extract with NH3 and KN03 reooyered from the fil.trate. 
' . 
The economics of ·potash reaovery.from al.unite as applied 
to Ameri~an conditions- are discussed full.y by Thoenen [47) while 
in a more recent pap.er [48] ·the same writer reviews the a·lunite 
deposits of the-United States and their possibilities as a source 
of metall.ic ·aluminium. 
4. AiiblUTE IN AUSTRALIA: 
, _No deposits.of any significance are ·known in Tasmania, 
·viatoria or ~ueensland. 
, Larger deposits-have been described at Bull.ahdelah (N.s.w.) 
and at Carrickalinga and Warnertown in South Aus.tralia. ln all of 
these localities the al.unite occurs as a lode formation. The 
three deposits are described by Pitinan: [49] and Jack [50] in 
publications of the appr·opriate State Department of Mines. 
· The extent of the exploitation of the Bull.ahdela.h ore up 
to the end of 1927 is su.mmarized by Harper [51] whil.e in more 
recent: years the deposit has been re-opened and al.unite ahipp·ed 
for the production in Victoria of potash alum. The South 
Australian alunite has been deve1oped only spasmodically, the 
main activity apparently having been during -j;he war yea~a of 
1914-18 whebl some tons of a very pure product were shipped from 
the Carrickalinga deposit to chemical works in England. Janes [52] 
states that during the same period Carrickalinga al.unite was 
calcined with limestone in lime kilns: and the resulting product, 
contain:ing 2.5~ of potash, used in a small way as a fertiliz.er. 
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. In Western Australia, deposits have been described by 
Simpson [53] at Kanowna, Wa.lla.ngie, Northampton and Ravensthorpe. 
At Kanowna a minor industry was established during the war years 
for the winning of a small tonnage of untreated raw ore, which 
was used as a fertilizer after the addition of 200· lb. -of slaked 
lime per ton of al unite. This addition of lime was cla'imed to 
render the K20 water-soluble, making the mixtui~e a sa tisfaotory 
substitute for the normal potash fertilizer. 
As far as can be ascertained from the published literature 
no systematic work, other than that carried out by Janes [54] 
has been undertaken on the treatment of the New South Wales and 
s·outh Austr-alian alunites. .Tanes t detailed experiments led 
him to the conclusion that ;•-the problem is not a chemical or 
mechanical one s·o much as an economic one. With favourable 
conditions Australia should be easily able to supply her needs 
of potash salts without delay from her deposits of the mineral 
alunite.u He claims tha·t a satisfactory potash fertilizer 
could be obtained from the alunite of the New South Wales and 
South Australian deposits by a process involving crushing to 
about t inch, .roasting Hin a suitable furnace•·- alone, or, 
preferably, after the addition of molasses or sawdust, till 
all solubJi.e alwnina is absent. and grinding the calcine to 
minus 40 mesh. The calcine to be extracted with hot water, 
filtered in a pressure filter and the fil tra.te evaporated 
to 9btain potassium sulphate. The addition of the carbonaceous 
material to the alunite prior to thermal treatment was to 
assist the remova·l of the so3 from immediate contact with the 
ore by providing other gases produced from the combustion of 
the ad.mixed material. 
1rhe Kanowna (W.A.) al unite has been studied by l:sowley [7] whose work led to the conclusions already quoted, but 
otherwise no systematic work appears to have been carried out 
on other alunite deposits of this State. 
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11. THE LAKE -CAMPION DEPOSIT 
1. LOCALITY: 
. _ _ ;i'he· deposit. is situated·at Lake: Campion in the Avon 
(· · ·district of Western Auatraiia and lies about ·22 miles from 
Burracoppin in a direction a -few degrees wes_t, of north •. -It 
is 7_miles south of the nearest railway siding of Weira which 
is on .the li-ne from Souther_n Cross via -Bullfinch to Wyalka.tchem 
and is some 30-miles north of Merredin on the main Kalgoorlie~ -
-Ferth road. It is: about 165 miles from Perth in a direction 20 
degree·s north of east. 
' The district is decidedly dry with an average annual 
rafnfall of only 10 inches and ia large1y daj}endent for water 
upon the nea.res_t standpipe of the Mundaring-Kalgoorlie water 
supply scheme. At present. this. branch pipe-line is 1-ocated 
about 3 miles from the lake but could readily be extended should 
a treatment plant be establ.ished at the site- of the dep,osit. 
The evaporation is stated- to be 85 inches per annum. 
The surrounding country is fairly_thickJ.y timbered and 
could possibly provide sufficient fuel for the generation of 
producer gas which could b.e used for roasting and as a aource 
of power if necessary. -
2. EXTENT AND N.ATUBE O:&' TEE DEPOSIT: 
. ' 
Lake. Campion covers an area: of 42.6 acres and is dry for 
the greater part of the year.- After heavy rains a few inches of 
surface water may accumulate and remain for several weeks. Per-
manent water occurs a few feet below the surface, its actual 
level varying with the season. This- water· is- s.trongly saline 
and contains a sma:Ll percentage of free acid. 
Varying estimates of the quantity of ore available have 
been made, a typical and average figure being 9 million cubic 
yards of material averagir.g60~ alunite. It has been found in the 
laboratory . that, -the: derisi ty of the ore in ai tu is. approximately 2, 
thus the above is equiva.J:.ent to about 8 million tons of pure , 
alunite. 
Unlike o·ther Australian aluni te deposits, the al unite of 
Lake Campion occurs as a sedimentary deposit-, oonsis·.ting of very 
fine material mixed with kaolin and quart~. Except for the first 
few iriche a of the deposit where gypsum· crystals occw:- plentifully, 
and for isolated patches where quartz sand is encountered, the. 
whole. of --the material readily passes a 200 mesh I. llll.M. screen. 
A large area of the lake was bored and sampled by a 
party lncluding the write·r. '£hough some bore holes were taken 
to a depth of i4 feet,· thos.e for sampling were limited to the 
first 3t feet, this depth representing some years' supply to a 
plant of the proposed capacity. 
Sm;ples were taken of the first six inches and of each 
succeeding foot t.o a depth of 3t feet. The samples were analysed 
at the University and except for a few bores near the edge of the 
lake showed a remarkabl~ consistency with depth and over the area 
bored. 'rhe· average K20 figure was 7_. 35/ii equivalent to 64.6/o 
aiunite, while silica averaged 2l.l%. 
Gypsum occurs in varying amounts on the surface and 
throughout the first few inches but is generaliy absent below 
6 inchas. For the first two to four feet the alunite occurs as 
a dark greyish blue material and with depth this grades through 
various greys-to almost white. Occasional lay~rs of- red are 
' 
't' 
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_ encountered, these usually ov(:}rlt(ying shall.ow strata of gritty 
sand just above bedrock._ 
3. · GEOLOGY OF DEPOSI'l': 
_ Lake Campion. is. one of a salt lake sys:tem which appears 
to have been at an early stage, an ol.d river system running 
westward to the sea. The salt lakes are divided from each other 
by ridges of k6pai, and occasionally of impure .to pure whi t,e seed 
gypsum. 'rhese ridges rise to a height. of 20 to 25 feet above the 
level of the lake beds. 
Rook outcrops in the vicinity are not nuraerous, and what 
there are are usually obscured by laterites, of mainly granitic 
origin. The granites that occasionally outcrop near the lake are 
distinctly gneiss;ic in character and are ·typical. of those gneissio 
granites ·found forming a large por·tion of the West Aus,tralian 
plateau. 
The main ·rock outcrop actuall.y aqjoining the lake occurs 
· at its north-western corner. The rock is a highly altered and 
decomposed granite in which .the· felspars· are alm.os.t completely 
kaolinised. The general contours of the land in the immediate 
- vicinity -of this outcrop make it the l·ogical choice· for the site 
of the proposed treatment plant. 
The lowest layers of the .dep'osit·, .consis.t of hard red 
gravel, often formed with conglommerate's by siliceous cementing. 
The whole lies in a ,depression i~ the gneissic granite typical 
of the surrounding country and which undoubtedly forms the 
ultimate fundamental bed of the lake. 
Samples of _ore taken from Lake Campion were submitted 
to Dr. F. Stillwell of the Melbourne University for examination. 
He divided the sampl'es into a decantation product and a residue 
by an arbitrary water classification. fhe decantation product 
consisted mainly of alunite grains 2 to 5 microns in diameter, 
with quartz grains ranging in size from 14 to 20 microns present 
in varying amounts. Occasional grains of bleached biotite and 
limonite were also reported with abundant limonite accompanying 
the quartz in sample·s from the red stra.ta. Some diatom skeletons 
were present, in samples from nearest the surface. 
In the classification residues~ ~he chief mineral present 
was quartz ranging; from 3000 to 50 microns in size. Very 
occasional c~ysta.ls of pyroxene were detected, together with 
bleached biotite and grains of limonite. A few needles of 
gypsum were observed. 
An X-ray examination of the material by l\11.r. J. Shearer 
of the PhYsics Department of the W.A. University showed the 
presence of al unite and quartz, a small quantity of kaolini te 
and traces of mica, gypsum and dehydrated alum. 
4. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND PRYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ORE: 
The specific gravity of a typical sample of the dry ore 
after washing was found to be 2.63, while the water-soluble 
salts present in the unwashed· ore comprised 4.88~ of the weight 
of the sample. 
Bowley. has made a· complete ·analysis of a sample of the 
water ·washed material dried at 105 CC-. The sample was taken over 
t~e, _first 3 feet of the· de'posi t, and can be regarded ·as reasonably 
typical qf the deposit as. a whoie. The figures obtained were 
.as follows: 
/ 
~ 
~ 
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K2o 7.24 per cent 
A12o3 27 ·4:7 
SO} 26.47 
Si02 2i.17 
Fe2o3 2.27 
Cao l'fil 
MgO - 0.4-7 
Ma2o 0.78 
P205 0.17 
Ti02 0.12: 
Cl 0.98 
Combined water 12.43 
C02· Nil 
Organic matter o.~8 
l.OO.l.5 
Less 0 = Cl 0.22 
99.93 
Assuming all the potash to be present as al.unite, the 
above analysis gives an al.unite percentage of 63.7, which is in 
fair agreement· with the average figure of 64.6~ as obtained on 
the unwashed bore hole samples taken by the writer and party as 
mentioned in II.2. The average silica cont.ent. as shown by 
analyses of these unwashed samples was 21.1%. 
·Ji;, sample- of the sub-surface water, taken during December 
from a b'ore' hole near -the centre of the deposit~ had a pH of 4. 2 
and a specific gravity at 24°C. of 1.069. A complete analysis of 
the salt content. of the water was carried out and the radicals 
were combined to give their simplest salts with the .results shown l\ 
in Table g_. . -
Tabl.e 2. Analysis of Sub-surface Water: 
SaJLt Grams per litre Grains per 
, ! 
CaS04 2.57 l 180 l 
I 
CaCl2 3.96 277 
MgCl2 10.53 737 
Al2 (so4 )3 1.71 l.20 
K2so4 1.04 73 
NaCl 70.61 I 4943 
Total Solids 90.42 6330 
-,·I · · 1. t ! ~ V, >'iVg [., ~'1rt>'£L 
V..><;-11 ,,~ ,....iz.~, 4f,.,_ 
'" 
gall.on 
l 
tl4~11V 
~{ ... ~ 1 
di!.e-A~-t.tti,,.., 
~~~ 
~ ,_,Vt,._,) ">1~u. 
tLF~~ 
fb.? rr:11~ 
e~~t. a.., 
~P.--1-M~ 
~ ,,r;lt,v /~tv 
f,.«,& .. ~,e_., 1 
+ 0>..<.t.- ~ 
{~~ '>.,lU!"""" I 
°""' cr~.:.h~, 
•! I,~ 
.r, ,-t,., """'"") (J.,.J./ 
(l J,;~~-.;.,µ-~ 
~t,(t...t,.!t~' I 
- It is· evident that the saJLts from this. water are going 
to represent a considerable percent.age of the final recovery of 
water-soluble salts from the ore. 
( 
.. 
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111. 'I'REATMillN'f :METHODS. 
' -Of the large qumber of treatment methods proposed in 
the literature·, only a few: can be considered relative to their 
application to the ~ke Campion deposit. 
The suitability .of the more recent .Ainerican methods 
involving fusion with alkali sulphides, alkalies, or boric acid 
depe,nds largely on- the ready availability of the necessary 
reagents. In the case of the Maryvale dep o.si ta, for insta.:nce, 
sodium sulphate is readily available from the Great Salt Lake 
and in nearby deposits -of Glauber's salts, so that, with a 
plentiful supp·ly of cheap coal on hand for reduction purposes, 
the treatment method invol.ving fusion wi'th alkali sulphides 
takes on some commercia:t significance. Similarly, large and 
relatively cheap supplies of borates are available from the 
Searle's Lake brines of the neighbouring State of California. 
In Australia, and at Campion· in particular, these 
favourable conditions do not hold. Methods depending on the 
use of ammonium salts for decomposition are similarly not 
favoured, due to the s~all quantities of these salts available 
locally and the high freight charges involved in shipping the 
reagent from gas works in the ~astern States. 
In the case of.Lake Campion then, and in view of the 
· urgency for producing a potash fertilizer, simple strajghtforward 
calcination and water leaching seems the· logical method on which 
to concentrate research work, even though it might involve the 
.production of a relatively low-grade finished product. 
'rhe possibility· of improving the grade Qf the ma.terial 
prior to calcination was given some consideration, though it was 
full.y realized that deposits of this. type would not easily be 
amenable to concentration by ordinary gravity ore-dressing 
methods. In fact, the removal of silica by such methods from 
any run-of-mine ore from even the higher grade alunites of the 
Utah lode-formations is regarded by U.S. Bureau of Mines 
investigators [55] as bei~g i:aI>r,acticable:,. 
Working on Chinese alunites, Hohorst and· Wen [56]_ 
succeeded in redua-ing the Si02 content from 41.6/0 to_- 25.4/'0 
by simply crushing the material and.removing_all parti9les. 
greater than 0.075 mm. This me.thod, apparently taking advantage 
of the ready ·grindahility ._of alunite compared w:i th tbat of 
·quart~, results.in a slight concentration of- iron aa well as 
of al unite, and .is obviously not :applicable to deposi ta of the 
type found at Lake .Campion. - · - · -
Ishikawa (57] claims to have floated-alunite from a 
siliceous gangue using as· reagents 0.1 to 0.2/'o acetic a.aid or 
acetate and 0•1% of palm oil. 
Some flotation work was accordingly undertaken on 
Campion aluni te by another investigator but. the resul ta· obtained 
were not sufficiently encouraging to warrant. further work in this 
fiel.d. 
Neither was the material amenable to gravity concentra-
tion or· hydraulic ·aiassification, and so, except perhaps for a 
preliminary washing to remove water' soluble· salts, no suitable 
method was found for improying the grade of the ore prior to 
calcina tion. · 
'. 
J 
'1· 
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The advantages which would follow the removal of the· 
water soluble salts before thermal treatment of the ore appeared 
so great that considerable time was spent, in attempt.ing to f'ind 
a sat±sfactory means of achieving this end. That_ none was found 
was due mainly to the poor settling and filtering properties of 
the material. A redeeming feature of this_failure lies, however, 
in the possibility of being able to produce a marketabl.e sodium 
and/or magnesium salt fr9m the sulphates formed from these 
original water soluble salts dur·ing calcination. One hundred 
tons of the ore yields approximately 10 tons of K2S04 and, if 
not washed before treatµient, a fur·ther 5 tons of sodiwn .and 
magnesium sulphates will 0 also be recovered. 
The separation of these salts from the potassium 
sulphate presents a major problem.. -
After the early-test work; therefore, i~ was decided 
to concentrate on the ·production of a low grade fertilizer from 
unwashed ore rather than to aim at a final potash salt of high 
purity, unless this latter could be achieved by some subsequent 
crys.talliz.ation cycle as opposed t.o removal. of the sodium and 
magnesium sal. ts by prelimi-nary washing. 
The simulest method seemed to lie in the recovery by_ 
crystallization from the leach liquors of glaserite, ~e ,double 
sodium potassium sulphate K3Ha(so4 )2 containing about. 78to K2 so4 • 
_/ 
.. 
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IY. PRE-CALCINATIOH PROCESS"ES 
1. FILTRATION GF RAW ALUlUTE: 
Attempts were made to wash the water~soluble salts from 
the alunite by pulping with water and filtration of the resulting 
slurry. This work may be divided into three main sections, com-
prising filtration tests 
(i) without addition of possible filter aids; 
(ii) 'after addition of possible filter aids; 
(iii) after preliminary dehydration of the alunite • 
A. Equipment Used. 
Three different filter leaves were used for the.vacuum 
filtration tests de-scribed in this· section. 
In the, early work,·a leaf 12 inches square was used (leaf 
A), giving a filtering area of 2 square feet. The filter medium 
was 10 ounce duck eyer coconut matting, and the filtrate was 
drawn away through holes in -the piping const.ituting the frame 
of the leaf. 
1l'he larg'e quantity of pulp required when using this 
leaf, toge.ther with the difficulty experienced in preparing 
homogeneous pulps from the moist ore, led to its use bein$ 
abandoned in favour of a smaller leaf. This leaf' (leaf B) was 
made in the same manner as the first, but was only 6 inches 
square with a total effective filtering area of 0.5 sq. ft. 
Tests made on the same pulp and under identicai conditions, 
using both these filters, gaye results in satisfactory agreement. 
In making tests with either of the above leaves, the 
filter was immersed vertical1y for a measured period in a pulp 
tank at ,the bottom of which low pressure air could be admitted 
for agitation purposes if necessary. The cake was flood-washed 
by immersion in.a water tank, and then allowed to drain under 
vacuum for the required period. 
The leaf in each case was connected to a dry vacuum 
pump through a filtrate receiver. Filtrate was raILoved from 
the receiver by a centrifugal pump set below. ~he outlet of· that 
vessel, while a moisture trap was included between the receiver 
and the dry vacuum pump to prevent liquid passing over into 
this pump. Pumps of the latter type are designed with small 
clearance and would be injured by li~uid, hence the need for 
the above precaution. 
Leaf C was used for all later tests. It consisted 
of a small disc over the under surface of which the filtering 
medium was stretched, while from the centre of the upper surface 
a tube could be led to the vacuum equipment. Thus in making 
a test, the leaf could be immersed in a pulp, vacuum applied 
and the filtrate drawn through the filtering medium (held away frc111 
the upper surface by radial. ridges within. the disc) into the 
body of the disc and then away to the filtrate receiver. The 
effective filtering area was 0.1 sq. ft. 
In making filter leaf tes.ts, the operatic??- of a 
continuous vacuum filter was always kep~ in mind. While· under 
vacuum, the test leaf was submerged for the chosen cake formation 
period, then innnersed in the washing tank, and finally removed 
and held with the drain pipe down for the draining and·drying 
time allotted. 
When using leaf c, the operator had the choice of four 
different filtering media. These were respectively calico, and 
10, 15 and 17t oz. duck, the weights representing the weight of 
the dry cloth per square yard. 
y 
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To determine which of these media was most suitable 
for handling the raw alunite, filtration tests were carried 
out on a 2 to 1 pulp made up from an air dried sample of the· 
ore. 1'he vacuum was 26 inches and a' three minute filtration 
cycle was observed. The results are shown below in Table J:. 
Table .l• Filtration of Raw Alunite using Different ~ilter 
Cloths: 
Fil terl 
F i 1 t e r C a k e 
Wet Dry Cake Moisture Test I Filter 
. No. Cloth g:m_ ;& .Ql!l. I .Q'm/ sa • ft • 
I 1 Calico 21.2 31.0 14.6 146 
2 .10 oz. 25.8 31.8 17.6 176 
3 115 oz. 24.0 30~4 
I 
16.7· 167 
, 
4· 1i7t oz. 23.0 29.6 16 .• 2 162 
i 
Wi t.h. the clarity of the _f il tra te much the same in 
each test, it is _apparent that the .10 oz. duck is the mos.t 
suitable for this wor~ of the four cloths tested. It was 
accordingly used in all subsequent filtration tests on raw 
aluni te pulps. 
above. 
B. Experimental Details: 
(i) Filtration without addition of possible filter 
aids: 
These tests were carried out using leaf A described 
The conditions of the tests were such as to duplicate 
as closely as possible the operating conditions of a rotary 
drum filter of the Oliver· type, running at 40~ submergence 
and 6 minute and 3 minute cycles., respectively. The pulp 
ratio was varied· betwee.n 2 water : 1 solids and 2. 3 water : 1 
solids, giving pulps of specific gravity between 1.3 and 1.25. 
The material was obtained as a homogeneous pulp only after 
30 minutes treatment in a mechanical agitator. The pulp so 
obtained showed no tendency to settle even after 24 hours 
standing. · 
The thickness, wet weight per square foot, and 
moisture content of the filter cake were determined, after 
·which the water-soluble salt content of a sample of the dry 
cake was estimated. 
The conditions and results of some of these tests are 
shown in Table _i. 
The cakes fonned were approximately O.l inch in 
thickness, which is on, if not below, the lower limit for 
practical handling. It was found possiple during the tests, 
however; to blow the cake cleanly away from the filter cloth 
with small air pressures of the order of 5 lb./sq. in. 
From the results it is evident that -
(a) T'o treat 350 tons: per day, the ~iltering area 
required would be between 3820 and 4080 sq. ft. for the usual 
I 
....., 
Ul 
Q) 
8 
I 
Ji 
Q) 
..µ 
r-i • 
I ..... 0 'Zt ~ 
I 
5 
6 
7 
l 8 
I 
I 
.. 
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Table 4. Filtration of Raw Alunite - no filter aids. 
Filtration Conditions F i 1 t e r o a k e 
..., 
I s:l I ~ Q) Q) F-1 ..., Q) (/J 
0 r-1 $.::1 ~..., 
0 F-1 0 Q) l • ~ • ~ r-i Q) ..µ l>l Q) Q) O,!.:I ..µ Q) tll cd ,!.:! ~ i:IO -f.) ..., <11 4-1 f..f I ~ Ol cd 0 1.~ Q) ro •r-t Q) 0 (I) (1J .q r-1 0 s:: M r-fr-i !?i § ~ -f.) I M • ' s:: • cd Q) M <I> s:: Qfl ro re m oi ~ov+' S:: •.-i ·r-1 .a :a i7 s:: t> ·l"i OH -f.) (I) 0 Q] Jj +3 C\I CH ·r-t () 
Q) ~ • I _q • •l"i • ·i-1 0 • •r-1 < .~ ~ I ~~ .r-1 :::$ 'd I ,.q .... * ..!:t4 () I Ul o ?, () :::! f..f s:: -f.) r-1 F-1 fi • rll .-t i r.Q ~ aj 0 Q) ell Q) F-1 Q) O" Q) •r-1 ~.3 OCH ! F-1 ..a ·...t a.> a> ot <l>Oi;::I ai~ o~ w ~ Vl 1-:::i Crl rxt ~ a ;~ O'~ Ar-i r:q . PI Pt Cll cc: Ol ..... \~ i ~ p:j \;,~ 
I t i I 
144 80 60' 
I 
6 2 33.0 0.59 15.8 0.89 I 81.8 
72 40 I 30 3 I 2.3 33.1 I 0.40 ll.7 1..02 I 79.1 
' 
I 
1 
I 72 40 -30 3 ! 2.3 36.1 l 0.43 l0.9 0.98 79.9 
' 
I ' i I 72 - I 72 ! 3 I 2.3 31.7 I e.43 l0.9 l 1.32 l 73.0 f 
The unwashed al.unite contains 4.88 per cent of water-soluble salts. 
3-minu te filtration cycle• 'faking in to consideration the 
inevitable fluctuations of plant conditions and the deterior-
ation of the filter cloth due to such factors as cover-blinding, 
these figures would be in the vicinity of 5600 sq. ft. This 
filtering area is equivalent to seven filters 14 ft. diameter 
x 18 ft. long, or five 14 ft. x 24 ft. machines. 
(b) ~ven if it proved practicabie to reduce the 
cycle time to, say, li minutes, a very large area (approx. 
3600 sq. ft., see ~'ilter Tests 60 and 61) would still be 
required and the thickness of the cake would probably in 
itself prove prohibitively small. 
(c) The cake is very impervious and carries an 
uncmmnon1y large water content. These two factors result in 
an unsatisfactory washing efficiency. 
(d) Less dense pulps, though giving a higher sait 
removal efficiency, would require still larger filter areas 
to handle a given tonnage. 
(e) The above factors, together with the· high water 
consumption involved, combine to make impracticable the 
removal of the solub1e salts from untreated.alunite by 
pulping with water, followed by filtration and washing. 
(ii-) Filtration after addition of possible fil.ter aids: 
Attempts were made t,o improve the filtration conditions 
by the addition of certain filter aids to the pulp. 
Owing to the difficulty of obtaining suitable 
quantities of homogeneous pulps, it was found expedient 
to use filter leaf B throughout most of the following tests. 
Before commencing a test, all pulps were conditioned 
in a mechanical agitator for 15 minutes in the presence of 
the required quantity of filter aid. The gelatin, filter alum 
and starch were added as solutions, while the lime was added 
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slow1y as a powder containing· 70% free Cao. 
The calcined alunite added in Filter Tests 14 and 15 
was a -10+20 mesh ~roduct which had been ca·lcined at a maximum 
temperat~e of 750 c. and then washed free of water soluble 
salts. The results obtained using up to 10% of this material 
in the pulp were so poor that the tests were repeated using a 
more finely ground calcine. The minus·40 mesh fraction of the 
calcine resulting from a. 75ooc. roast ··or an unclassified material 
(see later, Calcinat1on Test 25) ~as· accordingly extracted with 
water, the fines classified of~ and the remaining granular 
po~tion used for admixture with the raw alunite. In pulps 
carrying even 20~ of this calcine, the filter cakes formed 
were a.till very sticky and impervious and the general results 
were discouraging. 
These tests were carried out. under the following 
cons.tant conditions:-
Filtration Cycle 
Filtering Medium 
Vacuum 
Filter leaf used 
3 minutes. 
10 oz. duck 
26 inches 
Leaf B (Tests 7, 9-15,20-25~ 
.Leaf c (1'.ests 16-19) 
and the results· are tabulated in ·rab]Le ~· 
Table 2.• Filtration of Raw Alunite - filter aids added. 
Filter 
Test 
No. 
7 
Reagent added 
Nature ~uantity I lb./ton 
111 ~~ 
I . I -
· ~ Gela·tin t 1 I Fil te~ alum j 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I i7 18 
19 
20 
2i 
22 
23 
24 
25 
~ I 5 
:l Starc:h . 1 l u I 4 
, I ~ Calcined ! 
l Al unite (coarse) 112 
it' I 224 
Calcined I 
: Alunite(fine) 0 
l 
It 
112 
224 
448 
15 
25 
35 
45 
55 
45 
Ratio 
water 
to 
alunite 
Filter cake 
lii.i.oisture 
content 
u:· 70 
~·3 I 36.1 35.0 
37.7 
37•7 
39.4 
39.6 
2.-25 1 
It 
u 
3 
Ii 
5 
l 
! 
l 
! 
I 
I 
~ 
~ 
I I . 
i 29.9 
•I 
' ~ 30.1 ! 35.2 
i 345.6 
! 4 .o 
~ 8 I. 4 .1 
i 
:,:,: 47.9 
48.7 
i 55. 5. 
I 
JJry W/S 
weight Salts in 
per sq. ft. dry cake 
lb. % 
0.43 
0.43 
0.44 
0.42 
0.48 
0.46 
0.46 
0.47 
0.25 
0.25 
0.31 
0.40 
0.51 
0.57 
o·.59 
0.61 
o.86 
0.40 
0.98. 
0.82 
I 1.10 I 0.90 
I 1.34 1 .. 22 
1.18 
1.34 
' n.d. I 
I 
It. 
•i 
1.45 
1.92 
1.95 
1.99 
2.83 
1.11 
.. / 
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From the table it will be seen that the addition of 
gelatin, filter alum and starch gave filter cakes only insignific-
antly ,greater than those obtained without any additions to the 
pulp, while the moisture content of the cakes showed slight 
increase. 
. After allowing for that portion of the cake made up 
of the added calcine, it is· evident that the addition of 
leached calcine to the raw alunite will not provide the solution 
to, the problems associated with the filtration of that material. 
The only effective way to build up reasonab1e cakes 
seems to lie in the neutralization of the acidity of the ore and 
the consequent flocculation of the particles. The results of 
Test 24 show that it is possible t,o reduae the number of filters 
required by half by using 55 lb. of lime per ton of raw alunite. 
On the· other hand, a very moist cake is: discha-rged under these 
conditions and the residual water-soluble salt content of the 
dried cake. is 2.83%. The sharp rise in the weight, per square 
foot, of cake obtained between Cao additions of 45 and 55 lb. 
per ton indicates that, at the lower lime additions., the Cao 
is consumed in neutralizing the.acidity of-the ore, while at 
about. 45 l.b. per ton the lime is sufficient, in addition, to 
precipitate as hydrate all the water-soluble magnesium 
ass·ociated ·vvith the alunite. Beyond this. stage, the alkalinity 
of the pulp rises rapidly with consequent improvement in 
filtration properties. The quantities required are, however, 
so large as to preclude the use of lime as a filter aid in 
commercial practice. Moreover, the treatment has very little 
effect other than a replacement of the soluble sodium salts 
of the alunite by calcium salts, which salts would doubtless 
be just as troublesome in subsequent trea:tment stages as 
those already present .• 
A further series of t.ests were made in which increasing 
quantities of various reagents were added to the pulp p~ior to 
filtration. Filter leaf C was used throughout these -tests, 
which were carried out under more rigidly cont~olled conditions 
tha:n were possible when operating with the alternative equipment 
used in the work already described. 
Though the filtration conditions varied slightly from 
one set· of tests to another, all tests with any one reagent 
were carried out under strictly comparable conditions, and with 
a blank test. for purposes of·' comparison. Thus the. pulp ratio 
may have varied slightly from one set to another, but wa~ con-
stant and known for any one set. The same applies to such 
factors as temperature and vacuum. 
The following lists the limits of such variations:-
Pulp ratio 
Temp era ture 
Vacuum 
l.~ to 2.1 water to 1 solids. 
15 C. to 21°0. 
25t to 26t .inches. 
The constant factors were as follows:-
Filter medium 10 oz. duck 
Filter area 0.1 sq. ft. 
Conditioning time 3 minutes. 
Cake forming · 72 seconds 
" draining 34 seconds. 
11 washing 
.(flood was_h) 
Cake drying 
40 seconds 
34 seconds. 
I 
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The resul.ts of these tests are set out in the following 
table (Table 2>. 
Tabl.e t'. Filtrat,ion of Raw Alunite - filter aids added. 
Filter 
Test 
No. 
l 
l 
NaOH:- .j 
26 I ~~ ! 
29 
30 
' 
Reagent 
added 
lb./ton 
0 
~ 
10 
20 
0 
2t 
5 
:15 
0 
0 
1 
3· 
5 
7 
0 
224 
I 
I 
l ; 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
t! 
l 
l. 
I 
I 
F i 
Moisture 
Content 
If> 
28.~ 29. 
29.0 
30.6 
_32.6 
_27.3 
28.2 . 
28.4 
28.0 
27.9 
28.7 '. 
29.1 
32.8 
30 .• 2 
30.4 
27.8 
29.6 
29~6 
29.7 
28.7 
29.9 
28.8 
29.5 28.0 
1 t e r Cake 
, W/s salts Dry weight 
per square in dry_ cake 
foot . 70 
lb;. 
0 .32. 0.53 
. 0.35 0.55 
I 0.36 I o.6n 0.43 0.81 
! 0.51 1.13 
0.34 
0.34 
! 0.34 
l 0.34 I ·I 0.34 
! I I f 
! 0.33 ' ! 
! 0.32 l l 
I 0.30. I 
I 0.30 I i 0.32 
I l I 
. 
I 1 ·- O.J5 j· 0.33 I I 0.34 ' 
I 
0.33 l l 
! 
I I 0.34 I l I 0.30 I 0.31 I 
I 0.30 
I 0.50 
' l 
! 
I 
I 
I 0.31 
I o·.29 
I 
0.30 
I 
0.30 
0.28 
I 
I I . 0.33 I 
! 0.37 I I 
' l _1 
Of the. reagents tried, caustic soda· .alone ggve any 
increase in filtration rate and it is most probable tiiat its 
use as a filter aid ~ould not prove economically sound. ~he 
same would app·l:i in the case of potassium hydroxide,. 
I 
,. 
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(iii) ]'ll tra tion after. :i:'reliminary Dehydration of the 
Aluni te: 
There are a number of references in the literature to 
the improvement in settling and filtering rates of clays and 
like mat.erials resulting from a preliminary dehydration at 
temperatures below 3oooc. 
Cook-[58] for example, describes the harr.dling of a 
clayey gold o~e in Nevada with thickening and filtering 
properties in the raw state remarkably similar to those of the 
Lake Campion ore. On dehydration at a temperature greater than 
llo 0 c. the physical properties of the ore changed entirely, 
giving a product that settl.ed and filtered almos.t as well as 
a quartz ore. The process, which also removed the sticky 
milling properties, was carried out in an ordinary commercial 
dryer at the cost of 100 lb. coal per ton';Of ore. 
It was thought probable, therefore, that the filtering 
properties of alunite would be impro~ed by subjecting the 
material to a preliminary low temperature heat treatment • 
. Five representative samples of a minus ~ inch mesh 
product were heated for-two -hours at 11o0 c., 16080., 21000., 
31ooc., and 41000·., respectively. A sixth sample was thoroughly 
air dried at room temperature. The -moisture content. of this 
air dried sample was 5~, while the losses in weight of the 
original sam~les due to treatment at higher temperatures were 
5.0% _{11000.J, 5.8% (16ooq.), 6.4% (21ooc.), 7.4% (31000.) and 
15.6% (41000.). - . 
In pulping these products, the addition _of water gave 
a rapid breaking down of the lumpa to form a reasonably uniform 
slurry in the cases of the- products dried at- room t.emperature, 
i10°c. and 16o0c. Reating to 210°0. gave a mass less readily 
broken down in water, and appreciably stickier than that obtained 
after heating at the lower temperatures, while the ma~erial 
treated at 310°0., though perhaps less sticky, was still more 
difficult, to break doiim to a consisteht slurry. Heating at 
410°0. gave a hard lumpy material requiring mechanical grinding 
to obtain an even suspension. 
Filtration tests were made on the-air dried material, 
and that dried at i10°c. and 210°0·. The foll.owing conditions 
were observed in all tests:-
.Pulp ratio 
Filtration temperature 
:&'il ter medium 
:B1il ter area· 
Vacuum 
Cake forming 
11 draining 
11 washing 
" drying 
2 water· to l dried solids 
1500. -
10 oz_._ duck 
O .1 sq. ft. 
_25 inches 
· 72 seconds. 
34 . II 
40 It 
34 a 
'.fue results are detailed in the following table .(Table 2) :. 
-Table 2• Filtration of Dehydrated Alunite. 
Filter Temperature F i 1 t e r c a k e 
Test of Thickness Jilioisture Dry-Weight per 
Drying· "' content ft. No. sq. inch /o 1h 
57 air 1/16- 29.3 0.26 
58 110°0. 1/16- 30.2 0.27 
59 210°c. 
1-
1/16- 33.6 0.21 
T 
~ 
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From the results it, appears that a decrease in filter 
area of something less than· 5~ only would result from drying 
the ore at 110°0., while dehydration at higher temperature would 
only add to the filtering difficulties. 
The above 5% improvement woUld in practice be increased 
by a factor depending on the temperature rise of the pulp due 
to the pulping of material at a temperature approaching llooc. 
2. WASHING OF RAVI ALUNITE BY COUNTER-CURREHT DECANTATION: 
The feasibility of using counter-current decantation 
methods for washing the water soluble content from an ore or 
mill product depends to a large extent on the settling properties 
of the material. 
In practice, the most valuabl.e guide is: the settling 
area required to handle one ton of solids per 24 hours by this 
method. This figure depends on the free settling properties of 
the solids and, taken in conjunction with figures showing the 
behaviour of the material under conditions of compression 
settlement, gives the number and dimensions of thickening tanks 
required to handle a; given daily- _tonnage; 
A genera·l formula, suitable for application to experi-
mental results, is derived as follows:-
Let A sq. ft. be required per- ton of solids pe_r 24 hours. 
R ft. per hour be the rate of se-ttlement at a given 
dilut.ion. 
T tons of water be separated, per ton of soiids per 24 hr. 
for a given dilution. 
F tons be the weight of water t.o 1 ton of solids at a 
gi v:en dilut.ion. 
D tons be the weight of water to 1 ton of solids in _the 
final discharge. 
Then 
f, 
therefore 
A 
= 
= 
= 
62.5 x 24 x A x R 
·2240 
.If D 
1.493 (F - D) 
R . 
General Settling Properties ·of Al.unite: 
Settlement tests on alunite.taken direct from the deposit~ 
carrying 18.6% moisture, and on the air dried material containing 
in this case 3.8% moisture, showed a remarkable difference in the 
settling properties of the two materials. --
Where-as the se"ttlement rate of the undried product, even 
at 10 t.o 1 dilution, is extremely slow, that of the air dried 
material is-more satisfactory, though still slow. In addition, 
after 72 hours s'ettling, the pulp ratio in the first case was 
3.13 of water to l of solids, while in the. second case the final 
ratio was 1.33 to 1. 
'fhe "dry" material :fformed a homogeneous s~.urry with 
water much more readily than the ore carrying 18.6~ water. The 
behaviour of the drier material was checked on a second sample 
and the figures obtained were substantial1y the same as those 
in the first test. 
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The possible effect of ageing on the settling properties 
was determined by repeating general settlement tests after the 
pulp had been left standing for 4 days. Only verysl.ight 
alteration in settlement rate· or final density was noted. 
hours 
graph 
The general 'behaviour of the two products during 72 
settling from a 10 to 1 pulp is shown in the accompanying 
(Figure I). 
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FIGURE 1. SETTLING CHARACTERISTICS OF RAW ALUNITE. 
Efficiency of a System of Counter-current Thickeners: 
The efficiency of any system of counter-current 
thickenera depends primarily on 
(a) the number of thickeners used, 
(b) the quantity of water used, (c) the pulp ratio of the thickener underflow. 
A system of n 'thickeners isshown diagrammatically 
as follows:-
w" 
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w' w' w' w' 
I I _____ : ' ' : 
: T,_ I I 
I l I T,,_, : T,, 
1 I I I : I I 
I I I· I • I I I 
'---------' ~-------..! ___ J "- -- --J I 
I 
"'w' 
FIGURE II. COUNTER CURRENT WA,SHING SYJ>TEM• 
Let T1 , T2 ••• Tn represent the tons of salts per ton of 
water in thickeners Mos. l·, 2 •••• n resp.ectively. 
w = tons of wash water entering thickener n per day. 
w• = tons of water leaving the system per day in the 
underflow from thickener n. 
w" = tons of water per day in overfiow from thickener 
l'ro. 1. 
w"' = tons of water· added per day to thickene·r :Ho. 1. as 
moisture in the feed ( = w' + w" - w). 
s = tons. of sal.ts added per dey to thickener No. 1 as 
water-solubl.e salts in the feed. 
Then equating the tons of salts into and oµt of each thickener 
per 24 hours we get the following set of equations:-
w' ·r + wT 1 3 
w'T + wTn n-2 
w''f n-1 
= 
= w'f n 
= ( w ' + w11 ) Ti 
= 
= 
= (w. + w' )T0 
The value of w can be controll.ed at will by the operator, while 
w' depends on the degree of compression settlement obtainable 
with a given ore. sand wH' are characteristics of the ore 
being handled, with w11 directly dependent on the values of w, 
w' and w"'. · 
Thus , with w • , wm and. s obtained exp er imen tally the 
above equations. can be solved for T1, T2 •••• 'fn• That is, the 
extent to.which the removal of water-solubl.e salts has proceeded 
at any given s-tage in a multi-stage sys:tem can be determined, or, 
alternatively, the efficiency of a system containing a given 
number of units. Or it may be that the number of thickeners· 
required to redu~e the wat~r-soluble salt content to a given 
figure is sought. 
.. 
' 
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The assumption that 350 tons of air dried ore would 
be treated per 24 hours to give the required daily yield of 
K2S04, leaves an adequate safety margin for calculating filter-
ing and settling areas. This figure has been used in the previous 
work oh filtration, and will be used throughout the following 
work on thickening of raw alunite. 
The quantity of fresh water to be added-daily can be 
arbitrarily chosen, say 875 to'ns (a ra,_tio of water to solids 
of 5 to 2), while the moisture content of a sun dried sample 
of all.mite was found to be 3.8j')b, giving 13 tons· of water. added 
with _the feed. The water soluble salts in the same .sample were 
4.88%, giving a daily addition to the system of about 17 tons 
of these saits. Tests have shown that this mateFial will settle 
in a reasonable time to a maximtun pulp density of 1.33 water to 
l of solids, and so 467 tons of water will be discharged daily 
with the; 350 tons of solids as ·the underflow from the last unit. 
Thus., applying the above general equations to a series 
of four thickene·rs used to wash raw sun dried aluni te, we obtain 
the follow:ing four simultaneous equations::-
17 .+ 875 T2 
467 T1. + 875 T3 
467 T2 + 875 T4 
467 T3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
421 ·r1 + 467 T1 
875 T2 + 467 T2 
875 T3 + 467 ·.r3 
875 T4 + 46_7 T4 
= 
= 
888 ·.r 1 
1342 T2 
1342 T3 
1342 T4 
Solving these equations, the values of the salt 
concentration in each thickener are giyen by -
·T 1 - 0.0370 
T2 = 0.0182 
T = 0.0081 3' 
T4 = 0.0028 
. These figures show that the use of 4 count,er-current 
washing thickeners would, under the above conditions, result in 
reducing the percentage of water solubie salts in the furnace 
feed from 4.88{0 in the unwashed o~e to 0.37% if washing by this 
means were practised. 
Similarly-, it can be shown that about the same percent-
age of residual salts would be present if the amount of water 
used were increased by 25% and the number of thickeners used 
decreased by the same percentage, i.e. if 1094 tons of water 
were added per 24 hours to a 3 unit system. 
Determin~tion of Required Thickener Dimensions: 
:Practically all methods d'escribed in the literature for 
making these determinations are based on the original work of 
Coe and Clevenger [59]• _ _ . 
The determiba.tion of the required settling area and 
thickener depth can be made from a study of the settling 
characteristics of the pulp. 
The two factors with which we are concerned are the 
behaviour of the pulp ·in the free settling zone and its behaviour 
dur·ing compression, or hindered, settling. 
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The free settling phase is that in which the particles 
fall practically unhindered by each other and it is the rates 
of settlement, of the particles at various stages in this phase 
that decide the settling_area required to handle a given tonnage. 
- ' In a thickener, the pulp in settling passes through 
various zones between the dilut,ion of feed and the dilution of 
discharge. Thus, with a feed of pulp ratio 10 : 1 and a 
discharge of 1 : 1, there will be intermedia.te zones of 9 : 1, 
8: 1 ••••. 2: 1. The depths of these zones will vary, as 
will the rates of settlement in the differe,·~t zones. Consequently 
the zone displaying the slowest settling rate, relative to the 
amount of ·water separated in·that zone, will be the one that 
limits the size of the thickener. · This is so because all the 
pulp must pass through-this slowest zone, no matter what the 
rates above or below it may be. · 
Compression settlement occurs when the solids have 
become thickened to such an extent that the particles rest on, 
and are partly supported by, one.another. Water is eliminated 
at this stage by the pressure of the particles on each other and 
in so. doing forms channels which enable the commencement of the 
compression settlement stage to,be recognized readily during 
experimental tests in glass,vessels. 
After the pulp entercs ·the compression z,one, further 
elimination of the water depends upon the area. and depth of the 
tank and upon the stirring action of the thickener rake·s. ·_ Thus 
the extent.of, and conditions within, this zone partially 
determine the depth of the tanks.to be installed. 
'.rests -were made to. ·obtain the necessary figures t-o give 
the thickener dimensions required_to handle 350 tons of alunite 
per day. These tests are described_ below. 
(A) Free-Settlement, (Determination of settling area) 
Pulps were made .up from the· air dried and the undried 
products, and comparative -free-settlement tests carried. out in 
graduated glass cylinders under the following constant conditions-
Temperature •••••••••••• 
Specific gravity of Dry 
Alunite ••••••••••••• 
Dry weight of alunite in 
each cylinder ••••••• 
Volume occupied by 
Alunite ••••••••••••• 
19 c. 
2.63 
24 gr. 
9 c .. c. 
Settlement levels were read at two minute intervals for 
each pulp dilution fro~ 10 to 1 to the -beginning of compression 
settlement. this }a.~4ic-r stage was reached at about 4 to 1 for Jk..v> 
the air dried sample and at abou~ 6 to ·1 in the case of the un-
dried material. (See Figure -I). 
The results obtained were used for the determination 
of the· settling area required to handle raw; al unite under the 
two different conditions of moisture content. These results 
are set out-in Table~· 
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Table 'S'. Free Settlement of Raw Alunite: 
(a) Moisture in origi-nal ore 3.8/b 
F R D F ~ D - 1.493 (F-D) A_sq.ft/ton/24 hr. 
ft/hr. l.4g~ (F - D )/R 
3 l.33 1.67 2.49 ' Compression - J 
14 0.04 If 2.67 3.98 } settling g 0.15 II 3.67 5.48 36.5 0.34 ii" 4.67 6.97 20.5 
~ 0.46 I I~ 5.67 8.46 18.4 0.56 J lt 6.67 9.95 17.8 9 0.65 u ~.67, ll..44 I 1§.6 10 0.69 '' I ' .67 ·12.94 1 .8 -I 
(b) Moisture in original ore 18.6% 
I • 
3 l 3.33 ) i Compression I 
4 l u 0.67 1.00 ) ! settling g 1- It i.67 - 2.4~ ) ! 
l .. - 2.67 3.9 ) ' I~ 0.04 il" 3.67 5.48 - ! 137 ~ 0.05 
. I It 4.67 6.97. l 139 0.09 rt 5.67 8.46 I 94 0 q.09 u 6.67 9.95 1· 11]. I 
The above figures show that the mininmm a1.1owa ble- area 
for settlement is 36.5 sq.ft/ton/24 hr. for the 11 dry 11 material 
and 139 .sq.ft/ton/24 hr._ for the undried ore. -
Adding lOp to each for plant emergencies, the figures 
9ecome 40 and 153 sq.ft/ton/24 hr., respectively. 
These figures compare favourably with.areas required for 
thickening other slow .settling materials such as bauxite residues 
after H2·S04 digestion and water-floated clay. In the case of 
clay, cases are known where over 200 sq. ft/ton/24 hr~ have been 
required to thicken from ~ = 60 to a discharge carrying about_ 
20% water. ·rhe .tonnages to be handled were-, however, relatively 
small. · · 
Thus to handle 350 tons per day the respective settling 
areas required would be l.4,000 sq. ft. and 53,500 sq. ft. 
_Washing by counter-current decantation would therefore 
involve, fo~ example, 
(i) on air dried material, 3 series of 4 thickeners, 
each approximately 77 'ft. in diameter. , 
(ii) On uridried ore, 6 series of 4 thickeners, each 
approximately 106 ft. in diameter. 
(B) Hindered Settlement, (Determination of depth of 
compression ~oneJ 
The following figures a~~ly only to the air dried 
material. · 
Compression settlement tests_were· carried out at 19°c. 
giving the· following results. (Table .9J -
' -
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•rable .2.• Hindered S'ettlement of Raw Aluni te: 
Reading of ltolume 1 Dilution '.I:ime Correa-
pulp line of Gm.water.:. interval ponding 
a Water 1 Solida t average d x t 
c.c. ( a-9 ) c. c •
1
. a - 2 hours dilution 
·24 
,• d 
~3 84 I 3.50 i l I - - -8~ 78 ' 3.25- 0.25 I 3.38 o.84 1-73 i 3.04 0.25 3.15 0.79 80 ·71 l 2.~6 ! 0.25 ! 3.00 I 0.75 77 68 I. 2. 3 I 0.25 I 2.90 0.73 
·75 66 1 2.75 I 0.25 2.79 · 1 0.70 i i 73 . 64 2.67 0.25 I 2.71 o.68 b~ 63 f: 2.6~ ! 0.50 2.65 I 1.32 « -I I 59' I 2..4 0.75 2.55 1.91 ,, 66 l ' I ·57 u 2.38 ' 0.50 2.42 1.21 ' " i 64 55 ; 2.29 I 0.50 ' 2.34 I 1.17 ~ r 61 52 ! 2.17 1.00 \ 2.23 l 2.23 I i I ,, 58 I 49 ' 2.04 i 1.00 ! 2.11 f 2.11 ! 45 
' 
36 I 1.50 I , 17.00 I 1.7~ 30.09 
44· J 35 '! 1.46 I 2.00 I 1.4' 2.96 I I 43 34 1.42 i 2.50 1.44 3.60 
41 32 1.33 1:1-2.50 I 1.38 58.60 ~ - t 
TOTAL 109.69 
Hence the average dilution in the compression zone 
= 
and average specific gravity of pulp in this zone 
Also, 
= 1.56 + 1 = 1.32 
1.56 + l 
. 2.63 
.fi'·inal.. density - solids to 1 part solution 
Hours retention necessary to reach this 
- density (say) • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Sq.ft./ton of solida/24 hrs. • • • • •• 
Capacity in lb. dry solids/sq.ft./hr ••• 
• • • 
••• 
••• 
• • • 
1.33 
48 (see graph) 
40 
2.33 
To hold these quantities/sq.ft./hr. for 48 hours will mean 
storage for 48 x 2.33 = 112 lb. solids 
· = 287 lb. pulp. 
Hence depth of. compression .zone is 
6 5
287
1 = 3.48 feet. 2. x .32 
(C) Determination of Thickener Dimensions: 
Asstuning 3 series of counter-current washing thickeners, 
the following figures are now available -
Solids to be handled per 24 hr. per 
thickener - tons ••• ••• ••• • •• 
. Settling area required - sq.ft./ton/24.hr •• 
Total area, required for thickener - sq.ft •• 
-Diameter of thickener - ft... •.• • • • • • •• 
Assume slope of raking arms. in thickener -
in./ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Maximum: ·depth. of arms. - ft. • • • • • • • • • 
.Assume 2/3 of this depth ineffective due· to 
solids building up under $akes; so 
· ineffective depth - ft. • • • • •. · ••• 
117 
40 
4670 
- 77 
it 
3.75 
I 
I 
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Determination of 'rhickener Dimensions. lContd. ).: 
Total depth of thickener - ft 
Ineffective .• •• 
Compression ~one . 
Feed well. .... 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• •• • •• 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
Total 7.98 
c====== 
Hence, to reduce the water sol.uble salts in air dried 
raw alunite from 4.88% to approximately one-thirteenth of this 
figure by counter-curre~t washing in thickeners, it would be 
necessary to install 3 · series of 4. thickeners, ea.eh unit-~ to be 
77 feet in diameter. by 8 feet deep.. · 
Filtration of Thickener Underflow: 
Further de-watering of the pulp would be necessary to 
give a prottuct of the nature required for the furnace feed. This 
would involve filtration-of the underflow from the last thickeners 
of the series. As no washing ·of the cake· on the filter would be 
necessary, a filter with high diamet~al submergence, of the order 
of 40%, could be used. 
' Filtration tests were made to determine the filtering 
are~ required to handle the 817 tons of pul.p discharged daily 
from the washing thickeners. This pulp has a consistency of 
4 parts -of water to 3 of solids and was duplicated in the 
laboratory by making up a slurry of the required density using 
a sample of the air dried ore. 
The. tests were made under the following constant 
conditions:-
Filtering medium. 
Fil t.ering area of leaf 
Vacuum 
Pulp ratio 
Temperature, 
1.0 oz. duck 
0.1 ·sq •. ft. 
26 inches 
4 water to 3 solids 
1900. 
The results are shown'in Table .!.Q.a 
Table 10. Filtration of Thickener Underflow: 
• 1 
. ! 
" 
Filter Filtration Cycle I Filter Cake Filtering 
Test area 
No. Cake farming Drain:ing etc. Moisture Dry cake required 
sec. sec. 
,_,, 1 b_;/sq.ft. sq.ft. l" 
60 I 1.08 
. L 
0.46 72 30.3 3550 
61 I 36 54. 30.4 0.35 2330 I -
The last column gives. the filtering area required to handle the 
equivalent of 350 tons of ore per 24 hours under test conditions. 
It is usual to all.ow a generous margin in caicuJ.ations of this 
kind to compensate for plant riuctuations, cloth blinding etc., 
and for pulps of the type under test it is. reasonable to assume 
that the operating capa.ci~J of a filter is-of the order of 0.7 
times the test le.af capacity. . So, applying this "cover-blinding 
factor 11 of 0.7 to the results of Filter Tests 60 and. 61 above, we 
obtain filtering area requi~ements,of 5070 sq. ft. and 3330 sq. 
ft. re·spectively, depending on the filtration cycle adopted. 
! 
I ! i 
' ! 
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Settlement of Dehydrated Alunite 
lf the settling rate of the unwashed alunite could be 
increased by a factor of at least two, removal of the water 
soluble salts by counter-current decantation would provide a 
reasonably cheap and efficient method for the commercial handling 
of this material. ·rhe figures obtained in the sections above, 
however, are such as to preclude the use of such a process for 
washing untreated or simply air dried ore. 
In the- hope that this ore would behave similarly to 
those described by Cook [58] and others, it was decided to carry 
out a series of se·l;tling tests on altfnite partially dehydrated 
by heating to temperatures up to 400 C. 
The samples described in Section IY, I, (iii) of this 
report were used for the test. work. ~ulps of a consistency of 
10 fluid to 1 solid were made up from ore which had been sub-
jected to preliminary drying at room temperature, llo0 c., 160°0., 
210°G., 310°c. and 41o 0 u. respectively. 
The settling rates and pulp ratios of each slurry were 
recorded over a period of 28 hours, at first at 6 minutes 
intervals, but later at hourly or longer periods. 
The pulp ratios are plotted against the time interval 
on the accompanying graph (:B'igure III. ) • 
10 --
4 
FIGURE III. 
---- ----, ---- - ----- - -- - I -- ---- - -- - -
8 12 lo 
SETTLING CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTIALLY 
DEHYDRATED ALUNITE. 
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From the results it is apparent that a slight 
improvement in the settling properties arises from a prelim-
inary drying at i1ooc., but preheating to temperatures above 
this figure· causes a marked decrease in the rate of settlement. 
The improvement due to the low temperature drying is, 
however, definitely insufficient to warrant such treatment in 
practic_e. 
\ 
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V. C: A L C I N A T I O 1ir 
- (1) ,PILOT PIJUPl': 
_The pilot plant consisted essentially of two units, a 
grinding unit and a calcination unit. 
(i) The Grinding Unit: 
This unit_consisted of a horizontal cylinder .made of 
10-mesh scree·ning,. for the earlier tests, later repla·ced by ti• 
screening. The cylinder-, 18n long by 9" diameter, was closed 
at each end, with a feed hopper at one end. The air-dried 
material· was fed in and forced against the scr-ee.ning by bricks 
ro~ating on a shaft along the long axis of the cylinder. It was 
brushed through the screen by wire brushes following the bricks. 
' ' 
With the cylinder made of 10 mesh screening, this 
crusher gave a product which was graded into three sizings in 
the fallowing proportions_:-
-10+20 me·sh 
-20+40 mesh 
-40 mesh 
2010 
-40% 
40%-
These grades were used as such in many of the early 
tests and were designated respectively coarse, middling and fine 
fractions. 
_ With the 10 mesh _screen replaced by the t inch screening, 
a material containing only a small percentage of fines was obtain-
ed. In ~his case the grinder disri~rge was fed direct to the 
furnace without.any preliminary grading. 
(ii) The Calcination Unit: 
_ The rotary kiln used in all calciriation tests was 12 feet 
Long, made up of two 6 ft. sections; the exte1·nal diameter was 
25t. inches~ while the internal diameter, after lining with fire-
brick, was 16 inches. ,, _ 
Jfour thermocouple holes were provided at 3 ft. centres 
along the furnace, each being fitted with chrorn.el-alumel couples 
and terminals for millivoltmeter leads. 
The cylinder revolved on rollers, commonly at the rate of 
3 -to 5 r.p.m., though the speed could be varied, if required, 
between l and 10 r.p.m~ 
The fall from the hor.izontal could be adjusted to a 
maximum of l ft. over. the furna·ce length. The angle of inclin-
ation was adjusted by-a hydraulic jack _operating under a short 
length of ~ha?nel iron welded to the furnace ch~ssis. 
All moving parts were driven by a t h~p. motor~ through 
a reduction gear coupled dire,ctly to the drive shaft by means of 
a flexib1e fibre coupling. 
Variation of speed was obtained by providing differe·nt 
diameter pulleys which could be fitted at the.reduc~ion gear. 
The motor was situated under. the cold end of the furnace cylinder 
and was encl.osed in a- light gauge iron cover t.o exclude dust and 
fine particles of material. A reversing switch was provided so 
that the fu~nace coul@ be revolved in ·eit~er direction. 
At ·the feed end, the furnace was fitted with dust 
chamber, exhaust stack and hood and an automatic feeder capable 
of feeding quantities varying from 1 to over 500 lb• per hour. 
I -
At the d·ischarge. or combustion chamber end there .was no 
ge~r to. all.ow of the· continuous removal of the calcined charge 
from the. firebox, though such a fitting would have undoubtedly 
increased the ease of_ operation of the.furnace. 
The oil burner used ·was a--Frank- Saunders .No. 1 non-
rotary burner, capable of-burning up to 6 gallons per hour and 
down to about: l .gallon per hour.' - The blower unit supplying air 
to the burner was mounted on insulating material. on top of the 
combust.ion chamber. 
' ' 
The ·refractory_ -for -the- f'urnace lining gave trouble 
during the earlier. tests.- An attempt was. made to reduce heat 
losses by including-a laye~ of diato~aceous earth between the 
·furnace shell and the ac_tual firebrick.s ,_ but even during prelim-
inary tr:ia-ls.-this arrangement proved mechanically. unsuitable. 
' -
'The furnace was-accordingly relined with special 4i" 
thick firebrioks, the insulating layer of diatoma9eous earth 
being omitted. The bricks were manufactur~d from -
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
a highly bau~:t'tic .fireclay. of good -refractory 
properties, 
a kaolinised andalusite schist with 35% andalusite 
and, · 
a fire clay grog, highly burnt .a'nd graded. 
' -
The quantities of these materials used were in the proportions 
of 6:2:i by vol~e resp·ectively. 
After p-reliminary grinding, screening- and pugging the 
mix was. extruded, cut and re~res~d to .. ~tandard si~e bricks, 
then dried.and burnt at 1350 c. ·w1th 24,b.ours soaking. 
This lining gave good service th:i;-oughout _the tes·ts. 
Though the actual furnace operating time during the test work 
would not have bee'n more 'tha,n 2'50 hour_s' the, furnace lining was 
subjected to fairly severe condi t.ions due to the many heating and 
cooling s:tages. pass:ed .through in the course of the nine month 
period over which the. tests were carried out. 
As originally lined, ttirnbling of the charge within the 
furnace was· brought about by two s·traight longftudinal rows of 
tumbler bricks projecting some: 2tn f+olll: the .. m~in lining s.urface. 
·rhis resulted in the gases being given_ off. 1n surges each half 
revolution and consequently in.difficulty .in' controlling the 
roasting condi t.ions. When -relined_, the two rows of tumbler 
bricks were so laidas to fo'rm a· double helix along the length 
of the furnaceo This arrangement resulted in better heating.of 
the material and the continuous ev-o lt,1 tion of gas; and, in 
addition, ·allowed of a wider control of the,time of through-put 
depending on the direction 'of rota.tion of the furna.ce. · 
(2) - CALCil~ATLON TESTS: 
In all the-following calcination work, the time of 
calcination.refers to the period elapsed_ between cor.amencement of 
the feed and the appea,rance. ·of. a steady fJLow of calcine at the 
discharge end. The temperature of· calcination is given_ as the 
reading shown·at the thermo"couple nearest the .discharge end and 
may be 25° to 50°0. below-the· maximum attained for the short 
period just prior to discharge fr~m the kiln • 
. c·oarse, middlings and fines refer resP,ectively to the 
-10+20 mesh, ·-20+40 mesh and -40 mesh fractions i-nto which the 
crusher discharge was graded. An ungraded feed is qualified as 
such by the .siz ~ng of_ its coarsest_ fraction. 
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. Calcining the raw alunite at high temperatures (around 
900°c.) for a pr.olonged period r.esul ts in a loss of 33/0 in the 
original weight of the dry al unite, ma.inly as , so1 and c.ombined 
water. In calcination·tests reporte9., 'the ·"additional ignition 
loss 0 refers to the weight lo-st _when a sample of the calcine from 
a pilot plant roast ·is subje,cted to •a further ignition in the 
laboratory muffle at' temperatures between 900° and 950°0. for 1 
to 2 hours. By this treatment, tota:.1· th~rmal decompos·ition of 
the sample can be assumed:. 
The efficiency of a: roa·st depended primarily on the 
percentage of the original K2o·content of the alunite which was 
rendereo. water-.soluble by the_ calcinat.ion p;i:ocess. This figure 
was obtai ne.d by de_termining the .total K20 co_ntent of the calcine 
sample by fusio~ with· sodium carbonat.e and: e.stimating the 
percentage of_ ~20 in t_he melt. The. V'ra.ter-soluble. K20 was deter-
mined by extracting 70 grams, of-. _the calcine with water under strict. 
ly standardized condit.ions and. determining the _K2o in the ex·tract by the co bal tini·tr;t te method. . 
The potash 'al.unite content of ·the material ·fed to the 
furnace throughout these te.sts averaged between 647.; amd 65;&, 
while 21./0 was the average silica figure-. 
A •. Furnace· Characteristics 
( i) · Capa.ci ty: 
. ' 
Tests were undertaken to determine .the maximum capacity. 
of the kiln·. A temperature of·8oo0 c. ·and ·a calcinatian time of 
15 minutes were chosen arbitrarily and carefully maintained 
during each test. The feed c.onsisted· of ai~-dried midd.l.ingse 
At feed·rates of 1 cwt. per hour and· 2 cwt. per hour. 
the efficiencies~ of calcina ti'on ·and of gas· disposal were satis-
factory, but when the feed was increase·d to 3 cwt. pe·r hour there 
were obvious. signs of choki'ng within_the kiln. The draught ·through 
the kiln was insufficient.to carry the products of decomposition 
up the stack, and it was apparent that the working capacity of 
the kiln had bee.n exceeded. 
(ii). Fuel. Consumption:· 
. . 
A check on the ~uel consumption was made. during the 
tests described in section (i) above, the results showing a three-
fold increase in the quantity of oil consumed when the feed was 
increased from 1 cwt. per._ hour to 2 cwt. per hol;lr. 
The conditions and results of these tests are tabulated 
in Table 11. · 
Tab1e 11.. Rotary Kiln - capacity and· fuel consumption. 
Calcina- F e e d Cal.cining Fuel. · Extra K 0 
tion Test lVlaterial Rate ·rime Consumption Ignitio.n Extraction 
No. . mesh cwt/hr. min • gal./hr. Lo SS 'Jo 10 
1. 
-20+40 1 15 1 · 0.55 8.5 72.4 
I 
2 it 2 ~ J 1.70 9.i 69._9 1 · 
3 H 3 rr Kiln capacity exceeded 
! 
! 
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(iii) Time of ~hrough-put: 
Tests conducted at, speeds of rotation of d and 5 revse 
per min. and with the inclination or the kiln at t and the 
direction of rotation opposed ~o that of the twnbling spirals 
showed that the maximum period for which ma·terial could be 
retained in the furna.ce was about 60 minutes. -
By increasing the rate -of-rotation and the slope of the 
kiln, it. was found that the minimum practical period of calcin-
ation .was 5 minutes •. _-
B. Calcina t.ion "Variables-
·rhe main varia_bles .-tha.t qould affect the efficiency of 
cal.cina tion are - · 
(i) Temperature of calcination 
(ii) Time of calcination-
(ii.i) Si~ing of feed 
(iv) Rate of feed. 
Work was carried out to determine the optimum calcin-
a tion conditions by a series of tests· in which three of the above 
factors were kept constant with the fourth varied between what 
were considered· practical limits. 
- -
(i) - Temperature of Oalcination:-
A number -of pilot plant- calcinations were undertaken at 
~emperatures between 700°c. and 900°0. 
The conditions and, results of these tests are shown in 
Table 12. 
Table 12._ Calcinat,ion at Various Temperatures. 
Cal en. 
Test 
No. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Constant condi t.ions -
Sizing of feed 
Rate of feed -
Time of calcination 
Calc·n. · :BJxtra W/S salts 
·remp. Ignition_ in Calcine 
oc. Loss -'fo -7~ 
720· -_ 12 ._o 29.5 
- 750 I 8.8 24.9 800 I 7.2 22.9 1-
850 5.8 ! 2i.7 i 
900 - i . 2. 3 - -1 18.2 
l i 
-10+20 mesh 
1 cwt. per hour 
20 minutes. 
K20 in Calcine 
Total ! .Water-
/'a -[ soluble 
7; 
7.·90 5.93 
7.98 6.13 
8.13, 6.34 
•l 
8.67 ·n 6.13 ~ 
9.04 , 5.11 
I 
K 0 
.2 
Extraction 
/o 
75.1 
76.8 
78.0 
70.7 
56.5 
From the above figures· it appears that a.t 850°c. the 
reaction has already commenced between the alunite and silica, 
giving rise to insoluble potassium alumina-silicates·. Above 
850°c. the extent of this reaction increases rapidly, with a 
. res~lting marked decrease in the percentage of water-soluble 
potash in the calcine. · -
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The decid~d decrease in the total \Vater-soluble ··saJLt 
content of the calcine with increasing temperatures of calcin-
ation is. explained by the formation of potash alum at the lower 
temperatures, followed_ by decomposition of this soluble compound 
to form potassium sul.phate an_d ~urnina at the intermediate 
temp era ture s. 
At 900°c~ there i'f.3 prol>ably· s-om~- potassium aluminate 
formed in addition to the.insoluble potash compounds resulting 
from a reaction between the alunite and _the gangue material. 
(ii) Time of Cal.cination: 
A further series of tests wa.sr. conducted to determine. 
the effect on the· potash recovery of varying the time of calcin-
a tion at different temperatures.· --
When the periods of cal.cinatio~ were only of the· order-of 
5 to 10 minutes, a fairly high rate of feed had of necessity to 
be maintained. This was advantageous in that some variation in the 
rate of feed between short and long period roasts would have the 
effect of keeping the actual loading condi.tions within the furnace 
more comparable from one test to ano~her. 
The furnace feed fo·r these tests was: in all cases the· 
-10+20 mesh material. 
The results are tabulated in Table 13. 
Table 13. Calcination for var;y_ing periods .• 
J Calcn. Calcn. j Time EJxtra W/S·-': - _ 
i Test TE!mp. of !Igni t.ion Salts in 
I No. C. I Ca.~ en. ~o s s Cal~'_ine - min. 70 - . 70-
1 9 695 I 60 I 750 ! 20 750, 45. [ 10 ~ -11 
I i2 I lJ 
~ 14-
~ 15' l 16 
I i~ 
750 60 
1
1 
750 90 I ~gg I 2~ I 
800 30 
900 
900 5 20 
14.3 
8.8 
6.2 
7.1 
5.9 
26.1 
i9 .• 2 
18.2 
Total. 
%-
- 8.63 
7.98 
8.75 
8.451 8.90 
8.39 
< 8.72 
9.67 
8.92 
9.04 ~ 
wa-cer-
soluble 
7o 
5.21 
6.13 
6.96 
6.76 
6.46 
6.13 
6.74 
6.57 
5.31 
5.11 
K20 
Extraction 
% 
60.4 
76.8 
79 .. 5 
80.0 
72.1 
73.0 
·77.4 
67.9 
59.6' 
-56~5 
For the production· or potassium sulphate it is obvious 
that any temperature below about 720°c. is unsatisfactory unless, 
perhaps, a roasting time very much in excess of one hour-be 
allowed. 
The results of varying the calcination period of tests 
run at 750°c. indicate that no µseful purpose is ser;:v,ed by pro-
longing this period beyond an hour - optimum conditions seem to 
be attained after 45 to 60 minutes. 
As material could be maintained in the furnace only for 
·a maximura ueriod of 60 minutes,. Calcination Test 11- was run' at a 
45 minute ;ate and t4e resulting calcine sampled and, after 
cooling, fed again to the furnace to give the 90 minute thermal 
treatment of Calcination Test 13. 
l 
k 
I 
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Tests 14-16 show that a period of 30 minut.es in the 
kiln with a maximum temperature of 800°0. is excessive when 
using material of the nature. fed during this series. In eight 
minutes, on the other hand, the degree of decomposition is 
insufficient to give a maximum repovery of potash, so that, when 
calcining at this temperature·, some period intermediate between 
10 and 30 minutes seems most satisfactory. · 
At 900°0. a temperature has been reached at which re-
conversion of the potash from a soluble to an insoluble state 
has connnenced even after as short a calcination period as 5 
minutes. 
(iii) · Sizing of .b'urnace Feed: 
1 The effect of the. particle size of- the feed on the 
efficiency of calcination was te.sted by two methods. ln one, 
separate tests were run using first the -10+20 mesh material and 
then the -40 mesh product~ while in the other, only one· calcin-
ation was carried out. on an ungraded minus 1 inch ore, from 
which the· various. siz.ing fractions of the calcine were separated 
and extracted independently. 
It was not possible to obtain a reliable and detailed 
sizing analysis of, say, a minus 1 inch batch of raw alunite, 
owing mainly to the· extent of the crumbling unavoidably 
associated with the· process of screening. 'I1he calcine, however-, 
could readily be graded, either by hand or in a mechanical grader. 
The sizing of the calcine has therefore been take'n as an 
indication of the sizing of the feed in the case of· an unclassified 
feed. This is rea·sona ble as the errors introduced are small, 
consisting' as they do of losses of fines as flue dust and· some 
slight crtimbling of the bigger particles due to the tumbling 
action within the furnace. ~sually a gi~en nodule retains its 
shape and size quite well during its passage through the furnace. 
, Table 14 shows the conditions. under which this series 
of tests was· conducted, and the results of the calcinaticin of 
alunite under such conditions. 
Table 14. Calcination at Different Sizings. 
Calcin- · Calcin- Time of Furnace Feed Extra 
ation ation Calcin- ignit- W/S K20 
Test 'l'emper- ation Rate .lfraetions ion Salts :in Extract-
No. ature min. ll{fir. Sizing l?er cent loss Calcine ion 
oc. of feed % ~·' 70 io 
19 750 60 56 -10+20 100 s.o 26.7 80.9 
20 750 60 64 -40 100- 7.6 24.5 67.5 
21 '800 17 112 .:.10+20 100 5.4 20.4 70.7 
22 800 I 1.5 112 1-20+40 100 8.5 25.3 72.4 
I 
, 
23 900, ·5 ,168 -10+20 100· 4.3 19.2 59.6 
24 I 900 -5 1168 -40 100 2.0 13.7 36.3 
I -1.n+iQ 2.0 11.9 - 25.0 ~~:~ -t0.+t" 21..1 ~·5 23.7 25 I 750 60 88 -t•t+j/8tt 27. 5 .2 25.4 78.2 ri -:VS+J/40" 25. 2 8.o 25~5 78.5 
' 5 ,-J/40+ ]/8::>11 18. 9 8.1 28.4 78.5 ! I ~ -1./80 ir 5 • 3 7.8 •' 34ol 78.9 !168 26 I . 750 40 -t" 100 10.8 22.7 75.3 
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The figures for Tests 19-24 show that it would be bad 
practice to feed dry fines alone to a furnace of the type used 
for the·se pilot. plant calcina tions, even at low rates of feed· 
similar to that adopted in Test 20. Apparently, a charge 
consiating of fines (minus 40 mesh) alone has the effect of 
impe·ding the flow, of air through the kiln, and, indirectly, the 
ready removal from the body of the f'lµ'nace of the gases of 
decomposition of the ore. In the case of high temperature roasts, 
an additional factor working against the use of fines is the 
existence of conditions more favourable to the reaction between 
the potash and the silica and/or alumina to form insoluble 
potassium salts. 
From Test 25 it -is apparent that' decomposition of the 
al unite will -not proceed to the de sired· s_tage if the nodule size 
is greater than ~ inch, but below this size the potash recovery 
as K2S04 from an unclassified feed is. independent of the particle 
size, provided, of course, that too large a percentage of fines · 
is avoided. 
Test 26 was carried out to confirm the suitability of 
- minus 4 inch material, and also to accumulat~ calcine for 
subsequent leaching experiments. 
(iv) Rate of Feed: 
As stated previously (V; 2, A(i)), it was not possible 
to treat 3 cwt. per hour in the pilot.plant kiln, while at 2 cwt. 
per hour the potash· recovery was beginning to fall off. It 
appears, therefore, that the maximum deairabl.e rate of feed 
would be about. l~ cwt. per hour, with perhaps greater recovery 
efficiencies at rates between 50 and 150 lb.- per hour. It was 
between these latter two rates, therefore, that calainations 
were run when undertaken primarily to accumulate ma-teria.l for 
later test work. 
The temperature g~adient along the kiln during 750°0. 
roasts for 60 minutes at three different rates of feed are shown 
in Figure IV:. (See C following). 
The feed rates were 56,_ 88 and 105 lb. per· hour and the 
recoveries of potash from the resulting calcines 80.9, 78.5 and 
80.0 per cent, respectively. Thus within these limits the rate 
of feed does not appreciably affect the water-soluble K2so4 
content of the calcine• 
(v) Sunnnary of Sub-section 2B: 
From the foregoing calcination tests it can be con-
cluded that the best results are obtained from the material and 
equipment used throughout the work, when the main calcination 
variables are kept within the following limits.:-
(a) Temperatuxe of Calcination:- Maximum temperature of 
750°0-. to 8oo 0 c. As pointed out at the .beginning of Sub-section 
2, these temperatures are probably 25° to 50°0. below the true 
maximum temperatures attained in the furnace section between the 
end thermocouple and the furna·ce discharge. The temperatures. at 
various points along the furnace are shown below in Figures IV 
and V. 
(b) Time of Calcination:~ Between 40 and 60 minutes for 
750°c. roasts and between 15 and 20 minutes in the case of 8oo 0 c. 
tests~ The time spent by the charge in the various. temperature 
zones is also shown in Figures IV and V. 
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(c) Sizing of Feed:- nelow one quarter inch and with a 
minimum of fines. A detailed grading analysis of a calcine 
resulting from a 750°c. roast on an ungraded minus t inch 
feed is given in a later section dealing with the leaching of 
these calcines. 
(d) Rate of .E'eed:- Between 50 and 150 lb. per hour. 
C. Miscellaneous Tests 
(i) ·remperature Gradient in Furnace: 
'.Chough the temperature of the roast was cont,rolled 
mainly from the reading at the thermocouple nearest the discharge 
end of the kiln, in the majority of tests readings were also 
taken periodically at the other three thermocouples. By this 
means some idea of the thermal conditions at various points in 
the kiln could be obtained. These latter readings served also 
as a guide to the steadiness of conditions within the furnace 
prior to and during the passage of or~ through the kiln. Thus, 
when heating up the cold furnace, a steady reading of 750°c. 
might be obtained at No. 4 thermocouple (nearest discharge) an 
hour or so before the readings at, say, No. 2 were constant. 
Figures IV and V below illustrate the temperature 
gradients for a number of typical roasts. Graphs A and C (:B'ig.IV) 
and C and D (Fig. v·) show the effect on this gradient of different 
rates of feed during 750° and 8oo0 u. calcinations. 
Using the lower horizontal scale in Figure lV an idea 
is obtained of the time spent by the charge in the different 
temperature zones. 
The corresponding scale in Figure V applies to all 
graphs except graph D where the time of calcination was 15 
minutes as compared with 20 minutes for all the remaining tests. 
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_ Using the figures for the extra igni t.ion loss given in 
Table 1.?. and also those obtained for the loss of weight of the 
dry ore when heated at various temperatures between i10°o. and 
410°0. (see LV.B iii), it is possible to draw a curve showing 
approximately the degree of completeness of decomposition at 
various temperatures. 
0 
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FIGURE V. 
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TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ALONG FURNACE. 
(Varying Maximum temperatures}--
~xperiments have shown that when thermal decomposition 
of the ore is complete, the resultant loss of weight is 33 per 
cent. Jfor temperatures above 500°0. (obtained on pilot. plant 
calcinations) the ordinate scale (P) of the graph referred to 
above is obtained from the relationship 
Oe33100-p) 
where p~ = extra or additional ignition loss, as determined on 
the calcine after pilot plant. roasting. 
For temperatures.below 500° (carried out on a laboratory 
scale in a muffle furnace) the corresponding values of 1:-' are 
obtained direct from weighings before and after calcination. 
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Figure VI then, represents the curve obtained by 
plotting the values of P against the ~emperature of ignition 
and shows the two temperature regions in which decomposition is 
most active, viz. about 400°c. where loss of combined water takes 
place and between 700°c.-and-8oo0 c. where the evolution of so3 is most pronounced. 
(ii) Effect of NaCi in Furnace Feed: 
The fact that the maximum potash.recovery· from Lake 
Campion aluJ".li te by calcinat,ion -and water extraction was only 
80 per cent is due mainly, i·t is thought, to the production of 
insoluble potash salts at so:rp.e· stage of the calcination process. 
The thermal decomposition, in the-presence of mainly siliceous 
gangue, of the mineral alunite itself would perhaps .not be 
complete without either higher temperatures or longer periods 
of calcination _than were found most suitable during the test 
work, and these latter conditions are 'those under which the 
formation of the insoluble po~~ssium alurainates and silico-
~lumina tes is favoured. 
In determining the ~ater-soluble potash content of a 
calcine, the leached residue was washed with aY.l! excess of·water, 
thus ensuring the quantitative recovery of all available soluble 
potash salts. 
It seemed possible, however, that the presence of sodium 
chloride in the ore fed to the furnace might in some degree have 
been re-sponsi ble for this relatively low re.covery. The glazing 
of common pottery QY addition of salt to the kiln during the re-
firing of the pottery is a well known process. tlere the salt 
decrepitates, volat.ilizes and-the vapours attack the surface of 
the clayware to give the typical salt glaze~ 
To test the possibility of a similar reaction ta-king 
place 'during the calcination of alunite contaminated with sodium 
chloride, three laboratory calcination teats were carried out 
on ore containing increasing amounts. o.f Ha.Cl. The tests were 
made at 750°0. on water-was~ed alunite (NaCl, trace only), 
unvtashe'd aluni te .(NaCl 4.1/o) and unwashed aluni te to which an 
additional 5% NaCl had: been added. 
- The calcines were leached under identical conditions, 
and the extracts assayed for potash • 
. The following percentages by we.ight of original dry 
unwashed ore were recovered as-K2So4 :-
.NaCl in feed tra_ce 
NaCl in feed - 4.1~ 
NaCl in feed - 9.1% 
. . . . . . . . 
.......... 
• • • • • • • • 
The figures indicate that. the presence of salt in the 
furnace feed may very slightly reduce the amount of potash 
recovered after roasting •. This may be due to a .glazing effect 
resulting in some of the otherwise water-soluble potash not 
being recoverable by water extraction. 
The loss from .this source is, however, negligible · 
compared.with the 20/~ los.s ·from other causes. 
It is interesting to note here that Blough_ and Mcintosh 
[60] in an early patent suggest the mixing of NaCl wi·th finely 
ground alunite prior to calcination at a temperature sufficiently 
low to prevent the formation of aluminates, and. the subsequent 
recovery of sodium and potassium sulphates by leaching. HCl was 
recovered from the flue gases. c.ross [61] claims satisfactory 
results from the roastin§ of a mixture of alunite and salt in the 
presence of steam at 500 to 7oo~c. - -
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(iii) Behaviour of Chlorides during Caloination: 
The water-soluble salts in the raw alunite .consist 
largely of sodium chloride and it was considered likely' that 
during roasting most of this chloride was converted to the 
sulphate. 
__ The feed and calcine from Calcination Test 12 (see 
Table 1..3,) were carefully sanpled·and the chlorine contents 
determined. The material used in Test 12 was -l0+20 mesh, the 
maximum temperature 750°0., duration of. roasting 60 minut.es, 
and the K2o re co very was 8.0%.· 
Analyses for chlorine of the feed and the diacharge 
gave the following results: 
Cl' in dry feed ••••••••••••••••• 2.49~ 
Cl' in dry calcine .• •• _ ••••••••••• 0.0187~ 
Loss of weight on roo sti.ng •••••• 30Jb 
Elimination of c1v on roasting ••• 99·5~ approx. 
That this ohlo~ine appears in the flue gases as hydr9-
chlorio acid is evident from the results of work described in 
(iv) below. 
It do-es not concentrate -in the flue dust under normal 
calcination conditions (see (vi) below). 
(iv) Gas Analysis: 
The main gases evolve.d during calcina tion of aluni te 
ore from Lake Campion would be soi, HCl and water vapour. 
Though the t_emperature in the.-hotter zones would be sufficient 
to bring about the di~soc~ation of. so3 into 802 and oxygen, it 
was found that recombination had taken place almost completely 
by the time the gases reached the furnace flue. This could be 
dµe to a catalytic action of the ~ehydrated alunite in the 
cooler zones. 
When calcining at maximum temperatures between 750°c. 
and 80000. the temperature of the flu'e gases at the_ .base of the 
stack was found to vary.between 350°c. and 40o 0 c. 
The relative amounts of H2S04 and KCl that could be 
obtained from this source would be an important factor in any 
subsequent process involving acid leaching of the potash.residues 
for recovery of alumina. - · 
A rough theoreti·cal estimation may be made by consider-
ing the calcination at, say, 800°0. of 100 lb. of dry ore. 
_Thus 100 lb. ore contains .2 •. 49 lb. Cl, 99·5/0 of which is 
lost on ignition (see (iii) abo-ve). 
Therefore HCl available = ~·995 x 2.49 x ~028 lb. 
= 2.55 lb. 
Also 100 lb. ore contains 94.6 lb. alunite, equival_ent to 25 lb. 
S03 of which 75% is available by complete. decomposition of the 
alunite to K20.3A1203 .• S03. The 11 extra ign~tion lossn when 
caI.cining. at 800°0 •. ·averages Ti)· 'rheref ore decomposition can· 
be regarded to_ be only 85/b complete (see :&'ig. VI). 
Hence, so3 available = 
= 
H2S04 equivalent = 
H2S04/HCl = 
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During a pilot plant calcination test at 800°0., a 
samp-le of flue gas was __ obtained by suction from the flue into 
an evacuated vessel, foll.owed by- a.bsorpt.ion· in caustic soda 
solution." On analysis, this sa:filple showed an li2S04/HCl weight 
rat~o of 8.0. The theoretical ratio would approach this figure 
more closely if considerat.ion had been given to the small amounts 
of water-soluble. s:ulpha tes pr~ sent in the feed to the furnace. 
' ' 
_ Thus in treating 350 tons of unwashed ore p.er day, 
.about 8.9 tons of HCl and 08 tons of li2S04 could theoretically 
be recovered every_ 24: hours. These are the-·theoretical 
requirements of acid for the extraction of 4.1 tons and 23.6 
tons of alun1ina, respectively. 
' . 
The recovery of these acids in practice should present 
no insuperable difficulties, though such factors as dilution 
and mois.ture _content might introduce complice.tions. 
. - It was found by other investigators.that the HCl could 
be absorbed readily and selectively by passing the gases through 
water, while the S03 fog was recovered in_acid towers containing 
concentrated R2S04. . · ·_ 
(v) Dew Point of Flue Gases: 
The -ga:.ses evolved during calcination of this ore are 
very corrosive, and their corrosive action is, of course, 
increased many fold in the pre·se_nce of moisture. 
It is therefore necessary to have some idea of the dew 
point of the flue gases to assist the designing engineer in 
determining the dimensions and material of construction of the 
furnace stack •. 
The apparatus used in the determination of tb.edew point 
of the flue gases from the pilot plant is illustra_ted in Figure 
VII. 
•Oi/ 
:·tlo-.i 
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FIGURE VII. DEW POINT APPARATUS. 
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Hot. cylinder oil wa·s circulated by siphon flow from 
a two-gallon storage vessel, heated on an electric hot plate 
and protected from air currents by screening. The glass tube 
carrying the ·thermometer and the connection between this tube 
and the dew point tube were insulated by binding with asbestos 
cloth and string. 
To make a test, the oil flovr was a.tarted and allowed 
to c·ontinue until constant. temperature conditions existed 
throughout the apparatus. The glass surface of the dew point 
tube was cleaned and degreased in petrol, then carefully dried 
and polished.· The tube was inserted into the path o':f the flue 
gases through a suitable opening .in t4e flue,· withdrawn and 
quickly e~a.mined for the presence of moisture. S'everal 
examinations were made for each temperature tried. 
·Tests were made at 140°c., ioo0 c., 90°c. and 70°0., 
respectively. lfo dew appeared at the higher of the two t.emper-
atures, but was in evidence at 90° and 70°c. It was therefore 
concluded that the· dew point of the flue gases was about. 90°c., 
·a result subject to the limitations of the apparatus used and 
of the procedure adopted. 
(vi) · Flue Dust: 
·Before commencing Calcina tion 'J:est · 26 (see 'l'able 14) 
the furnace was carefully cleaned by running for two hours-With. 
no feed or oil, but with the air· ta·p· fully open. All the dust 
accumulated in the flu~ dust chamber ~nd that portion of the 
stack co~nected directly with the kiln was removed by thorough 
.brushing. 
During the progress of the test an appreciable amount 
of fines was a.ir-classified.-at the feed entrance to the furnace. 
This material accu.mulated around the feed hopp~r and for the 
purposes of this rough appr·o~imation, was included in the total 
weight of flue· dust ·collected. In practice, leakage of fines 
at this point woUld be· minimiz.ed; but the· fines collected here 
in the pilot plant test wou1d appear as flue dus_t in full· scale 
operations. Anal.ys~s were rti.ade,,. however, only of the dust 
·collected from within the dust ·chamber. 
· The feed coD:si_s:ted of ungraded mi11us t inch ore, the 
temperature· was 750°0. and the time of c~lcination 40 minutes. 
The results wer& as follows:-
Ore fed --to furna·ce 
'fatal flue duat. collec,ted 
Inue dust as percentage 
of feed 
672 lb. 
11. 7 lb. ' 
1. 7 per cent. 
. The flue dust collected from the dust chamber was 
sampled and extracted with excess ·of ·hot distilled water. 
The extract was analysed. and . the r·esul ts are shovm in 
Table· ll• 
'' ,, 
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Table ll· Analysis of :B'lue: Dust. 
I .Percent Peroent of of -Water-soluble Radical i ]'lue Dust \ fraction 
I 
I 
S04 I 16.99 76.01 I I I 
I I Cl -I .36 ·1.61 ! 
! K .67 ~.oo 
Al 1.66 7.43 I Mg I .44 1.97 I I 
H 
.• 03 I 0.13 I Na (,by di:li"f. ) 2.20 9.85 .-I c 
Insoluble 'l7. 65 - 1 !. -
I 
Combined as 
simplest salts. 
Al2 (S04 )s 10.51 I 47.0 
I MgS04 2.20 9.8 
K,zS04 1.49 
I. 
6.7 
' ! H2 SO.,. 1.47 ! 6.6 l 
•. t 
I - : lifa.l.804 6.06 27.1 
' I 
NaCl 0.62 . ! 2.8. .. 
't 
: ! 
. ' 
Total 22:. 35 I 100.0 I 
I 
The results verify the conclusion that the chloride 
in the unwashed alunite does not concentra.te in the flue dust 
during calcination. With the possible exceptions of the free 
acid and sodium sulphate contents, the nature of the flue dust 
is aimilar to that of a calcine-obtained from a low temperature 
roast, with potassiUlll alurn_as the major soluble constituent. 
(i) Physical Characteristics 
The colour of" the raw al.unite varies between light 
_and dark grey. This colour is reta_ined a-t temperatures below 
about 400~C.; between 400°c. and· 6oo0 c. the· calcine changes 
over to a dark pink colour,- while as the temperature increases 
above 600°0. the intensi t.y of the. pink colouration falls off · 
with increasing ·temperature unt,il. at iooo.0 c. the material is 
only faintly coloured. 
'· 
.) 
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As previously p6inted out,, the siz.e and shape of the 
feed particles· do not al.ter very extensively during the passage 
through the kiln. In .structure, however, the calcined nodules 
are much less friable than those of the unroasted ore; the 
latter crumble readily at slight pressures,, whereas the calcine 
lumps ca'nnot be broken down at finger pressure. This structure 
is retained even after prolonged contact with water, a character-
istic which is of great value when considering methods of leach-
ing out the water-solubl'e consti'tuents. 
The structure remained unaltered when a sample of 
-lo+io mesh calcine was poured direct from the' furnace (ru,nning 
a't 750°0.) into cold water. After slow agi tat.ion for some 
minutes, the percentage of minus 120 mesh :m:aterial formed was 
well below 1 per cent.. Prolonged mechani'cal agi tat,ion of 
moderate violence would, of course, result in the production 
of large amounts. of slimes. · 
A cubic foot of, loosely.packed average calcine weighs 
betwee:n 50 and 60 lb., giving 'an apparent density much the 
same as.water. The specific gravity of a .tYPical sample of 
water-leached calcine was found to be 2.86. 
The angle of repose would be between 35 and 40° frora 
the. horizontal. 
The average specific heat of a typical calcine sample 
was determined as 0.245 calories per gram over the temperature 
range 25°c. to 500°0. . . 
The freshly calcined material is hygroscopic, even 
the minus t inch calcine aqsorbin) atmospheric moisture to the 
extent of two to three percent of its ovm weight,. 
(ii)· Chemical 'Characteristics 
. . . 
·A calcine p~oduced under favourable conditions contains 
between 22 and 26 percent of water.-soluble: salts, consisting of 
sulphates of potassium, sodium,and aluminium derived from the 
alunite itself, and sulphates, of sodium, magnesium and c~lcium 
arising from the sai'ine water content of the raw ore. Iro~ and 
chloride are·also present in varying small a.mounts. 
· The 
salt content, 
ively. 
following analyses are typical of the.water-soluble 
of calcines· obtained at 750°0. and 800°0., respect-
Table Ib. Analyses of Water-Soluble Content of Calcine 
- 8oouc. roast 75ouc. roast 
Water (20 r.ainut,e s) · ( 60 minutes) S'oluble 
Salt Percent, of Percent of .l:'ercent of l:'ercent of 
w/s Salts Calcine w/s Salts Calcine 
K2 so4 54.70 12.96 I 49.90 12.62 
Na2so4 27.64 6.55 29.59 7.48. 
I MgSo4 . 10.48 2.48 .10.30. 2.61 
I Al2(so4 )3 4.48 1.06 I " 8.71 I 2.21 Caso4 . 1.46 0.35 I 1.04 0.26 NaCl i.09 0.26 0.46 0.12 
_Fe 2(s04 )3 0.15 .0.04 T;race Trace ' 
J;otal 100."0 23.7 100~0 I 25.3 I 
-
'I 
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'fhe analyses show that at the high0r temperature 
the amount of soluble aluminium is substantially reduced. 
~he rate of solution in water of these salts is 
rapid, ten to fifteen minutes being ample t,ime to obtain 
an almost quantitatiYe solut,ion with excess of hot, water. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
f 
' I 
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VI. LEACHING OF' CALCINE 
I. GENERAL .NATURE OF WATER EXTRACT: 
A water extract of- calcined aluni te, will vary in colour 
and stability depending on the conditions of calcination and 
of ext,raction. The solution may be any shade from dark brown, 
through browns and yellows~ to colourless; the gradual depos-
ition of sedil!1ent,s will occur in all deeply coloured solutions, 
while the colo~less, extracts remain clear indefinitely. 
' ' 
The depth of colour is in some degree a pointer to the 
suitability of roasting conditions, 'a deeply coloured extract 
invariably indicating an incomplete roast, with the resulting 
undesirable concentration of aluminium (and to some extent, 
iron) in the extract. A clear extract, on the other hand, does 
not necessarily mean thst suitable roasting conditions have 
been observed. , 
The following table (Table- 17) gives some idea of the 
nature of the extracts obtained from a number of tests under 
varying calcination conditions but under roughly comparable 
,extraction conditions. 
Table 17. Nature of Water Extracts of Calcined Alunite 
-
' Calcination Conditions Water Extract of Calcine 
Temp. Time Colour ~1203 I Fe203 
oc. min. /0 of /0 of 
calcine calcine 
600 
700 
700 
750 
750 
750 
800 
800 
800 
800 
800 
850 
. 
900 
45 dark brown 
20 ii 
60, a 
20 brown 
l 45 deep yellow 
90 yellow 
8 brovm 
20 _ yellow 
30 colourless 
15(a) yel1-ow 
15(b) brown 
20, faint yellow 
20 colour1-e ss 
* n.d. not determined (a) Rate ,of· feed 1 cwt./hr. 
(b') Rate of feed 2 cwt./hr. 
" 
very heavy n.d. :::t 
ii if 
1.85 n 
n.d., II 
ii r; 
II •l 
1.08 0.25 
0.32 I trace 
nil I nil o.~7 0.06 o. 1 f 0.29 
n.d. n.d. 
n.d. n.d. 
! 
I 
I 
From the table can be seen the gradation in colour of the 
extract from ·calcine obtained from tests in which the temper-
ature of calcination alone was varied - the depth varies from 
dark brown in 600° and 700°0. extracts to colourless in the 
case of 850°_ to 900° roasts, the time of calcination in each 
case being 20 minutes. Increase in the time of calcination_ at 
the lower temperatures results in a decrease in co1-our intensity. 
As would be expected from earlier work, the aluminium 
concentration in the extract decreases with higher' temperatures 
or longer calcination per~ods, and thus decreases with decreas-
-ing depth of colour. 
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!~_general, a calcine which gives a deeply coloured 
solution on extraction with-cold water will give a less deeply 
coloured extract on treatment with hot water. Boiling a 
coloured solution parti~lly or completely decolourises it. 
The: colour will _be almost completely removed on grinding the 
o~ld extract with the calcine in a pebble mill for a period 
of· 20 to 30 minutes~- · · 
The colour of' these water extracts seems to be due 
mainly to, the presence of colloidal iron, while· the sediment-
ation -resulting _from long standing ·may be_ some form of basic 
, alum gradually -pr_e_oipitating out. '_ 
The·water extracts of the.calcine from Oalcination 
·Tests 14, 15 and 16 (see· Table 13) were, after·several dajB 
stand~ng., ·respectively brown and cloudy., yellow and slightly 
cloudy, and clear solutions •. That from Test 14 was boiled 
·and filtered,· and the_alumina and iron determined on the · 
unt-reated extract, and on ,the filtrate. and r ~sidue after boil.ting. 
The Al2o3. conoent~~tion in ·extracts 15 .and lb-were also deter-
- mined. Table 18 shows the results:- - , . · 
Table 18. Al203 and Fe203 in Water Extracts. 
Caloination Treatmen'f A1203 ,- Fe2o3 A1203 I Fe203 Test of 
No. Extract gm. per 100 ml. distribution 
.of extract per- cent 
14 · I Untreated .1518. .0334 100.0 100.0 
·I B-~iled:-
'.0036 l ' '82. 4 ~Filtrate '.1252 10.8 Precip-
.i tate .0266 .9298 17.6 "89.2 
1 . I 
15 I Untreated .0442 trace. - j - -
~ ' 16 1Untreated 1-0012 nil - -I . I 
The results indicate that a large percentage of the 
iron content of' an extract is precipitated,·either as the 
hydrate or as a basic· sulphate, on boiling, and al.so illustrate 
the extent-to which the aluminium and iron concentrations fall 
off with increasing thermal decomposition of the ore. 
2. STANDARD 14E:'THOD OF. EXTRACTION FOR ANALYSIS: 
The efficiency of a- calcination test depends primarily 
on the percentage Qf the total K20 -content of the calcine which 
has been rendered water soluble by the calcination treatment. 
To obtain this extraction.figure a standard procedure 
was ado.pted. 70 gm. of calcine, unground in the case of all 
products grading minus 10 mesh, ground if .coarser, were added 
to 200 ml. cold distilled water in a suitable beaker. The 
charge was placed on a hot plate and mechanically stirred with 
sufficient violence to keep the -solids in suspension. After 
being extracted at boiling.temperature for 15 minutes, with 
evaporation losses. made_ up at interv_als, the charge was allowed 
to settle and the supernatant_ solution passed through a filter. 
The insoluble residue was washed once by decantation and then 
transferred to the filter funnel, where it was treated with 
three 5G ml. hot wat~r washes. The filtrate was ·made up to 
500 ml. an·d aliquots taken for analysis. 
I I 
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This method of extraction was shown to recover over 
99% of th~ total water soluble salts present in the calcine. -
To determine the R:2o reoov~ry from. the calcine, a. fusion of a sample was. also necessary for determination of 'the· 
. total K20 ~resent. -
. . 
Potassium anal'yses were_ made by the oobal tini trite 
method. The-method consists essentially of precipitating a 
complex sodium potassium cobaltinitrite, oxidising the precipitate 
with an excess of standard cer:i.c..:, sulphate solution and determin-
ing the excess eerie, sulp~ate by titration with ferrous ammonium 
sulphate. 
The method generally wa~ satisfactory, but to obtain 
consistent results all analys,e·s had to be made_ under rigidly -
controlled standard conditions. '. · 
3. LEACHING ALTERNATIVES: 
The method adopted in practice for the extraction of the 
K2S04 from the calcine would depend on a large number of factors, 
among which may be mentioned the necessity or otherwise for 
grinding the calcine, the feasibility of utilising the heat in 
the calcine at this stage, the settling and filtering properties 
of the ground and unground products_, the ease of grinding of the 
calcine and the quantities of· water available for leaching and 
washing. · 
As regards. the flrst of these factors, even though 
.unground calcine may yield up its water soluble potash as readily 
as the ground material, it may prove expedient to grind before 
extraction to· enable certain types of equipment to be used which 
could not otherwise handle.the material. What would be perhaps 
a more important ·consider~tion in this, regard is the possibility 
of a ground potash residue being more acceptable than -an unground 
material for the subsequent_ propqsed alum~na extraction process. 
' . 
Consideration.was given to four alternative leaching 
methods and now she.et·s were. suggested for each. These four 
alternatives were briefly:-
( A) Extracting and wash~~g the gro'Und or ungrru nd calcine 
·in a series of co:unter-current thickeners. 
(B) Extracting· and washing the calcine in a series of 
counter-current rake classifiers. 
(0) Extracting and grinding the material in a ball mill, 
followed by thickening and filtration of the t hiokener 
underflow. 
(D) Leaching and w~shing the calcine by percola~ion in a 
counter flow series of vats. 
Each of these alternatives will be discussed in detail, 
together with laboratory t.ests designed to determine the feasibil-
ity of th~ vari~us stages in each. · 
All figuxes shown in the flow sheets assume the treatment 
daily of 214 tons of calcine which is an average figure for the· 
a.mount of .calcine to be'treated to yield. the proposed daily output 
of 30 tons Of K2S04. The figq.res shown· also assume a reduction,· 
by washing or filtration, of the water' soluble salts in the orig-
inal ore from about 5% to 1% prior to calcination. 
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A. Leaching Alternative No. 1. 
Use of Counter-current Thickeners: 
This method involves the uee of a series of counter-
ourrent thickeners and would depend to a 1 arge· extent either on 
(i) the ability of thickeners to handle a quick and 
solid settling material such as would be discharged 
from the kiln, or 
(ii) the settling properties of a produQt ground to the 
sizing necessary for efficient handling by a 
thickener and to give the optimum extraction of 
potash and later, perhaps, of alumina. 
From the settlement data available (see under Section B ~;) 
it is apparent that unless the percentage of slimes is kept very 
low, or unless the majority of the slimes can be overflowed from 
the first thickener and treated separately, the thickening area 
required for the handling of this material will be so great as·to 
preclude entirely the use of counter-current thickeners for 
this purpose. The flow sheet is shown in Figure VIII. 
(a) Ball Mill: 
This unit would be included for either or both of the 
following reasons -
· (i) to reduce the sizing of the thickener feed should 
it prove impracticable to handle the unground 
material by thickeners and/or · 
(ii) to grind the calcine should such a course result in 
an appreciable increase in the extraction of K2so4. 
The effect of grinding the calcine on the subsequent 
potash extraction figure was determined experimentally. Calcine 
from Calcina.tion Test 12 (see 'l'able 13) was used, this test having 
been on -10~20 mesh material at 750°0. and a calcination period 
of 60 minutes. 
Calcine samples were extracted with hot water, ground 
and unground, while a second series of extractions was made under 
identical conditions except that the extraction was carried out at 
room temperatures. The results are shown in the following t ablee 
Table 12_. Potash Extraction from Ground and Unground Calcine. 
f eaching ! I -Conditions of Extraction Extract 
! Test ! Calcine Temper- Water l Total Salts i K20 
I 
i 
r sizing ature Calcine l % of calcine! extracted No. -I oc .. fo 
' ! I I I ' !I I 80.0 I 1 i Ung round 100 I 3 • 1· 25.3 • ! ~ I ! i l 81.0 l 2 Ground 100 I 3 • 1 25.1 ! • ! I l I 1 i I ! 3 I Unground 20 I 3 • 1 25.3 74.1 • •l 4 l ' I I I. 4 Ground 20 3 • 1 25o4 I 78.1 • 
I , 
) 
I 
l 
I 
' 
' I ! I 
! r I I ~ _J 
The figures show that when extraction is carried out a.t 
low temperatures, an additional 4~ of K20 is recovered by grinding 
the calcine prior to extraction; on the other hand, when leaching 
at temperatures ~pproaching the boiling point, the extra recovery 
resulting from grinding is only 1% and is scarcely sufficient in 
itself to warrant the extra cost of grinding. · 
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A ful'ther series of grinding and extract ion tests w~13: 
carried out at room temperature, and under varying conditions 
of pulp density~ fineness of grinding and time of extraction. 
The grinding was carried out.in batches in porcelain Abbe mills, 
with calcine charges of 2 lb. and pebble loads of about 10 lb. 
The ball mill product was filtered in pressure filters, the 
filtrate analysed for K20 and the filtration residue dried· and graded. 
Other tests in this series consisted of extracting in a 
mechanical agitator a sample of calcine ground dry to an arbit-
rarily chosen sizing. The extractions were made at two different 
pulp ratios and for increasing periods of time. 
The conditions and results of this series are tabulated 
below (Table 20) :-
Table 20. Potash Extractions under Varying Sizings. Pulp Ratios 
and Times. 
Leach- Water Grind-
ing to ing Sizing Analyses of ground calcine 
K20 
extract-
Test Cal- Time r---------1-----r----- I 
No. l cine min. . +20 + 10 .+4.0 I i-60 1 +80 +100 .J.1'50 
5(a) I Ball Mill Fee~7.4 61.4 25.913.0 o.6 I o. 7 Oo4 
5 ! i 1 5 f - o. 7 4.3 I 7.6 I 3. 7 , 9.3 15.2 
·b l 10 1- - 0.2! 1.1/1.2 I 4.8 ,12 .. 1 
7 1 15 - I - I - ! 0.1 ! 0.2 ! 1. 7 6.1 
8 ! I 20 '! - I - I - I - l 0.1 i o. 7 j 3.21 
. 9 Ii 2 l 5 - I 2. 3 ! 8. 7 7. 914· 6 I 9. 6 I 12. 2 
10 10 - I 0.11 1.3 3.4 2.9 I 7.0 l' ll.3 j 
li ! :: I 15 - I - l 0.2 0.9, 1.2 I 3.8 11.0 
12 1 I 20 - 1 - I 0. 1 0. 3 0. 7· ! 2. 8 f 8. b ! I i f ! I ! ( 
, Extract i j I I l ! I I '!Ti~~ ! I I I I l l 
' 
ion 
+200 I -200 6k 
13 
, 14 
1
15 
! I min. I ; 11' I l j 1' ! ! . 1 ' ! l : 1 I 10 - I ! l l ! i l 
I. " I 20 l i I I ( i II 30 I I i l ~ i I 2 : l 10 14-0 !49.2 !27.2 I 5.3 11.5 1.9 l.b I 16 
Ii~ 
I 
j II 20 I I l ! i. l 
I • 30 I i i I I i i I I ! ! ! ! 
The conclusions to be drawn from the results sholVIl in 
Table 20 are as follows:-
( i) that a pulp :ratio of 1 part water to 1 part unextracted 
calcine does not give a maximum extraction in the cold, whereas 
a pulp ratio of 2 to l is sufficiently dilute to give a satis-
factory extraction. 
(ii) that extraction in the cold for periods of up to 30 
minutes gives no better recovery of potash than short periods 
of 5 to 10 minutes. 
(ili) that a calcine containing less than lo% minus 200 mesh 
fraction gives as good an extraction as one ground to over 90% 
minus 200. 
-They furtheJ: indicate tha.t, should grinding prior 
to thickening be practised, such grinding shoul.d be at a water 
to solids ratio approaching 2 to i to give a maximum extraction 
of the solub1e potash before the calcine enters. the washing 
system. This could best be achieved by returning a large per-
centage, if not the whole, of the overflow from No. 2 thickener 
to No. 1 thickener through the ball mill and not direct. 
A comparison between the grinda_bili ties of the calcine 
and a no~mal qu~rta ore are shown later under Leaching 
Alternative No. 3. 
(b) Washing by Counter Clirrent Decantation. 
Settlement tests have shown that, whereas the unground 
calcine will settle to only little better than 5070 solids, the 
fine minus 100 mesh fraction will not thicken beyond two of 
water to one of solids. rt appears, therefore, that depending 
on the degree of grinding practised, it would be safer to regard 
the consistency of the underflow from the thickeners as being 
intermediate between ,these two figurese 
The efficiency of the- suggested system 'of five thickeners 
·has therefore been cal.aulated separately for ea.eh assumption, 
firstly, that a l to 1 pulp is discharged and secondly, that a 
l~ to l pulp is discharged. 
(i) For a 1 to 1 underflow: In this case it is assumed that 
430 tons,of fresh water· are added to No.5 thickener 
every 24 hours and that 250 tons of concentra.ted K2S04 
solution are overflowed from No.1 thickener in the same 
period .. 
The following relat,ionships are obtained by equating the 
tons of K2so4 into and out of each thioke.ner: -
30 + 430 B 
180A + 430 C 
180B + 430 D 
1.800 + 430 E 
180D 
= 180 A + 
= 180 B + 
180 c + 
= 180 D + 
= 180 E + 
250 A 
430 B 
430 c 
430 D 
430 E 
= 430 A. 
= 610 B. 
= 610 c. 
= 610 D. 
= 610 E. 
where A. B, a, D, E. represent the tons of K2~04 per ·ton 
of water in thickener Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively, 
and where 180 represents.the tons of inso1uble residue 
resulting from the leaching of 214 tons of calaine. 
Solving these equations, we obtain the following values 
:ror the unknoWrns.: -
A 0.11846 
B 0.04869 
C- 0.01949 
D 0.00726 
E 0.00214 
These figures. show that the use of 4 counter current 
decantation thickeners would result in the· l.oss of 
approxiniately I.80 x .00726 = 1.31 tons of K2S04 per 
24 hour day, while the addi t.ion of a fifth unit woul.d 
reduce this figure to 0.39 tons. 
(ii) For a l.i to l under-flow: Here it will be necessary to 
add 520 tons of fresh water per 24 hours to the system 
while the discharge from each thickener will carry 270 
tons of solution instead of the· 180 tons above. 
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The equations will now become': -
30 + 520 B = 270A + 250A = 520 A 270A + 520 c = 270B + 520B :::: 790 B 270B + 520 D = 27oc: + 52oc = 790 0 2700 + 520 E = 270D + 520D = 790 D 
270D 
-
270E. + 520E = 790 E 
giving the foll.owing values for the conaentrations in 
each thickener:-
A 
B 
c. 
D 
E 
0.11548 
0.05779 
0.02783 
0.0124'Z 
0 .00426 
In this case, therefore~ the loss of K2so4 per day from 
a system of five uni t,s is 1.15 tons .. 
( c) Clarif ica t.ion of No. 1 Whickener Overflow: 
This would be necessary only if it were decided to over-
flow a cloudy solution in order to save thickening area. If a 
clea-r overflow were required, the slow settling rate of the fine 
fractions of the calcine would necessitate considerable thickening 
area and whether or not clarification would be necessary would 
depend to a large extent on such factors as -
(i) tonnage of fine·s to be settl.ed, 
(ii) the balance between cost of' clarifying and cost 
of extra thickening area required to give a clear 
overflow. · 
Whether ordinary sand clarifiers would suffice or 
whether some form of mechanical unit would be necessary would 
depend on the tonnage and nature of suspended matter overflowing 
No. 1 thickener. 
B. Leaching Alternative No. 2. 
Use of Counter-current Classifiers: 
The use of a series of counter-current classifiers for 
the leaching of the calcine would enable the material t.o be t-reatec}I 
without preliminary grinding, thus reducing to -a minimwn the· 
quantities of slow settling and not easi~y filterab1e fines to be 
thickened and filtered at a later stage. 
In a system of counter-current thickeners handling a 
slow settling and partiall.y ground product the solids are, of 
necessity, stored under water for a considerab1e period. In the 
case of rake or helical. classifiers handling a coarse, unground 
feed this long period of contact is avoided. 
The eiilning effect produced in a ground calcine pulp 
after prolonged standing was shown by grinding a l to l mixture 
for 10 minutes, sampling the pulp, allowing _to stand for 72 hours 
and re-sampling. Sizing ~alyses of tha two samples gave the 
following figures (Table ~). 
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Tabie 21. Ground Calcine. Pulps. 
in 
Weight ner · cent 
' I.M.M. Aperture After 10 After 72 
Screen I m.m., . llilinu te s .l:iours. I 
i I 
I 
+ JO I 0.423 o.6 0.2 I ~ + 40 l o. 3,17 "3<»9 2.2 I ' ! 
+ 60 0.211 ! 8.6 5.6 j 
+ 80 0.157 I 5.0 4.4 
. I 
+ l.00 0.127 i l:L .. 3 io.o 
+ 150 0.084 i i5.7 13.2 I i 
+ 200 0.063 1 I j 
' 
3.1 4.3 
- 200 I 51.8 60.1 I ; 
' 
'l'hua the use of classifiers would seem to be preferable 
this respect at least to the use of counter-current thickeners. 
The system is. ·represented diagrammatically in Figure IX. 
(a) The Use of C:Lassifiera for extraction and washing of 
K2S04 from Ca~cinee 
The choice of six classifiers· is pureiy arbitrary but 
by the application of principles similar to those applied in the 
case of the counter-current thickeners, it appears that six 
units would give a final residue carrying less than 0.5 tons 
soluble K2S04 per 24 hours. This is based on the fact that the 
same weight of calcine is washed by approximately the same 
quantity of water in the same time and on the assumption that 
the sand from each classifier contains at least 50P insoluble 
solids. This lat.t.er assumption is justified by experimental 
settling tests, and· by the fact that the water to solids ratio 
in the discharged sands could be appreciably decreased by 
additional draining area in the final unit and still further by 
some form of mechanical vibratione 
Thorigh rake cJasaifiers are shown on the tentative flow-
sheet, consideration could be given to the possibility of a 
series of helical type-machines. As it is desired to keep the 
amount of fines in the system at a minimum, a factor influencing 
the choice of machines would be the~r effect on the sizing of 
the material during its passage through the aerie.a, and, in this 
respect, the Akins type would perhaps be preferable to rake 
classifiers. 
It would be adyantageous to add the hot calcine dire.et to 
the classifiers from· the furnace, and it is possibl.e that its-
addition to the well of an ordinary ralce or. helical claaaifie·r 
would set. up undesirable convection currents, causing perhaps 
the overflow of unduly dilute solut.ion to the press or thickeners .. 
Feeding to some type of bowl classifier wouJ.d, to a great extent, 
ob~iate this difficulty. 
As regards the addition of the hot calcine to cold water, 
it has been shown in the laboratory that the average specific 
heat of the material between 500°0. and 25°c. is 0.245 ca1ories 
per gram, which indicates roughly that one ton of calcine at 
400°0. would raise its own weight of water to boiling. 
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: A r~ughl.y quantitative ex;P.erime~t has been described 
(V.2 D (i)) in which it. _is· shown ,that ·iesa than 1% of minus 200 
.material is· produced by the addition of hot-calcine (about 70000.) 
·direct to water-. - · · · 
'. -( b) Treatment of :the Classifier overf1.ow: · 
Al.l tonnages show:n in. this and th~- pre.ceding section- arti 
cal.culated on _the' assumptio~ that 10 ·per cent.of the insol.uble 
solids fed to_ -the system overfl.ow wi:th the cancentrated solution 
from No• -1 classifier-. .·Thus it is assumed that 18 tons o·f· fines 
per 24 ho_urs. are _to be h?.ndled -(214 t.ons cal·cine. fed to system,. -
which contain 14% or_30 tons ~2804 + 4 tons other water solubl.e 
sal te, l.eaving · 180 tons inaol.ubl.e) •. -
' -
_ Fro~ the exper1:znent referred to in the last paragraph of 
section (a) abo"V"e, it is_ appa:rent that· the. amount of fines due to 
ehat.ter-irig when the hot- calcine first- contacts the cool water--
would not be more than-1' top. per' 24 hours', assuming, of' course, 
a furnace ~ischarge with-:normal quantities of finer fractions. 
The sizing anal.ysis shown in Leaching T_est l.5 (Tabl.e 20) 
is of a.product resulting from a· rather-violent agitation for 30 
minute-a at a pul.p ratio of 1·: calcine 'to 1- water of the ·material 
grading a·s shown· in ·Lea.Ching Test 5(a). This treatment. increased 
the ~100 fractioµs from 1.0~ to l0.9% and the -200 fractions from 
0.5~ to 8.9/0. _ . " . - . 
Th~ r~lative1.y- mild agi tat.ion obtaine'd ~in a cl.aesifier 
·considered in·conjunction with·the above experimental figures, 
woul.d indicate· that the estimated overflow of 10/0 insolubl.e 
solids is likely to be in excess.of, rather than below, ~he 
·true figure. 
_Two·_ al te-rna ti ve _trea tnie11ts. for the overflow are shown 
on the fl.owsheet, consiating of -
(i) ·two thickeners,. connected counter-current, but in 
: series -with the classifier -units, and 
(ii;) a filtering· unit. 
_(i) Thickening: 
As regards thipkening, . the settlement rate, though 
norma:ll.y· sl·ow, would be_ accel.erated slightl.y as the· tempera-ture 
of the solution· at thi_B .'stage· would s'till. be considerably above 
atmospheric. tempe:rature. ~e. hi'gh solution to solids ratio .of 
2 to l iri the' final discharge woul.d be.off~et by the small 
tonnages to be handl.ed and the consequent po_ssibili~y of very -
-high solution to sol.ids ratio du;r.ing washing in' the- two ' 
th~ckeners. This assumption that the discharge ratio woul.d . 
be'2 to 1 would'give a reasonabl.e safety margin and would result 
in a final-discard from the second thickener of approximately _ 
36 tons of wa~er per day. · · · 
To de-termine the dimensions of the ·'thickener required 
;t.o handle 18 .. tons· per day· of ~inus -100· ~e.sh cal.cine, a number, of· 
settlement tests were carried out in.concentrated solutions of 
K2so4 • From these· exP~rimenta .the vaJ._ues 'of R ( se.e Section IV ,2) 
were obtained for corresponding values of F -(the weight of water 
to 1 part, by weight, of solids ~t a·giv~n dilution) and the 
area required (A) per ton of solids per 24.hours estimated from 
the equation . · _. A =· : 1 ~ 493 {F..:_D} 
. R 
The tes-ts were carried out at 'two. different temperatures, 
name1y i9o_c. ·and 5ooc., -and under the -following conditions:'- -. 
. ' ' 
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·sizing of Calcine, 
Specific.Gravity of 
, . Leach~d Calcine 
-100 + 200 
200· 
Dry weight o~ leached 
calcine 179 grams.· 
Volume occupied ~Y 
1eached qalcine ' '60'. c.c. 
Solubl.e sal ta'. per -100 
ml.of solution· _ 8.5 ·grnis at i9°c .. 
14o.2· ' Ii u 50°0. 
" 
. During free settling the rate- of settlement was _ 
determined by taking pul.p -level readings at 3 minute intervals 
for a quarter of an hour~ The appearance.of channels. in the-pu:Lp 
at a pul.p ratio of 3 : _1 indicated that compressi·on settlemel'Lt 
had started at this dilution.. · 
- " 
The results· of: the free .set,tling tests are set out in 
Table 22 .. - · , · 
- ' ' 
Tabl.e, '~· Free. Sett.lement of'Minus 100 Mesh Calcine. 
F 
3 
4 
l 
~ 
9-
10 
11. 
12 
1-4 
• (,11,9 .017" 
.038 -.030 
.038 .041 -
.052 .049 
.052 > .065 
.057 .060 
.057 .076 
.063 .076 
I 
.079 1· .090 
.083 .. " .098 
.ioo · I . - ! 
I 
D ! (F-D)' 1.4:93 .(F-D) 
r 
-2 - .1 
u 
> ii j 
ii' i 
if' i 
.. I 
Ii ' 1 
if 
ft 
Ii' 
· If 
1 
2 
3 
4-
9 10 -
12 
1-.49 
2.99 
4 .. 48 
5•97 
7.4-7 
8.96 
10.45 
11.94-, > 
·13.44 
14.,93 
17 ~92-. 
' ' . 
I aa·.rt., t:n/2.4' hr. 
J.QU 'iO~ 
-78 
79 118 
115 
144 
157 
:I.83 
190 
I. l.71 
180 
_179 
88 
100 
109 
122 
115 
149 
138 
157 
149 
'152 
These fiBiires show that the minimum allowabl.e area for 
settlement is l.90 sq. ft. per ton per 24 hrs. at .19°c. and 157 
sq. f:t •. at 50°0. The figure D ::: 2 is used in making the above 
calculations; ac'tually D = 2.0,7· is the figure obtaip.ed in the 
foll.owing -hindered settlement .. testa., · 
Compresai:on se-ttlement tests en;ab1ed the depth. of the 
thickener to be calculated. Owing to the· diffiaulty of maintain-
ing the pulp at 50°c .. ·for a -period or·._over 24- hours, this tes.t 
was made -only at i9°a._ After. compresaion settleme.nt had 
commenced in the free· settlement test pulp above, the pul.p was 
very 'gentl.y s.tirred after each hourly pulp_ line reading had 
· been t~ken and the· corresponding pul.p ratio then calcul.ated. 
Results: are ·shown -in T~ble 23. · · 
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Table 23. Compression Settlement of Minus 100 Mesh Calcine. 
Reading 
of pul.p 
line 
a 
c.c. 
590 
584 
577 571 
563 
555 545 
51.8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Volume of 
Solution (a-60) 
c.c .. 
530 
524 
517 5J.1 
503 
495 
485 
458 
l 
l 
Dilution 
Gr.Soln:l 
solids. 
a - 60 
l?O 
3.12 
3.08 
3.04 
3.01 
2.96 
2.91 
2.85 
2.69 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Corres-
Time ponding 
interval average 
t hours dil.ution d x t 
! d. . 
I 
1 ! 3.10 3.10 l. I 3.06 j 3.06 l. 3.03 3.03 I I I 
1 2.99 2.99 
1 2.~4 2.94 
1 2. 8 2.88 2t 2.77 6.92 
456 
4l.7 
415 
415 
396 
357 
2.33 
2.1.0 
2.09 
2.09 
4 2.51 10.04-
41.4 
413 
412 
_355 
355 
354 
353 
352 
2.08 
2.08 
2.07 
Total I 
9t 2.2·2 
1 2.09 
1 2.09 
l. 2.08 
1 2.08 
l. 2.07 
27 
Renee the average dilution in the compression zone 
= 66.47 = 2.46 
' 27 
and average specific gravity of pulp in this zone 
= 2.46 + 1 = 1 23 
2.4b + 1 • 
'2.'8'6 
Also 
Final density.- solids to 1 part solution 
Hours retention necessary to reach this . 
density • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Sq.ft./ton of sol.ids/24 hrs.(a) at 19°0. 
(b) a.t 50°0. 
Capacity in lb. dry solids/sq.ft./hr. 
(a) at 1900 ~ 2240 
24 x l90 
(b) at 5000 = 2240 
24 x 157 
= 2.07 
=- 24 
= 190 
= 157 
= 0.49 
= 0.59 
To hold these quantities/sq.ft./hr. for 24 hours will mean 
storage for 
21.10 
2.09 
2.09 
2.08 
2.08 
2.07 
66.47 
(a) 24 x 0.49 = 11.8 lb.solids = 40.8 lb. pulp/sq.ft./hr. (b) 24 x 0.59 ~ 14.2 lb.solids = 49.1 lb. pulp/sq.ft./hr. 
Hence depth of compress·ion zone_ is 
(a) 40.8 
62·.5 x 1.23 feet - 0.53 ft. 
(b) -42.1- feet = _Q.64 ft. 62.; x 1.23 
With these figures. available we can now determine the 
required thickener dimensions, as fol~ows:-
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' . '. ., . -
Solids t_o ,be' handle_d per· 24-.~s ... tons · 18 
-~ Area 're·quired (from, -tes't work) sq.f~/ 
· ton/?4· hr •.••• -.. ··;· •• -.. • •• ___ - l.90 .. 
-Area added for emergenc_i_e·s (say l.0%) . · l.9 
Area -recommendeci- - sq_.ft./~o.n/24 hr .. 
·To~ area recommen-ded __ -- sq~ f.t. 
'' ' ,. 
-Dia.meter-· of th~ckener - ft~ • • • 
--
-A~sunie _slope of raking arms in 
-thickener.- in/ft. ••• • •• 
- . 
· Maximum. depth: of ·arms - ft.· ·• •• 
209 
_3762· 
69 
~ " - -
.- ·Assume·· 2/3 .of this depth :inef:fective due 
. to so-lids buildi'ng up unde;r t.P.e 
ra-ke-s: so inef:fective depth - _ft. -
Tota.:i:_ de~_t.h of thickener- -
Ineffective • •.• 
Compression zone· 
.l!--.eed well .- _. • •• 
' " 
"Total 
, -
••• 
• • • 
. • .. 
2.39 
0 .53, 
2.00 . 
At 5'0° 
18 
' 157-· 
16. 
l.73 - _ .. 
311-4 
63 
2.~9 
,. 
--2.19 
·0.64 
2~00 
=~;~~;:: 
Thickener Jle_quired:" Diameter x depth - ft·. . , 
'69 x- 5 . '.' . 6 3 x 5 
, _ . The above thickener dimensions 'seem out of ··a·lr proport~O?lll 
to the· tonnage of ·mat'eri~-1 '!andle.d, and c~nstitu-~ perhaps the 
best-a;rgl.lDlent·in favour-~f filters for -the dewatering of these. 
slimes~ , -. · · 
"As.in-the-case o~ the wash £rom the.filter~ the ov~rflow 
-from the second ·thickener would rejoin the. leaching circuit l·a te 
in· th_e washing. stage. Fresh ·.:water, i_ncluding the weak solution 
from this source, · woul.d 'be added to : the_ 1ea:ching ciraui t at th:e· . 
ra~e of 412- .tons per 24'. hours• ' · · · 
(ii) Filtering: 
Filtering tes_ts indi c'ate ,tha·t .. the dewa:ter~ng of these 
. fines by .fiitrati'on .woul.d _be slow •. In pre-seure·,filtering even . 
_granular calcine· (o_yer' 95% +.: 60 ·mesh an{! _less than 1% - 200 mesh) 
the very thin layer of slimes which settles· on ~op of the-cake 
re sul. ts· in a·n early -and marked · ·a1ow:ing down. i'n the filtering 
rate.. However, -with only small tonnages ·to be handled and the 
better mixing- of _.these fines-.· under l.arge ·scale filtering 
conditions, it appears that the.possibil.ities of filtration at· 
this stage should be g1ven every-consider~tion. · 
'' " ' ' 
_. , As· regards the· actuai- type- .of .fiitering .UJlit- ~sed, it is 
con.sidered ,improbab1~ -~._t an ~rdina.ry ·rotating drum: ~ype 
va.CUUDl fi1 ter WO.uld oe· pra.ctica·b:J_e.;: QWing mai.nl.y to the 'poor cake 
forma.tion and'_ to th~-'dif:CicUl ties of washing eff~a_ier)tly •. Types_ 
which seem to present pqssibili tie.a ~n this· respect are pre-coat 
va_~uum filters' and chamber presses. with r•ecessed pla_tes·· 
. · -- The-_ wash ·fr~ni-'.the' ·f.ilter would ·be 'returned to the- circuit. 
. a.t_ the _appropria.t~. point in .. the .~ea..6lii~~-"sys~era~ :_,- '_ -· . . · 
.. 
-. , 
, ' 
, .' 
_/ 
.-. 
. ' 
.. -
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. A' number of filtration 'tests .. were ~de to determine 
.the .~iltration chara·oteristics ·9f an average classifier 
overflow. · . , · 
-·' ' 
Sampie·s· for test ·work were olltained by moderate 
agitation wtth water of a~proximately 100 lb. of mixed calcines 
res.ul ting from· 750°c. and. &oo0 c. ·roasts, ·and classifying; off . 
. the resultant a-limes• · · · -· 
· .· · The ·q uan ti ty of sl.iln.e-s - so o btai-hed wa.s of· the order 
·of one percent of ·the calcine treated~· ·Tb.e. oal.oin:e and ,the 
water were both cold and the agitation_.:was necessaril.y such 
that very ~i.ttle abrasive a·otion took place.- In actual · · 
practice, the ratio of· fnsoluble sol:i:.ds. in the· classifier 
overflow to the ~ns,ol.uQle solids .in the. fe.ed will. depend 
largely on the· nature of· the furnace.discharge.and on the 
adjustment of .the overf~ow we:ir and other factors which.may 
be controlled at· the will of' the. op'era~or •.. ' .. . 
· " - -·A sizing an~~ysis of th~ insoluble solids in the pulps 
· used. _for _-the· test work showed· o.5r; mi~us· 100 P:ll+S 200 mesh, and 
99·5f1' minus 200 mesh. - · 
' . - - ~ 
. . ·. · ·As in previou~ filtration experiments in which Leaf c 
(des.cribed in IV', _l, previously) ·was U:sed, four types of· f'ilter 
cloth were av~ilable (calico, 10 'oz., 15 oz. and 17t oz. duck 
respectively), while the ef:f"ective area of the .test leaf was 
0.1 sq. ft. 
·rn al1 teats, the' i.iquid"portions, of the pulp consisted 
of a s~lution .of the saits' pre·sent _in· 'cala'ine from unwashed 
furnace feed, chiefly potassium, s_Oliium and.magne.sium sul.phatea. 
·The· concentration of 'these salts varied fr,om app~oximately 11.0 gr 
per 100 o."c. sol.ution.-do'.lm .to 7.5- gr. per 100 c.c. in some cases. 
· Fr~m th.e resui ta ~r :. the· woric may be compared· tlie suit-
ability of the "various filter media, .the effects of temperature 
and pul.p ratio on the filtering properties. of the fines and the 
efficiency of washing under, dj.fferent conditions. 
( iia ), Sui tabili ty".o.r Various Filter. Cloths~ 
. Some slight increase in· den.sity _of a pul.p is to be 
·expected after a s~ries of"filtration·tests, due ohiefly.to·iooal 
· ~hickening·wh~~e the pulp_is in·contact·with the cake - a thicken-
ing which has _not gone far enough actually to form cake. 
-To· obviat~ 'this irieonsistency a -pulp eample was .divid:ed 
into' four identical. sa.mples and the.fqllowing tests carried.out 
eac~ on ·a: fresh.sample of ~ul.p. _ · 
. . 
Constant conditiona:-
.Pulp ·ratio . i5.5 .. aoiut:i.on t'o 1 insol.ub1e· sol.ids 
- .Temperature · . · i9°c.· (66.2 F) '. ._ ... 
.Salt.a- in so·lut.ion 7•52 gr._ per 100 a•c. 
- Cake forming· 180 seconds. ·. 
- Cake drying · ·60 se.conds·. · · ~ 
·Cake· thickrie·ss" 1/16th inch approx. · · 
·Filter area · · O.l sq •. ft. . 
Vacuum·· ·26 inches • 
-. 
-, 
Tab1e 24. Calcine· Filtration using-Various Filter Cloths. 
Filter. r - ~ ~- 1· t e r C a k ·e 
.Test Wet __ per cent Dry unwa·sJ:i- per oent · Insoluble 
No• Cloth gr~ - Moisture ed •. gr. Solubl.e gr. 
62 LO oz.duck ~5.l. --48.2 13.0 7.3_ 12.1 
63 --l5 tl It 24.4 --48.8 12.5 7.6 lle"6 
. 
64 tl.71!- ll· It 24.3 49.4 '' -l.2'.3 7.7 ' ll.3 
65 falico_ - j.2'4.8 
I -
48~8- - 12.7 7.7 11. 7_ ' 
, ,, -
_ These results indicate that the 10 oz.- cloth will give a-
hig_her filtration rate than' any of the other materials tested, 
the _insoiuble cake weight obta~ned when u~ing this material being 
7.~f& greater-than when. usi~ the slowest filtering medium;. ivz.. 
l.7~ oz. duck. · 
(iib) Effect of Washing: 
- ' 
-These tests were made under the conditions and with the 
results- .shown in the foll.owing table :·-
.Constant c·onditions:-
. Pul.p ratio 
Tempe· rature _ 
-- Salts -iri solution 
Cake thickne.ss, '· -
Filter medium · 
Filter area· 
_Vacuum 
15.5 to 1 - _ 
1.8°0. (64.4°F.) 
ll..O gr• per 100 c.c. 
_ ·1/:i,.6_th inch approx. 
l7f oz .• duck · 
O .1 sq·; f. t. 
26 inches .• 
Table ~-- Calcine Filtration - Effect of Washing. 
Cy c l e 
-
B e· o. -, c a k 
Filter ' - Fil- Was.b 
. Moi~Dry 
Test Cake ~te · tur"' form• Drain- Wash Dry- wt. 
No. ing. ing ing. ing ' c.c c~o. % gr. 
66. 180· 10 300 60 236 380 57.0 10.2 
67 180' 
' ' -
10 
' ' 95" ·60' 230 11$ 56'."3 10.4 
68 : '180 
- -
60 2-30 - '51.7 ll.7 
' , ' 
' ' ' 
e S~lts 
cake discard-
ed per 
"'" 
24 hr. 
~oluble tons. 
o.84 0.1_5 
l..:t7 0.21 
n.76 .2·.40 
. . In th~ us.e of· classif:iers for le.aching,_ it is proposed 
that 437 toner of wa.-ter, enter the system per 24 hrs. while 250 ' 
tons go to the eva~orator as filtrate (or thickener overflow). 
It would .therefore be possible to wash the slimes on· the filter 
with 437 tons. of wa-ter without introdu_cing further water into _ 
' 1;he system. Thus __ the maxiniUm. ratio or :til trate to wash would 
·be 250 to ·437 and these _condi:t·ions have been ·approximated in 
- test 66 above. To wash with this amount of wa·ter required as 
wa.shing ·time 1.7 times the cake forming -period. -
The l.ast column in· the:-above "table is cal.cUl.ated assuming. 
18 ton,s of slime~. per· day,_ :and under the test conditions, includei;1 
sodium and magnesium salts as -we11·as potassium su1phate. 
, . ' ' -
(iic) Efiec-t of Temperature:· 
' - " Filtration tests carried out at different tell1Peratures 
gave .the- foll.owing results:.:. · 
., ' 
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Qonstant Conditions:-
.Pulp _ ra:tio · _ 
Salts in solution 
Filter medium 
.. cake forming 
Draining 
Cake washing : . . · 
Cake drying.-
Filter area 
11 to-1 _ 
7.5 gt-./100 o.c. 
17-2- oz.. duck 
1.80 seconds. 45 , II' 
1.00 u 
60' - . "· 
. vacl:lum ,_ 
. T~mper~.ture o'f wash water-
0.1 sq._ f·t • 
26 inohe:s •. 
r9oc • 
.' 
.Table·- 26._ Ca.-loine Fiitration - Effect of Tergpei:-ature. 
-
-- - F Fil- i i- t e r c a k e 
. ter ·remp. Fil- - Approx Wet Mo is- Dry Sol-
Test 
oc. 
trate · VfaSh Thick- Neight tu.re weight uble 
No ... c.c. o.o. ness gr. % gr. % 
inoh·. 
69 20 I '179 89'. 1/16, 22.8 51.3 11..1 1.1.0 
J 1/8 ' -'·70 55 215 ' 40, 42.5 51: .1 20.8 l..35 ' 
71 -90 
-~ ·22·0 40 ·1/6 .- 47~3 51~·2 23.1' -, 1.62 
;Lnsol-
uble 
gr. 
ll..O -
20.5 
22•7-
These results show that by filtering at 90°0. the ·1nsol.-
uble filter residue is-- l.06%. grea_ter than ·that obtained when the 
process is carried ·?ut ~t atmospheric t19mp·era-tures.-. · · 
In'- addition," the· cake blovvs away from .the· cloth more 
cleanly and' the filtrate is appreciably clearer at the· higher 
temperature. -Against this,-there seems to be a need for l.onger 
washing periods at higher temp·era tures to obtain equal elimina.tion 
of soluble sal.ts. . . , . . 
(iiul Eff'ect. of Puip Ra.tic: 
Tests.- were made on pu1pa of. different densities. TP,e-
pu:Lp ratio -.,is expressed as parts by weight- of solut.ion to· parts by 
_w~ight of insoluble sol-id-1;3. Fo11.owin,g are the conditions and 
res~lts of these tests:• · · · · 
Constan:t ·oonditionsi-
Temperature 
Salts in solution 
Fiiter·medium. 
Cake.· forming 
Draining 
19°c.· (66.2·°F) -
7.5 gr. ~o l0.5 gr./100 C•C· 
17i- oz. ·duck · · . 
·180' se:oonda · · 
·.cake wa. shi ng 
Cake drying 
· Jlil ter area. 
V:-acuum - . 
,. 
20· - . UC . 
95 if 
'60 . 11"' 
o .1 sq.· :rt. 
26 inches. 
' - -
Table-· 27.- Cal.cine Filtrati·on ..: Effeot of ·.eulp .Ratio.· 
Fil- I F- i 1 t e r ·o a·k ~. · 
ter Pulp Fil- w_ash Thick- Wet Mo is~ :Ury, Sol-
Test ra.ti·o tra.te ' . ne.ss .W"eight .tu:re V(eigh.t ··uble 
No. - o.a. c.a •. in." gr.: ., % gr .• % 
72 32:1. I '2-35 I 115: 1/32 11.2 55.4 5.3 0.87, 
_230. l.11?-: · '1/16-
J 
73 15t:i 21..2 . 52.0 10.2 ·1.17 
._74. 11:1 170 i 80 J./16+ 22.8 51.3. 11.i i 1.1.0 
1661 ; -1- ' 75 8:1 90 1/8. 27 •. 7. ' 56.3. - 12.1 I 1.20 
- ~ - ' - I 
,. 
· Insol-
uble 
gr.-
·5.3 
I 10.l. 
·11.0 
12.0 
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]'igure X has been drawn from the data contained in 
the foregoing table. Fro~ this graph may be determined the 
approximate cake_weights per square foot to be expected at 
various dilutions of pulp. 
------ ---- ------- - ---i--- --- --- -- -
~ I ~ 1' ~ ~ II 
' 0.21----- ,----~ '"""'---+-------!--------- ------ -- --
i I 
' I l l. I I 
: q1 -----------~ - -- - - . - - .... - +_:--
.~ I - ! 
\J \ 
0 IO 20 
i 
! 
3o 
Over"/iow -
4a 
,{?,_ ;,,v/e'i dJ. SohO/. 
FIGURE X. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FILTER CAKE AND PULP RATIO. 
u-sing the figures obtained by interpolation from 
Fig.X and those obtained in the preceding sec.tion (see Table g§_), 
the following table (Table 28') is drawn up showing the relation~ 
ship between the filter areas required at different dilutions 
of the classifier overflow and at different temperature~ of 
filtration. - -
-The assumptions made are: -
Insoluble in feed·to classifiers 
per 24 hours 
Sol.ut.ion to evaporators per 24 hrs. 
Rotating drum filtration cycle 
Moisture in filter cake 
Table 2S. Calcine Filtration - Relation between Pulp 
Filter Area Required. 
180 tons 
250 tons. 7t mins .. 
50 .per cent. 
Hatio and 
/o of insol-
uble classifier 
feed in O/F 
Insol-
uble 
solids 
in o/E 
a tons 
I Insol- Filter area require~ 
4 
~ 
~ 
10 
12 
14 
7.2 
9.0 
10.8 
12.6 
14.4' 
18.o 
21.6 
~5-2 
Pulp uble A sq.ft. 
ratio filter A = ~ x 11.66 
of o/F cake b O.? 
250 i b lb/si.ftj 20°0.1 55°0. , 9000 •. 
~ . ' 
34.7 i .097 I 1237 
27.8 I .137 I 1094 
23.1 ! .105 I io89 
19.8 l .185 l 1134 1· 
17.4 'i .201 1194 
13•9 , .223 1344' I 
lJ..6 ! • 230 1 1523 l 
9.9 .243 ! 1729 
I 
664 
587 
584 
609 
641 
721 
817 
927 ! 
600 
530 
527 
550 
?79 
051 
739 
839 
'I ' 
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-- The f1·1 ter are~·· r~qui'.red has ··been· atijusted ·for 'possibl.e · 
cover bl·inding, it: having been asrumed that the efr-iciency of . · 
the filter cloth will be reduced fr9m_ this cause by 30%. · 
' - • # t ' 
< 1 • • ~ ~ - -._ ' 
_, - The figures· for the areas· required at 5'i'0 and 900.a. were 
obtained by multiplying.the ~reas required _at 206c. by-0.537 and 
0.485, re_spe9tively, th~se ·fac.tors being obtained from the 
result.a -of tests 69-71. · : · .- .. _ . . 
' The -~actors used 'in comp_iling, the' above~ ta·b1e -are 
_ necessarily fairly wide apI>roxilil.ationa,· but the results are. of 
intere·st. mai~ly f'or ·purposes of comparison~ 
· From. the. grai>h obtained,· by plotting the pe~centa.ge of 
insoluble classifier ·.fe.ed appearing. i:µ the .classifier overflow: 
against the filtering area-required to handle the.resultant 
tonage Qf fines (~i-gure:XI) ·can be found the ·mos~ favourable 
balance between.-these two variables. 
--fjoo.--_..;...--,lr----...,--~------;1----.,---~---,..--'-------. 
\- ':·.· .-.! 
Vj i .· 1 . "· I _ .I I_ _, . I 
\I ' - j - .-
• Boo ____ :_ ___ ~_]__ ___ ·-- , . 
:~ I - -------- ------~ -.. 1-- . 
~ .. -.1·_ G> ~ i ·~ 700 - 1 '- -, ___ J , , , ----/'-"-+-j -----'-I ~t- ·: j-,· ,l ·! ~ 1· - · · I 
: '·.:~ - ,- I - - ' ' I 
t6oo--·_.· __ j\'.._,:c ____ '. ____ ... /i· . ··----+· __ 
1 ·~ . I'··· 7~ I -~ .·.···!·.:/ .. I 
;;----··-·:·-- ··· r:· ·:--- ! · i · ·· 1 
2 · 4 ~:o ~ ._6 8 · - - . 10 12 14 
/'erc&?~9e· oi msc4'b/e, oa.s.,S,:r1e,,.. ~ ~'1 .. ~ve----l'low. . -
. ' -
FIGURE XI.;."' ~IONSHIP: '.;BETWEEN FILTER' AREA .1AND. PIIBP~RAT-IO;i. 
- • '~·~I :- ~ ··.sT,· o~• t • • ... ~( ~- .~ .... r:~... .. 
.., '";'~ - ' t •:: .. ...,.._ .. ~"":' .... , ... ~ - " ,,, ... d>-j - , 
''I, ' 
-. Thus. it.,is found 'that the latter .is a minimum at 520 
sq. ft. when filtratiQn 'is ·carried· out at -90°0. an4_ when 5.6 
per cent of the insoluble.classifier feed-overflows with.the 
pregnant solution. Tli~ rati~ of' solution to sol~ds in the 
ovez:flow is,- under these -conditions, o:f· th~ order of 25 to 1. 
( iie) · Rate·· of Increase of .E'il ter Cake: 
Though there is much to_be said for the continuity of 
opera t.ion resulting from the use of r'otating drum vacuum ·-filters, 
the use· of the"se machin~s fo;r h?-µdling ·this type of- ptilp may· be 
somewhat liinited in 4his.-.case_, mainly- by _the.high.dilution a·nd 
slow ra,t~ of cake .format:j..on. - · 
-·-Eye~- whe·n ·f-11 t~ri.rig ~t 90°0., the maximum cake thiqkne·ss 
obtained· ·in 3 minutes- was be'tweer.i 1/8' ingh and 3/16 .inch, while 
assuming that a_5 minute_ ca~e·forming period couid be allowed, 
the maximum cake thickness-that could -'.be expeoted would be little 
more·_ than· 3/:L6· inc4. ·: .. ·. -.· - · ·- · 
'\, 
•,,,..J 
. , 
. l 
.I 
I 
·1 
! 
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\ 
A factor._·whi9h would' lessen-the difficulty of discha~ging 
such. a cake is -the-readiness with which it can be blown off the 
filter c~oth.· A cake fo:rmed:by·hot filtration discharged more 
cleanly than oµe fO"rm.ed -in the . col.d~ · · 
· . ~. ~ · A test- {.!i'ilter T~a~-. 76) -~~ ~~en c~rried._out, to. obt~in. 
figures which would be·of use shoµld consideration be given to the 
possibility of using vacuum-ieaf filt!=l·rs, fo.r• this work. ·· 
1-;'l. ' - ~ ' • • ' • 
· »iltration .was con~inued f_or .. 30·minutes in a. pulp of 
initial rati.o-1.6 sol.ution·to l. in"solubl_e solids, and the: volume 
of ~iltra~e measured a~- two. minute interv~s. 
··Th~ constant condition~·-d.uring the .. test ·were:-
- " . . 
)i'il tering medium 
Eil.ter area. 
Temperatlire . 
Salts in solution 
Vacuum · .. 
· .. 10 oz. •. duck 
0.1 sq. ft. 
19°0. ( 66..2°F) 
11.0'gr •. per 100 c.a. 
26 · inches'. 
The_ resu1 ta- wer~. a~. shown in, .Tabl~ 29> ·_ 
' ' ' Table,~· Calcine Filtration - Rate of Increase· of .li'ilter Oalce. 
Filter Cake 
Thickness. 
·.Moisture 
• • • ••• "' ... 
Wet unwashed - weight... • •• 
:Dry unwashed - weig;nt... . .,. • ' 
· · · · - · - 'per'. cent soluble. . 
Dry insoluble· - weight ( cal.cd. )· 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
••• 
• • • 
0.2 inch. 
50. 7 per cent. 
: · 70 • 3 grams .• 
34.7 grams. 
10.6 p'er cent. 
~1.o grams • 
" Time 
Inter-
val.r•-
Fil-
trate 
A 
., ·Insoluble cake 
Dry. unvrash- Dry unwash- i------------
mins. 
l· 
2 
3 .. 
4 
. 6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
-16 
18' 
20 
22 
24. 
26-
c.c. 
ed cake , ' . '•, ed cake. ' 
B·= Ax~ C=Bx0~022. 
gm.· _--rc;6 1.b/sq.:rt. 
29.60 
30.95 - · I 
. 32 •. 40 .,. __ I 
. o_.38 
0.4J 
·o.48 
0.52 
0~56. •· 
0.59 
o·.02·. 
·0.65 
-0.68 
.o. 71. 
n=cxo.894 
lib/sq.ft·. 
1. 
..I 
,j 
0.13 
0.18 
0.22 
0.24 
0.29 
0.34 
·0.38 
0.43 
o.4o 
0.50 
·I 
0.53 
0.50 I 
.0.58 
0.61 . I 
I 
. ' 
Rate of : 
increase. 
1 b/ sq. f t/min. 
0.1~ 
0.046 
0.040_ 
0.025 
0·.026 
0.024 
0.020 
. 0.023 
0.018 
0.016' ' -
0.015 
0.015 
-0.014 
_0.013 
. 0.014· 
28 
. r 30 
33•45 '! 
_34.70: ·1 
. ·0.74 
',0.76: 
o.64. 
1
:
1 .o.66 _ 
.. o.6~ I 0.010 0.012 ·· . 
ra·te_ 
. -The .resul ta· show. a fairl.y ste·ady ·d~~rease. in :ri~ tering 
af.ter ·the "first· three minute~. . · · 
.. _ Allowing· a 3o~~inut~" cake ;forming· period it. is .reasonable. 
to assume say a 90 minute cyc1e. Thua during each cycle a cake 
would·- form containing o.68 l:t>. insoiub1.e. resid~e -per square foot 
of filtering area and ··the total "filtering· ar~·a required to handle' 
. t' tons of fines per· 24 hours-woUld be glven by 
. ' 
'. 
' " 
'' .\"' 
' - ' 
A = .2240 : x ·l. 5 t sq• tt. o.,68 x 24 ·, 
= 206 t, sq. ft.-,., ,. 
If _filtering were carried.~ut at ·90°0., instead' of at 
atm?spheric temperature "." and iµ. practice a fil.tration temper:-
ature approaching 90°c. ~Y ,reasonably be expected _,then from 
Filter 'l'est Nos. 69 and .71_, the value o,f· A, und~r -these 
'Condi, t.ions would be · " · 
A 
-
1hl x 2.06 t· Sq'• ft. 23.1·:·'' 
' 
= 99 t 59-~ ft~ 
= 178 p , . sq. ft'~ 
where. p is,.the perc~ntage of"insolubl.e classifier feed which 
overf·lows as slimes.. · , . · " ·-. -- , , · · · , 
,All.:owance must. be,-·~de for the' ·ef:fect _of 'the gradual· 
clogging ·action.- o:t; t~e-.-slimea· ,on the, efficiency of the filter 
cloth, and so, asatnn.ing a cover-bl~~ding factor of p.7, the above 
area would', under plant oper_atirig conditions, become -
- . A:--= 141 t = 254 p ·sq. ft •. , 
_ .These figures.~pply, of course,' only to filtration at 
- pu1p ;ratios ,o'f, the ,order of" 16 to l.. , Some· idea .of the ~pprox­
imate areas· required at other dilutions· may be obtained from a 
· consideration of the_ resul ta of .. tests· 72-75. · - , 
c. Leaching Alternative No. 3 
' . 
·:Thickening and -Filtration o~ Ball-mill Produati 
' 
This method inv.olves the use .of thickeners· am vacuum 
filters to w~~h.and dewater the: ground'calcine. 
, In filtration tests carr-ied ·out on the ground ·calcine 
{see b'elow, Fil~er Teats l'ifo·s~ 77-78), under conditions, represent-
ing_ a 'normal Oliver filter cycle-, a. ·cake was obtained carrying 
abou't 38% mois.ture ,and 16.3% of residual. wa~er-soll,lbl.e s~l. ta • 
. Considering that the· unwashed calcine contains only 26.6% of 
water-soluble salts these results indicate tha.t vacuum ·_ 
filtration -of· the' calcine ,could, be satisfactorily conducted 
only. if double,: filtration with· intermediate repulping and 
thickening were pract~s,ed •. 
' ' 
'Figure.XII- iiihstrates a possible-flow sheet. for this 
method of leaohing. 
(a) ,Ball. Mfl:L: , 
.. 'Grinding of the calcine"· should present no diffioul ties. -
Four tests were conducte.d whereby figt1res-were obtained comparing 
the gen~r~l grinding cha.rac.~eristi~ia. of the_ calcine wi_th ,those 
_ of a clean quartz ore. , · · : · , , . : -,. '· , · . _ - . · 
- . - ' ..... 
. The quartz o~e ·wa!3 :a,tage ground :through a Braun :', 
_. puive'riser, the various fractions sieved out·, and a syntJ.?.etic_ 
produo·t was made up f·rom· the· various fractions to gi:ve a sizing 
analysis identica-1_ with that of the. unground caJ .. cine._ 
' ' ' -:: , ' ,• - . ' 
_ One po:und charges were, added with." the .same weight 
of, wa,ter ',to Abbe iieb~le: mill~ carrying pe~ble, loads of 9 lb. 
" -
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eagh... Grinding was allowed to proceed for 15 and 30 minutes, 
after ··which the· sizingr. of ~eh product wa~ determined. The 
results are shown in table .3.Q.. 
Table 30. Grinding of ·calcine. 
I' 1111 M SizinEr Analvses - ner cent 
\ Init.ial ,_ Af :ter 15_!1linut.es ~f ter 30 minutes 
Screen Sizini;r Quartz Calcine Q.uartz 1 Calcine 
! 
I + 20 I 7.4, 0.4 - - -+ 30 6l.4 18.2 0.4 l.l -
+ 40 I 25.9 I 16.3 4.7 3.5 I l -[ + 60 3.0 I 13.l. 5 .l. . i 5.0 0.1 
+ 80 o.6 5.8 4.9 3.5 
I. 
0 .. 1 
+l.00 I 0.7 10.1 . 12.7 11.0 2.9 
+150 
I I 
0.4 11.7 13.3 24.l. I 11 .. 1 
+200 0.1 3.6 3.5 5.8 I 3.5 I 
-200 0.5 20.s I 55.4 45.4 . I 82.3 ; 
(b) First Thickener: 
Owing to the relatively poor filtering properties of the 
ground calcine, this thickener woul.d serve a useful purp,ose in 
taking mu~h of the load from.the rotary filter. 
l 
I 
I 
t 
' ! 
I 
Assuming the oyerflow to be of the order of 100 tons sol-
ut.ion per day, the thickener underflow fed to the filter woul.d 
have a consistency of approximately 40% solids, this latter 
figure.depending to .a large extent on the fineness of grinding • 
. The overflow, together wi'th the filtrate from the first filter, 
woul.d constitute the e·vapora tor feed. 
(c) First Rotary Fil.tar: 
This unit should 'give as filter cake 180 tons of insolub1:· 
residue per 24 hours, together with approximat.ely 125 tons of 
water carrying 15 tons of K2S04. Assuming settlement to a it· 
to 1 pulp ratio in the first thickener then the feed to the 
fil_ter would be 455 tons of pulp in addition to 33 tons of . 
dissolved,K2S04 per day. 
The filter cake woul.d next be repul.ped for washing with 
fresh water at as high dilution as practicable, say by the 
additLon of 375 tons of water, giving a pu1p ratio of the order 
of 2.8 water to 1 insoluble solids in the mixer. 
It seems questionable whether washing on the first 
filter would be good practice,. a_a greater benefit would be 
derived by introducing what additiona-1 wa_ter can be added to the 
circuit at the mixer. 
Fi~ter Tests Nos. 77 and 78 were carried out orra 
calcine pulp w~t ground to the following sizing:-
Eraction Weight % 
+ 30 o.6 
+ 40 g·9 + 60 .6 
+ 80 5.0 
+ 100 l;i..3 
+ 150 i5.7 
+ 200 3.l. 
200 51.8 
" 
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· ·: ·-.The re_s,ul t. of the _te·sta· indicS:ted: that· a 3/16" cake 
w6~ld __ be. obtained- during- a three minute cycle.. T:he. dry _weigh~ 
of ~e cake_per'.aq. ft. av~raged 0.75 lb.· but ~s this contained 
, ;t-6. 3% ·wa·ter soluble solids, the total filtering area, required 
to handle 180 tons-' of :i_.nsol~ble calcine. leach re aidile per 24 
hours wil~ be. given by:-
A :::- 2240 x '180 - sq. ft. 
= 1340 sq. ft. -
. lti fi;l. teri~g this, typ'e of material thE{ cloth blinding 
~ction will be fairly' s~ve~e, -and to give a -fiJ. tering area 
oomparab;Le ~o · tlla'.t required . .und,er- large, scale operating con-
di tiona_,.. the above figure would need to . be divided by a factor 
of O. 7 •. 
-The ·f il·tering area :r;equired.-wolil:d therefore be of ~a 
orde:r: of 1900 -sq.- -f't. . 
Assuming a s'ir.ailar. area: re(i.uired at . the second f'il tra tion. 
stage , it would -appear· tha'.t, · to handle the. ca.1.c ine residue by 
do~ble filtration~ would neces~i~ate the installation of, say, 
three. 14' x· 14'. d~uln. fil'ters., each with a. filtering area. of 616 
sq. ft., ·at each .of the filtration ata.ge_s.: _ These could possibly 
be rep.l~ced by two_ 14' x_ 24'. uni t.s· at each atage, giv-ing ·a total. 
filtering area o-f -3520 sq-. ·ft. · . · · · 
The unfavourabl.e :r'il terin'g characteristics of the gro:Ul'ld 
cal·cine led- to. conside'ra tioh -being· given to the po ssi bili ties of 
' handiing the ungro~nd material by._ filtration. . ' 
., 
·T.o filter 'this type .. of.·-materiaI ·in practice,.-a top-feed 
unit, or.one· of the Dorrco _type, would be essential. Top-feed 
filters, ·though designed primarily to hand.le rapid settling 
crystalline solids ~o giye a _dry but·incompl.etely washed product, 
have also been adapte·d in a.1.esser.degre.e to f.ilter pulps · '· 
· c-ontaining insoluble solids. Barnebl ·I.62·] ·describes the de-
watering and drying of -·minu"s 12 mesh ·foundry sands using one 
of _these machines of_ ·the SWenson type. The cap·~ci ty of this 
type of filter. is· given by,_Irvin [03] as between .5 and 35 tona 
per sq~ ft. per 24 hours, depending on the na~u~e of the feed , 
and ·the amount of drying required. Thus even at -the l·ower figure 
a 6 ·ft. x 6 ·ft~ unit wot4d ha;idle ·560 _tons per day. Modern top-
feed filters are fitted with a feeding device which not only . 
distribµtes a coarse feed u,nifonnly .over the 'cloth but als~ . 
removes. undesi1·able fines from the feed by a form of hydraulic 
. classification. .. ~ · 
. The Do.rrco t:YPe ot f'il t.er, ·as far as ~s known to the· 
writer·, is not i~ oper~tioµ in this country but apparently finds 
a fairly wide apP·lica:tion overseas. In this machine the ~il ter · 
medium is on the inside 'of th!3-,- dr:um.; '.-while the. p·ulp is fed into 
t;h~ bottom of' the drbm, ·.thus eliminating tp.e usual fil ~er tank 
snd: agitator. The.rapidity with which the solids settl~ helps 
considerably in forming a cake of unifo~m thickness and porosity 
which, whe.n formed, is ·discharged i?ot the- top .by means of a.· 
reverse air blow into-·a· discharge chute •. --It is the type of 
ma.chine sugg.e~ted by Bai'nebl [64] a·s being eui'l!able for hand.ling 
a gra.:nul~ material .where dewa.tering and. 'washing are the · 
important faat~rs.. , . . . . . · 
. ' 
. . 'l'o duplic'a.te strictly in the laboratory the conditions 
applying dUriQg 'the ·handling of 10 mesh"~l.unite by machines of 
the types.described_above, special equipment would be required~ 
but a reasonable. approach to s.uch condi·tions. should be obtained 
by filtration in the ordinary Buchner f·i1:ter funnel,. 
' ., ' 
'" . 
;/ 
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lnfornua,~_tion· calculated. to. assist :in assessing the 
possibilities.of. this type of.filtration woUJ.d include· th«;) 
determination of the ·percentage of water remaining in t4e . 
filter. cake· whe·n unground .. calcine was filtered.· together with· 
the percentage of water soluble salts left :in the filter ·cake 
.after filtration . · · 
· (a)' without· washing · . · · 
. · (b) after washing with a quantity of hot water 
equal to the moisture left in ·the cake. 
~ ' . 
A· number· of tea.ta ·were accordingly carried. out to .obtain 
this information~ In each· test, calcine· was extracted at 10000 • 
. 'for 10 minutes; at a· pulp ·ratio of l' calcine· to .1.5 wa.ter (excepi:; 
_· in Filter Test 81) •. The actl..lal. filtration ·took place at approx-
imately 70°c. · · ·- · 
. ' . 
. By cake forming period ·is: .meant. the·. time elapsed from 
transferring .the pulp to the f_il ter funnel until the l~vel ·o.f the 
solutipn falls below that of the ·c~e;· Similarly the washing 
period is the time ~aken by the wash water to ~all to the: same 
level. · 
Rive tests were "ins.de, using calcine obtained from an.hour 
roa·st of -10+20 mesh.materj.al at a ma.Ximum .te:tnperature of 750°0. 
( Calcina 1;.iori. T~st 12.) • · · · · ' 
. . 
The constant ponditions during ·the testa were as follows:-
Vacuum 26 inches . . 
Filter.med~Um No.5 Wh.atman paper. 
Temperatur~ of filtration 70°c. app·rox •. 
Fulp ratio· i.5 to 1. · 
· l.9 to·l (Test 81 only) 
Draining time 60 seconda 
·:Filter area: 17-.5· sq. inches. 
', ,._ 
The results are set out below in Table 31:-
Table 31. F'il tra tion of Unground Caicine. 
Filter· P.u 1 p. Filter cycle -- sec. Wash. Filtrate 
Tes:t Calcine Water water '( + wash) 
No. mn. mn.. Forming Washing gni. c.c-. 
,. 
. 
79.' 1.00 150 180 - - 95 80 74 111. 7.0 - - 70 81 64 121 60 •' 92 .. 
-
- ' 
82'· 74 11-1 60 - - -7~ 83 74 111 50 30 40 ·11 
84 74 111 55 50 40 116 
;. 
. ~ 
.. F"i 1 t e. r ·c a k e: · ·· . i:fO.LUO.Le Filter salts 
Test Thickness Wet. wgt. Water Water Dey cake· re cove 
No. ,. inch gm. gm~ % f; insoluble 7b 
red 
~6 0.5 :· 145 59.0.· ' 40.7 .. 9.55 63.0 0.4 100 36.5 36.5 8.7l 65.6· 81 0.3 _83. _2~.;5 35.0, 6.9 73.9 
82 0.4. 102: 3 .5 3~·3 8.75 64.l. 
·83 0.4 : .98· 37.5 3 .3 4.47 8~-3 84 0.4 99 ·39·9 39.4 3~67 8 .4 
.. I 
The average figure' for the moisture_ in the wet cakes 
obtained in Tests 80.and 82 was 37.5·gm. Tests.83 and 84 were 
conducted under· conditions ·identical with thos~ of Tests 80 and_ 
82: except. that ~his amount of water (~ctuall.y 40 gm. was us.ed) was 
·~ .. :" -7l- ' " 
. ,, 
' . ' . 
.applied as· a hot wB.'.ter wa·s~." ·such .a :.wash resu!'ted in· 
increasing ·the average »water-. soluble' salt 
· 64.8% to 84.St;. . " " - ·· ·'. ·. -
. ' . -
recov:ery from 
-
(d)' Second ·Thickener: 
. ; 
- . Overflow. from 'this. unit, together-,·with 'the -filtrate 
from the second filter w6tild.make'up 'the solution fed -to the. 
bal;l ·mill wi tp: the . cala.ine.. ·The· *nderflow, at: say · 40/l1- solids, 
·would be further dewatered by filtration._ . · · - . · -: · · 
; -1 ' ( e) Second· Rota-ry .E'il te·r:· -. .. 
·Ass.uming a .. ·feed o·f ·40%"i_nso.luble solids to thi~· unit, 
the amount of K2S04 in. :the.- feed would 'amount to 8.1 tons per 
-day. (180 Tons. ins.olubl.e ,'plus 15 ·tons K2S04· and 125 tons 
:water from the first filter _cake-- are repulped with "375 tons 
.' additio~al water. This __ is- thic~ened« to. lf _to 1, giving _a · 
thickener underfl.ow carriing" 180.· ton~ of- solution containing 
15 x 270/500· = 8 •. 1 .. tons K2S04.) -. .: . .__:· · · · 
~- ' - . ' '. - ' ' - - ' . ' 
- From the filter cake·moisture 'figur:e-s o.btained "in 
:&,ilter 1'ests)5fos,.e 77"and 78, it is apparent that ':the unwashed 
cake from this fil.ter· would contain approximately 3.75 tons 
. of ~so4.• · '· . .. -
- " 
The above filter tests ftirther show tha_t- in a norma·l · 
· Oliver filter cycle, washing of. this' cake· is- very inefficient 
·'and· that ·there*'ora only a sJ:,ight. reduction .·in. the ·above daily 
lo.ss of. K2so4 <?an' bE! ,-expe_ct'e·4.. -
' D. Leaching Alternative No. 4 
; · Counter-current. Percolation.- Leaching-: 
.(a} ·General: ' 
~· -
· The. results. of'.tests described u~der Sections A, J3 and 
C above,-,: strongly stress: 'the .'desirab'ili-ty -of -designing a plant 
whiah will produc·e:_a ~inimum quantity" of slimes to be handled . 
··either by settlement ·or--filtr~tion, or"by· a "·c9mbination of both •. 
In this"·respect, ·the· se·cond -leaching ·alternat:i,ve ~·namely, leach-
irig by'-count.er~current washing- in·'a se1·ies· of. classifiers-, seems' 
th~ most likely_ of- th~ th_ree alt.ernat.ives :so far described to 
· mee't with conmiercial success-.· .'Even- her·e, ·the hahdling o.f the. 
classifier overflow might. easi·ly: be a source of trouble .. / · 
~ ' " ' ' ~ ' ,, . ' ' . 
, . ' " . . ' - ~ 
.:It i's. eviden~ th~t:many,-. of thes·e potential tr~~bles 
could be' overcome should: i't prov_e practicable to· leach the.-:" ' 
calcine by-pe_rcolating. suitabl.e_ solu_t~ons '_thr'o?-gh stationary · 
.calcine charges .oont_a:~n~d ·in v~ts·. - · ·. · · . . . ·_ --
. · Except ·ro·r oha.rgirig_.and 'dischargi.ng ·c>r· the· v~ts, the 
mechanical· operations._ involved ·in such ·a ·method:- consist so~ely 
of· ·pumping ·solution fr.om 'on~ vat: t9 a11othe~. Operating costs 
_are the-r,ef o+-e iight,, ·and~ capi-tal, eipendi'ttire·· very_ l.ow. · 
' - 1 ·~ " ' - ' 
. - From· the "t'_or!JgQing te·a'tci ;,"a: ~un1b.er -~f -'positive ·~al cine 
characteristi9s; as opposed· to· the e ssent.ial1y n:egati ve ones ·of 
poor settleme·nt and f-ilterability, have emerged which_would 
favour_ the· pe·rcoia tion m.ethod of.treatment.· Of . these, the 
chief are -· . - ' " - - . ' -' - ,• - . . -
. ; ' 
rapidity o'f ,soluti~~-:.of wa:t~r:.soluble 'content; 
_the. absence . of any apprecia,ble ·bree.lting down 
: .of -·calcine ·part:i:clef!: during '\vater :treatment; 
·:{;iii) ·the reta~ning··of 'the f,ree percolating properties 
. . . . -. of a. calcine. charge· ~s a result- of (ii.) aboye •.. 
' " ,_ ' 
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·As the success or otherwise of vat leaching depends 
to a large degree on the free percolating properties of the 
material when treated under plant scaie conditions, a first 
essential is-a_ determination of the behaviour of the material 
under comparable conditions. Further tests which are indicated 
include a study of· the relative merits of treating a charge in' 
a single vat by straight out percolation, or by circulating the 
extracting solution through the charge a number· of times; the 
possibilitlf of obtaining eff1uent solutions saturated at an 
elevated temperature, and the·efficiency of extraction obtained 
by using a limited amou?t .of w~ter only. 
Tests carried out to obtain the required information 
will now be described. 
(b) Percolation through a F'our-foot.· Uolumn of Calcine: 
In percolation leaching the limiting factor is the· 
time which is required for leaching and washing solutions to pass 
through the mass of mate.rial being treated~ The following ·experi-
ments (Leaching Test No .19) were -carried out to) give limiting 
values of these times, so. that some idea could be gained of the 
time required for a cycle, and of the size of the vats required 
to obtain a day's through put of calcined alunite. 
A cylindrical vat 4 ft.- deep and 9 inches in diameter 
was made from two 2-ft -sections of sewer piping. These two pipes 
were placed wi'th their flanged ends upwards, the lower end of the 
upper pipe resting on a narrow strip of soft rubber sea·ted in the 
flange of the lower pipe. This join was made water-proof by fill-
ing the fla:nge with molten sulphur. When this had cooled it 
served to cement. the two pipes and to prevent any leakage at the 
join. The lower end of the column was covered with a rubber cap 
which fitted over the outside of the pipe. Tliis cap was tightly 
fitted and was clamped with a metal strip. An outlet was run. 
from the centre of this cap through a hole in the base board on 
which the vat stood, and away to the vessels used for collecting 
the effluent. -
A wooden false bottom was placed directly above the rubbe: 
cap in the va:_t. This was just a c_ircular disc of wood with 
numerous l/81r holes in it, and with a slightly raised flange 
around the, edge so that the disc was raised off the rubber 
bottom. The disc was covered-with a ttt layer of glass wool. 
The column was then filled with calcined alunite from Calcin-. 
ation Test No. 26. ~5 lb. (38.6-kg.) of calcine were required 
to form the· column. 
The ma'terial -is so porous that to start a percolation 
leach it is necessary to fill the vat'with liquor (or water) 
from below, otherwise the ~ir 0 wduld not be displaced and short-
circuiting would occur. This filling of the vat was carried 
out by running water from a large ·15 litre-bottle into the_ 
bottom of the vat under a head of ?bout 9 ft. at the commence-
ment of filling, and 3 ft. at the end. The limiting factors 
were the head and the size of the tap on the bottle. _To fill 
the vat so that free water- just appeared on the top of the va~t 
req_uired 11 minutes and the amount.- of water required was 32.2 
li tree. - -
The- actual percolation test was ·carried out by keeping 
the .top of the al.unite cover.ed with water at all_ times and 
aliowing the effluent to run away thr.ough the bottom outlet as 
·rast as this· o'utlet woUld allow, or as fast as the effluent 
percolated, whichever was· the faster. From the rates obtained 
it seems fairly certain tha_t the former ·was the limiting factor. 
"' 
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FIGURE ~~i. PERCOLAT-roN THROUGH 4- Fr~--- COLUMN ~ VAT DETAIL...§..·. 
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As the rate wa~~ s·o"fas.t, no fur:th~r determinations with a.iarger 
. ou·tlet were: considered· necessary.· The effluent was allowed to 
run out into -15 litre bott-les ·and. the . times for running of'_ each, - · 
.15 :Litres wer_e determined.; _ · - - · - - · -· · _ . · 
' - ' ' ' 
Preiiminary. ia~oratory .. s~ale _experiments.had shown that 
·in each of :the .leaching stages· of.-~. leaching_ cycle,. the amount of 
solll;t.ion to ·be paiased _ throtigh the- cale'i~e was· ap~:oxililately· 3 · 
times the-, weight ·of: .the· calc-ine· being treated:. As a limiting 
case, therefore, wat~.~ -equivalen~ to 3 "times the- weig:llt of· 
calcine was .. passed' through ... tne· .col.~n. : Cold· wa·ter was used as 
it ·is more_ ·easily. ~ndled and· ·the rate -obtained would' not pe _ 
f~ster - than· that. o~taf.ned: using hot solutions.-_ Thus ·the time. 
-was determine·d· for 120 li~res _of· efflue.nt (= ap_p ... 3 x 38._6" kg.) 
to pass. out of_ the· coJ..timn. - · In practice this quantity woul.d 
include the.amount draining out_after displacement was stopped, 
but this ,a.mount ·was not.,-known at· this _s,ta-ge·. J;·.t was de.t'ermined 
la,~er 'to be about 12 _or ·13 -li tre:s in -t.:rom 15 -:to' .3Q minutes .. 
. .. Results- are- shown" in the".foliowing table (Table-~). , · 
. Tab~e 32;'. l?ero~l~~i~~ ·~rou.·h~-Fou; f-~~t· Col~~ -of Calcine.:_ 
.. · Leaohin ·Test No.l } 
- ~ ' J 
-~ ' ,-
·-~. 
Fill.ing o-f: col:~t" _., 
Calai,>;ie required 
'' -
- Water- requir~d - - · · -
> ; • 
-DisRlacement- percolation:.: 
·.,-Time .. " · 
. · m~see:., ... ~ ,,._, 
' -
38•6 kg. 
'' 85 ;J.b. . 
·32.-2 litres-_ 
7·· I. gall.ons 
._._=·. · l!iffluent Volum~ 
litres 
' ,_" ' "2 "-10 " .,: - ' ' ' -i5 ". ' 
- 4 -20 :" -. ·-- - - ' -:· < .... :-. .- - 30 -
I , • , , :' • - 6 _- 25 " , '', ' ' . ' , , ~5· ' -
' ' ' '" --,s '35 -. ' .. -, " " ' ' - 60 " 
: ... -" .... _··10.'.·45'·- ,- _.'.,·:_ -.'·'.' ·'.' .·75 
l -. ·. ., - 12 55 " '; ,' ' " , ' ' -. ' - ' - 9·0 
' 15 5 - < ._: _; .. - -,: •• ·~ - - - 105 
. · -, 17 20 · - - .120 'x · 
. 19- .')o) .. -~--- ... . i35 . 
x _Thua:· Ave-rage'.-rate 'of percolation =-- 6.9, litres ·p.er min. 
· .. '. - . -,· - ·. ·, - · ·" · . . · · = 1.5 ·gall.ons ·11 11 -
· -_ -· - _ - -· _ . ' . ' -· - -= .6 • c inohe a · ~r - u · 
I• 
_j 
! 
! 
1 
I 
' 
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Draining: 
Starting with free liquor just s4owing above 
the calcine:-
Effluent .volume Draining time 
litres mi!!· ~· 
~ 45 0 0 56 
7 l 8 
'8 1 22 
-9 ]._ 46 
10 g 20 11 25 
12 - 1-4 45 
12-t 26 
13_ 50 
lJ;f 75 
I 
I 
I 
! 
~ 
I 
! ; 
I 
' ~ 
r 
~ 
I 
! ! ' 
I 
I 
1. 
~ 
'fhe graph below (]'igure XIV) indicates the variation 
in rate of drailning with time. 
FIGURE XIV. RATE_OF DRAINING OF CALCINE. 
The resul ·ta of the above test show that the rate 
of percolation of water through·a four foot ca~oine charge 
is very satisfactory, indicating that even under the weight 
of the charge above, the lower layers o'f calcine retain 
their form and permeability during and· after extraction of 
their water soluble salts. 
. " 
''' 
'' , 
' -
' : ·~ ,. 
-· ;. 
Cc) Nature of Solution Flow in·:,singie. v~t-.. _. Circulation v. 
Percolation: . 
. Tests ·we~e cori~u~t~d --t~--·d~t:e~ne. ,th~- ~e.1ati1r~· effic-
iencies of .the foll.owing methods .for the' remova1 of the soluble 
salt content of ._calc.i.-ne by va .. t- leaching - · - · · 
' - . ' - ' - . 
( i) · Aliowlrig. the, ex·tra.cting sol u't i~n- to percola.te . sl.owlLy 
-. once:through the charge, the·rate of add;i.tion of 
solut:ion to the top of the vat: to be ·the same as. the 
. ·-_ra!ie of disch~rge from beneatli.-.the._.va:t. -
-. (ii) Circul.a ting the :extra~ti0g sol~ tion ·con tinu~usl; _throUgh 
·the.vat f pr a period O·f _·tijne suffi Oient ta ensure the , 
complete solution or' ·ail \Vater soluble .sal.ts." 
•, - - ' 
'(i) ·Th~ tests· vv~~e- ~de-'- o~· 5oq gm.- .charges of minus ·.t." 
calcine. :t:rom Calcination, Test No. 2"6. This calcine consisted of. 
22:. 7'% water fil.oluble' s·al. ts' , the 'te s:~ oha·rge I? 'therefore containing 
·113. 5 gm._. ·of -~ese sa:L ta., ·. ' c"; . . 
, , 
" . 
. · The ·vat used"was· a tail, -:1. ii tre pyrex beaker, 3"t" -. 
-'di~eter and 7tu- de&p, g-i ving a· ch.arge- depth of appr oxima-te_ly . 
41'!',.e· The extracting solution was 'stored in a· flask fitted with 
a cond:enser and· maintained at 'a tem.p'era:ture approaching· 1000,0-•.. 
by immersion in a water "J:?atJ:i. -The" cov:e;red- v:a t was similarly · 
kept between 90°c. -and ioo0 a. ·in a. second water· bath,' and the , · 
extrac.ting _solution·:syphoned' on to: the 'va.t until the surface of 
the charge :Was. just covered.· ·A second syphon, by means· of which 
·the· pregnant solut~on·· was drawn ·of'f from the· bottom of the -vat 
·upwards through a --central· t·ube, waf!. then started, ·the :i;a;te of flow 
of the syphons being adjusted so that the whole of the solution 
'is passed through the calcine ~n approxiinately_l· hour._ 
• > ' • ... ' .~ ' • • '! - • ' , ' ' ... • ' , • , .... • ' • • • ' , 
- In"- one .test· .(Leaching Test 20}:wa-ter was used as_ th~·-_. 
·extracting med:i;um,' 'and in a second test· (Test. 21) an extracting 
solutio·n carr.;d.~ng .9.8 gm. of-. salts. per.100 gm. of water. was used. 
This solution consisted of .:.. . .. · 
·-
'' 
] -~S~4 
.. ~~2S04 
. MgS04,- _ _. 
-R20'. · ·. - : ~ ' .. , 
'54~7 _gm· • 
. ·34 .• 6 ~­
·a.7 gm • 
lPOO_ ~· -.'-' 
{ii) .... Th~. maximum ·re~ove.ry of. salts: by ~~nt.inuous .o.irculation 
"of. extracting solution. through ·tlie -·vat wa's· determined theoretic-
ally ... _The figures shown for" extr?-ct.ion by' -thii;:i. me"thod a:i:--e · 
calcul.ated ·as·au'llling _the. pharge'. draine.d to --.the -same moisture 
·content a:·s ~hat of the. corresponding percolation test": , ·. 
- - -- .. ~he_ c.onsta·rit· ~-~nditiO,ns: d~in~ ·th~ ·~b~ve ~ests ~e.re:-
Trea-tment time~ . 60 minutes 
Average _temperature . ·"·92t0 - Q~ · 
Sall ts: ·in ca,lcine. . . : · . 
". ",-ch.a~ge,-·--:·· .. :·· li3.5_·glli • 
.. Water in 'each extra.et-· _ 
-- .. ·' - ing . solution ' '. : · - -1000 _gm~ - · 
. Th~ r~sul ts'-.are'.· -~h~wn in ·;~ble,' .ll· :. -The· f~g~e~ for··. 
the- maximum -.re co.very ,of· s~l ts _by continuous· circul.ation·, arrived 
at by calculation' are' shown as .tests·· 2-0(a} 'and 2l(a).. ' 
' - . - ... 
· .. · 
l ,• -' 
' • c -_ 
. -' ~ ' ' 
.. 
' .. 
' . 
' , 
,_,,.. 
. ,. ' 
- ' ' ' ~ 
' .~ . ' 
-i::>a.LJ;S ~:·. ':' ·:i:olia.L ,, jjjxtraat:-.. 
'" Leach:- in Salts- .. ·~Effluent Residu~: '. ing'. 
'• Extracti·.on in .. , . ··ing . Soluti·o~: _ l S~s1em: Effie-~·est To.t~l ~a:1 t's ·Water· Water Sa,lts i~ncy 
No. weight B : A 
-
B B 
" 
:· "gm. •. I .. " .. I :X:· ·100 .gm._ gm. 
" 
gm. gm. 
... 
_gm. gm. 
, ' ~ 
' 
. ' 
I 
', r 
'• 
' 11.3~5'' '•. .·6$,6 .• _6·-20 0 ,759.; 102.4 310 11.l: 90.-2 
' . 
' ·. '. ~ '" 
' . ·' 
. '20 (a) 0-- 11.3.·5 ' 
---
7~.3.' - ', -..... 35.2 69.,0· 
F •' 
' .. . ' 
.21 9~ 2~1._5 " 882 i7i •. o 7·+1:p 289 40.5" .so.a 
•' 
.. ; ' 
2;L (a) :.98 , " ,61.i 211,.5' i5o.4 '. 71.2 ' - ... -.. _ 
.. 
~ , 
. 
• I , 
0
'.Chese • r~~~l ta: 'el;llpha~iz.e :•the C ~ci'vantage. of :oon"t.inuous 
·,., .. per_colation ... at ·a t;:"onirolled :ra~e as opp.ose_d to continuous' 
circulati.on of. extraeting ·.solµtion within a· vat. · 
. '' 
' '. '' ' ,;~ • >- ' • ', ' 
'.( ·, ~ . • '. • ' ,, f ' l ,· ' '. ' 
(d) CYclic Fercol.ati~ri Tests: -.'. 
· A ,large nuraber of -preliminacy. perqoiation "tests were· 
... carr.ied out to obtain information relative to the moisture 
·content of the· leached re'.sidue, the nature of the effluent ... 
. ' solut.ioils ,, the: appr·o:ii.mate· crys,.tal ~-yields :.to ~e·. e:x:pec~ed and 
. the relative· merits of. hot "arid cold .. e~tr·~ctio:n.· '- · . · .- : 
;- '.;; '' 
. Using the:data· thus.· col·lectea," a ·continuous counter-
. current .percolation plant.was designed for labora~o:ry·scale 
operatiori. A :con:t,inuous.- te'at (Leaching .Test .2~) was then"made 
over a ,pe·riod .of 1'4 days',.'_-during which over f.~f~y· extraqtion. 
cycles were completed.~ ~is test is. dea·oribed in ,d,e:tail'· in 
"the· fol'lo~i'ng· :pages:•. . . -, : 
. ''' 
' i I •, ~ 
(1)" -Genera-1. - j;;-.79.~'. 
: (2Y,-. T~e ·na.tu~~ -~~-: the.-Le-~chin6 .. a;yai~ - p.:79.; 
(. 3 )'':· EQU:ip~~~t·· tr~ed :.; ·.:P ~ 8.0 .; '. . -"~ ~- -: · ... _-
- . i ! ; ' ~ ' ...... ' \ - " - ~ ' 
-'. · - . ( 4 }'_,. Commen·o~men t of . Cyc~e: -'. P.• 81 '-, 
·: .. ~ c5); ·~~xi?er~~ntai :Procedure ~.:. -p.:82 
( 6 ).': . -Re aui t s." .' " , . . . . >· 
· (i)._.Crysta.l:Yield.·p· •. 84 · 
(ii')° M~ther Liquors-,,·. p.8~ 
' 
'fi;v) ._wa·ahing ·Liquors·_: p.91 -
, ' ,, - ~ 
". 
(7) ', :Mis.cell~ne·.ou·~.,Re~ults: : .. 
.. " . , .·::-~- .-:: '.:"-,(i)': El~v~tion '~~ '"B~:liing .Point ~f. 
.. . ... ·' " · :_ . ··.;.·Crystalliser Feed·,;. .p.92 
(~i.)· ~o~P o si t·io~ ·crirs t~ll.i,ser Feed."-" ·P ~.9 3 ... 
. · · _·, (iii).-_ ii~.· '_Fe~d -to·· Crys~a.1i~·se~- ~ .P·• 94 : '. 
I 
·! 
i 
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LEACHING. TEST 22 
1. GENERAL. 
2. 
The calcine used throughout the· leaching test was from 
Calcination Test 26. In this cal'cination test, ungraded -t inch 
alunite was roasted at a maximum temperatrire of 750°c. 'rhe 
material was fed to. the furnace at the rate of l. cwt. per hour 
and remained under treatment for 40 minutes. 
A grading analysis of the resu~ting calcine gave the· 
following figures:-
~­
-1/4"+1/811· 
-1/8 u+ 20 · 
- 20 + 40 
- 40 + 60 
- 60 + 80 
- 80 +100 
-1.00 +200 
.:.200 , 
Aperture (inches) 
1/8 
1/40 
1/80 
1/120 
1/160 
1/200. 
l:/400. 
Weight (%1 
43.3 
33.9 
13.1 
4.1 
.0.4 
2.8 
1.8. 
o.6 
On extraction by.agitation with an excess of hot water,· 
22. Tt~ of the calcine was recoverable a.s wa·ter soluble salts .. 
Of these salta.54.9%" consisted of K2S04 (representing a 75% 
recovery of potash),. the remainder being ahiefly sodium and· 
magnesium sulphates in the ~pproximate .ratio of 3 Na2S04 to 
1 MgS04, while small quantities of calcium.and aluminium 
sulphates were also _pre.sent. 
THB1 liiAT1JBE OF TEE LEACHIMG CYCLE. 
The object of the crystall.izing cycle was to prepare a 
satura·ted solution- at an_ eleva.ted temperature., cool the 
solution to some lower temperature,.depositing the crystalline 
product, ·then to use the· fi1 tered mo·ther liquor as: part of th~ 
next leaching solution with which once again to prep~re a 
saturated solution at the sarn.e. ele.vated tempera.ture. 
In the case of the mixtlire in use here of sodium and 
potassium sulphates (together with smaller am.aunts of. magnesium 
and calcium. sulphates), glaserite (.3K2S04.Na2S04) is the 
crystalline type to separate in the early cycl.es. '.rhis. is 
rich in potassium sulphaite, and consequently leaves a solution 
rich in sodium sulphate·. This can obviously only occur a 
limited number of times befo.re phase _rule considerations 
prevent the crystallization of a pure glaserite, and so~ium· 
sulphate or some·other crystal. product also begins to separate 
out on cooling the pregnant solution. · 
The purpose of this work was to -find how many cycles could 
be run before this limiting s.tage was reached, and when reached 
to find what to do with the resulting solution. 
Theoretical considerations decide to some extent the 
number of v~ts required t~ obtain complete extraction of all 
wanted salts from the calcined alunite. These can not take 
into account, however, the effect of the various salts present 
on the aolubili ties of the others_. It is possible, howe.vert to 
decide on an approximate minimurn. number of vats to be uaed. 
. The total number of vats decided upon was twelve. Of 
_these nine were to be used fo~ washing and three for extraction 
a·t eleve •. ted temperatures. The use of three extraction vats 
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requires that the· sodium-rich mother liquor .be returned to the 
?Ycle at the third va·t, this proceclure being adopted because 
it was estilnated that at this point the total water soluble salt 
content o~ the washing solutions would, on an average, most close-
ly approximate that of the mother liquor. 
3 • ~Q; UI~MENT USED 
The va_ts used in this test were specially cons.tructed for 
t1:J.e work. A vat co~sists of a vertical cylindrical copper vessel 
5~ inches deep by 3~ inches in diameter. The top of the va~t is 
open. ,The bottom consists of a shallow cone, pointing downwards, 
e.bou.t 21t in height. The outlet from the vat is situated a_t the 
bottom of this ci;mical depression and consists of a piece of 40 
copper tubing, 1~ inches long, soldered on to the vat. Next to 
the vat the outlet tube is surrounded by (and soldered to) a 
fitting for holding the vat in the water bath. This fitting 
oonsiSlts of a brass pie.ce abou.t l" in diameter by 3/8" long with 
a flat_ bottom to act as seat for a rubber washer. The lower part, 
abou.t 2" in diameter by 3/8tr long, is threaded. This threaded 
:part is run through the bottom of the wa_ter bath.. The whole 
joint is made watertight by screwing a nut onto this threaded 
part on the outside of the wa·ter bath. 
.tl_,igure A.v • 
.......... ry I 
Vat :Ue tails 
----- * 1 
The vats are only used in combination with the water baths when 
they constitute part of the leaching series. In this case the 
vats are covered with slightly conical covers, the cone pointing 
downwards. These covers are necessary t:o minimise evaporation 
losses. 
The we,-terba ths, only used in the leaching series, consist 
of' vertical cylindrical copper vessels with flat bases a_na. open 
at the top.. There is- a circular hole (2 11 diameter) in the centre 
of the base to a1low the outlet of the vat to pass through. The 
dimensions of the waterbaths (6i-" by 7i11 diameter) are such tha:t 
when a_ vat is in the waterbath there is an annular space 2" wide 
to hold the hea_ting wa_ter.. The conical shape of the bottom of the 
vats. allows for vrater to also enter under the bottom of the vats 
to within i inch of the centre. In this way it. is possible to 
use a ring burner for heating the ba.ths emd in pra_ctice ring 
burners of J~" diameter were used. 'fuere is an outlet tube at 
the bottom of the water bath at the side for emptying the bath 
before removing a vat to the washing series. ~ach bath is 
supported by means of three· iron hooks let through the copper at 
the. top of the bath. These hooks fit. over the cro·sspieces of 
a tripod. The tripod was made so that the three vats in the 
washing series could be placed one above the other. by this 
arrangement it is pos:s.ible to run the leaching solution by 
gravity through all of the leaching vats. 
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In the washing series the vats are cold and the waterbaths 
are not used. In this case the vats are stood in retort stands 
clamped to a vertical steel rod. sD.l of the washing vats were 
placed in this vertical series, there being sufficient space 
between vats for manipulating a burette clip on a short piece of 
rubber tubing connected to the vat outlet. 'fhe rate of flow of 
the washing solution through the washing ve,ts is regulated by 
adjusting these cli~s~ 
The vats are all fitted with false bottoms. A perforated 
porcelain disc l;' in diameter fits over the vat outlet inside 
the vat. A circular piece of hessian fits over the bottom of 
the vat and over this disc. The alunite is placed on top of 
this hessian~ The charge used was, in every case, 500 gmfl of 
dry roaated alunite~ 
4.. COI~JliillNCEDJEN'l' OF CYCLILl .. 
Results from preliminary leaching tests have shown that a 
vat which has reached the stage where it is ready for dumping 
contains about 3uo grns& of moisture in the residue. 
In commencing this leaching test all of the· vats uaed 
contained fresh calcine in both the washing and leaching series, 
there being 9 vats in the washing series and 3 vats in the 
leaching series. This means that in addition to the water re-
quired for the final effluent twelve lots of 300 gms. of water 
must be added to replace the moisture taken up by the vats. The 
effluent is required to consist of 1500 g111s .. of water plus the 
dissolved salts. This quantity is necessary so that in the 
temperature cycle between 30° and 90°c~ the solution can take up 
the require~ ax.aount of salts entering the cycle. This means that 
5100 gms. of water must be added to the las·G washing vat (L), 
giving 4800 gms. of water (plus some dissolved salts) on to wash-
ing vat K. At the end of the washing series 2700 gms .. of water 
(plus dissolved salts) passes on to washing vat D, and the ef-
fluent from D (2400 gr.us., of l"iater, plus dissolved salts) constit-_ 
utes the leaching solution for the leaching series~ It has been 
found by experience that preparation of the leaching solution 
in t.his manner gives a solution near to saturation at room t.em-
perature~ These figures for the quantities of water on to and 
off the vats in the washing series are arbitrary as no actual 
determinations were made of the quantities of these solutions in--
valved~ Determinations were made of the quantity and salt con-
tent of the effluent from washing vat D. 
·~vater on to washing vat L ., • \ll .. ® 5100 gra.s €> 
Solution off washing vat D 
i.e$ leaching solution '",. e.•• 3085 gms(,> 
Salt content • ® ••• • • @ • .,. ©. "' ... 487 gms .. 
Water content @ •• @;. . II et e ' • ®•IP•@. 2598 gm.s.,. 
'rhi s solution, prep a.red by leaching vri th cold water, was a pale 
golden colour and showed. the Bresence of small quanti_ties of 
alurniniv.m. On heating to 97 c. prior to its use as extracting 
solution, an appreciable quantity of brown gelatinous sludge 
settled out. This was syphoned with the solution on to the hot 
vats, the effluent from which was quit.e clear qnd relatively 
free from aluminiurr... '--After the first cycle, no fuxther coloured 
solutions were obtained. 
'.Lhe prepared leaching solution, when passed from the series 
of washing vats, all of which were cold, to the series of three 
leaching vats, in which solutions and solids were all kept above 
90°0., was first heated in t.he apparatus previously clescribed .. 
Each of these three leaching vats was dried in an air oven 
at 120°0. for several hours befar e being included in the circuit, 
and in all subsequent cycles the fresh vat brought in was sub-
jected to the same treatment& 
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In passing through the three (fresh) leaching vats the 
solution loses (approximately) a- further 900 graso of water, so 
that the final pregnant solution will consist of· about 1500 gm. of 
water together with a large quantity of dissolved salts. 
Solution off leaching vat A was 2238 gms. 
'rhe pregnant. solution was cooled to 3ooce. with deposition of 
crystals (essentially glaserite at this stage)~ These crystals wer. 
filtered and dried. 
weight of dry crystals 
Weight of mother liquor 
102 gms. 
2124 gms., 
This yield of glaserite constituted the yield for the first 
cycle. 
The final washing vat L was removed from the wa:shing series, 
all of the vats being moved up one place (so that vat K of the 
first cycle now becomes vat£ in the second cycle) and the last 
leaching vat (0) vras added to the-washing series,_becomeing wash-
ing· vat D. A fresh le~ching vat was introduced in the bottom of 
the leaching series as vat A of the sec·ond cycle& 
The second cycle (and subsequent cycles) consisted of paasing 
through the series of washing vats a quantity of water (and only 
that quantity) which would compensate for the water thrown out 
with the last washing vat when this was dumped& However, in 
addition to this,·it was found necessary to add some water to 
compensate for evaporation losses. This also waa added through 
,the wa_shing series and consisted on an average, of 150 gm. of 
water per cycle. 'This water passed through the wa_shing series 
and, af'ter proper time r·or draining, farmed part of the leaching 
solution. The _remainder of the leaching solution wa_s made· up of 
the mother liquor from the crystals in the previous cycle. 
The following diagram (Figure XVl) illustrates the procedure 
schematically and includes the experimental figures for the 
first three cycles-. 
5. EXPERIIlillNTAL PRO CEDlJ-:RE,. 
The following·notes give details of the various manipula-
tions involved i'n the running of any one cycle .. 
The washing· solution (water) to be added to the iast 
washing vat was kept in a cylindrical funnel. '.rhe rate at which 
this solution flowed onto the vat was such that all of the 
washing solution passed through any vat in about 15 minutes. 
. In washing any one charge, the va_t outlet was closed and 
wash solution run in until free· liquid appeared above the charge 
surface. 'rhis took approximately ·five minutes. The outlet was 
then opened and the rate of flow a~justed so that inlet and 
outlet rates were identical. After an interval of about 5 
minut-es·, the vat above vtill have drained fairly completely and 
the liquid on the vat being washed will therefore sink below 
the aurface of the charge. In roughly 15 minutes from the 
time of commencement of the wash, the va_t will have drained 
until the effluent is reduced to an occasional drip. A 
further pe.riod of 20 minutes draining was allowed before closing 
the outlet~ 
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2-nd QY:cle 
450 gm~ .. .u20 ~ 
~ 
L~r 
. : 
-· I
-I El . ~-~I··~ I 
41becomes vat .a:;,,- . I -'"~of second cyole 
L'.:J 
i 
3085 
487 
2598 
Soln ... 
+ 
gm.Soln0 
gm.Salts 
gm.,.H:20 
---Mo.ther Liquor 
! i 
LJ LJ 
~ -~-
~ ~resh vat 
! ! 
2238 gm'i>-Soln. 2159 gm. Soln" 
l J 
Crystallizer Crystallizer 
2124 .Jvrother Liquor . 
to second cycle 
1U2 gm~ crystals 76-~ gm-.crystals 
LJ 
~ 
i 
440 gm. Soln. 
+ 
.----;~lvlo ther Liquor 
i 
LJ 
~ 
~ 
! 
2172 gm. Soln~ 
l 
Crystallizer 
Jliiother liquor 
8 7-ir gm., crystals 
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Vat L ( e:t the _top ·of the washing series) was then dis-
charged and the residue weighed while wet and then again after 
drying at 12o0 c. for at least 8 hours® · 
'l'b.e total residual salts in· this residue were: d.etermined. 
by heating the- dried residue with a known excess of dis.t.illed 
water for 2 hours, and then determining the total dissolved 
s.olids in the resulting filtered extract~ This quantity was 
determined for every fifth residue, while a_total analysis of 
the residual salts was made on every tenth residue. 
The effluent from the last washing vat (D.) was mixed with 
the leaching solution for the current cycle. This solution 
was heated in a round bottomed flask immersed in a water bath. 
The solution was run out of this flask at about. 97°0. on to the 
top leaching vax by means of a rubber syphon tube with a burette 
clip for regulating the rate of flow. The outlet from each 
1.eaching vat- is f i t.ted in the same way with a bure,tte c].ip for 
regulating the· ra~e of flow. 
lii.Luch the same ~ of flow was. used in the leaching vats. 
as in the washing vats., but here the larger bulk O·f solution 
made the time ·of passage· through a vat consid.erably longer, 
usually of the order of. 60 mi11ut.e·s0 _ 
As before, the outlet of a vat was not opened until suffic-
ient solution had been added from the vat above to show free 
liquor on the charge surface, at which stage inlet and outlet 
rates were adjusted to keep the surface of each charge just 
covered with solution. :H'rom the time liq_uid firs·t appeared 
on the surfac.e until the whole of the extracting solution had 
been added to the vat a period of about 60 minutes had elapsed. 
A further draining time of 15 minutes was allowed for each of 
these hot vats0 
~rom the foregoing.it will be seen that a fresh vat enter-
ing the circuit will be in contact with hot extracting solution 
for.60 minutes in each of the positions At B, a in the leaching 
series; it will have a further contact with wa·sh solutions of, 
say, 15 minutes in each of the washing positions from Il to Lo 
Thus the total trea·tment time of any one charge was 3 ho~rs 
extraction and 2t hours washing ... an overall period of .?t hoursc-
The effluent from vat A was run into a 2-litre flask fitted -,. 
with a condenser to prevent loss.of moisture by evaporation 
of the hot li9.uors.0 · 
This-pregnant solution was weighed 'and then cooled gradually 
to 30°0., the cooling taking at least one hour to _complete. The 
resulting crystals were filtered rapidly on a Buchner funnel and 
allowe.d to drain in the funnel under fu11· vacuum. for 15 minutes. 
The wet crystals were then weighed, dried overnight at 120°0. and 
reweighed. · 
The mother liquor (filtrate) was weighed and· returne,d with 
the effluent from the washing series to the extraction solution 
flask$ 
The mother liquor was sampled at every fifth cycle for de-
termination of total diEsolved solids and at every tenth cycle 
for· a complete analysis. 
6. RillSlJLTS. 
(a) Oryst§l Yield. 
The yield of crystals obtained from successive cycles 
showed no regular trend, and was. rea:aonably consta_nt. in the 
region of 90 gra:ms (dry weight), with a maximum variation in 
either direction of about lU grams. 
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Figure XVll.:. K2S04 content, of crystals .. 
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The :potassium sulphate content o:fr" the crystal yield.s; 
was determined, a.nd it showed e; steady decrease as the ntunoer 
of cycles increased. ·:rhe first crystals obtained -contained 
78.3 per cent K2so4 and the crystals from cycle 50 contained 68.3 per cent K2 so4 • '£he gra'Ph above (Figure X-vll) shows the 
variation of the K2so4 content of the crystals as the leaching 
test proc-eeded. The K2S04 in the c.ryste;ls (percent) is 
plotted for every fifth cycle with the exception of cycle 
40, where cycle 41 is substituted~ 
1'he moisture content o:f a wet crystal yield depends 
of courset largely on the method of' draining; but with a 
standard draining procedure and ·with constant yields of crystals 
it was expected that tpe moisture would also be constant. ThisJ 
however, was found not to be the case. The moisture content 
showed a definite increase as the number of cycles increased~ 
This vras very probably due to the formation of hydrated double 
salts with magnesium. This agreed with the increase in the 
magnesium content of the crystals as the test proceeded. 
E,!gure XVlll• J)tioisture i~ Cr~~~als after StandardJ2!.~ining~ 
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Figure XVlll represents the g~aph of the average moisture 
content of ea·ch five cycles against the number of the cycle. 
The moisture is expressed as the· percentage of the moist 
crystal weight. 
As the leaching test procee~s the various solutions 
become progressively more and more concentrated with re~pect 
to the· total salts dis.s_ol·•ted. 'This could be due to the. fact 
that the co:lilcentra_tions of· sodiuJU and magnesium. sulphates,. 
rela_tive t.o pota_£sium sulphate, are increasing. As each of 
these aal ts i·s more -solub1-e than potas.sium. sulphate, the 
total am.aunt of salts that the solution can hold will increase. 
The decrease in purity of ti1e salt formed ~s due partly to the 
salts contained in the amount.of mother 1-i~uor left wetting 
the. crystals; - but the amount of this impurity was determined 
arni' it. was not sufficient to explain: the full decrease in the 
K2so4 c_ontent of the. crystals;.. There must have been othar 
sal ta than gla-seri te crys tall:izing. ·' · 
._ The table- following (Table 34) sho-v7s va·rious analyses of 
crystal product~ which were made· throughout the test. The 
yield of crystals is given both wet, as taken off the filter, 
and dry. .The moisture conte.n·I; is the difference be_tween the.se 
two weights .• Although the difference repreaants' water, this 
water would in fact be ,a par.t of a mother liquor solu-tion®' 
This. means that part -of the dry ·crystal yield is due. to evapor-
ated mother liq,uor.. By determination of -the totai salt.s dis• 
solved in the mother li~uors for various cycles, it is pos-
sibl.e to cal.cula-te the amounts of salts introduced in this way., 
This has ,,been done for every tenth cycle as shovm in the· 
ta·ble. 
In -p·ractice· it would be possible to wash the· wet crys.tals 
with either water .or a concentrated glaae·rite solution to re-
move ·.the adhering mother. -1-iquor. As the mother liquor is 
largely respori~ible for the impurities in the crystals, this 
would. raise the gracLe of the sal·ts sufficiently to make them 
much more readily a_cceptabl.e as a commercial procluct<> Or, if 
a set minimum grade must be ob-tained, many more cycles can be 
run before the purity drops below·this. 
'fhe analyse·s whereby t:tie· salt contents of the e~d:hering 
~other liquors were determined will be shown later~ Here, 
however, -the results are· used to show the grade of crystal 
-product obtainable with.washing. If the crystals were not 
washed, -.and assuming an arb.i tr-a:i;-y niinimum permissible purity 
of 70% K2_S04;. about 40 cycles could be run b~fore some al.tera--
tion. in proces·s- would .·have to be _made. If the poorer crystals 
we·re mixed.with the better ones; .. the averag~ grade would be 
well above· ~-707; (actually 72-..,8%) for- at least 50 cycles0 In 
,_the- case of. wa·she·a: crystal.~ th~· average gra_de would be about 756· 
3 per cent for the 50 cycles._: Wi_thout mixing·,. _the grade of 
washed crysta;l.s is·well a:bove. 70% a'\;- the 50th cycle (73.1.%). 
.. 
. Table ·34. · Crys.tal. Yields, Leaching: Test 22. 
I . 
.Crystal Yield· Analyse·s . . I K2S04_ in Calculated analysis of Cycle Washed 
. -Wet Dry W a t e r Crystals. crystals a-fter w~shing 
- ' No. /o 01· K2S04 MgS04 CaS04 Na2S04 Total m.l.with washed - · l_K2S04 llilgS04 CaS04 Na2S04 _ 
w:et · _. ± . . yield. _crystals : crystals gm. gm. " . :t. .. ~ . ' 
yield c/ . % ·% ·% '% gm •. gm •. ' " 'fo . 10 gm. gm. gm •.. %. % '•. ' 'O . 
.. 
0.70 . J ' 72~1- . -. . I 5 . ·98 
- ~~ 5 _5.1"1 78.3 - - - -72.8 . 91.5 78.8 - - -
-10_' 83 7. a-.-4- '!' 76 .-2 1.00 0.15 22. 7 ~. 57.9_ l. ~4-- . I . 56. ~ . . 73.5 77-.p o.6· 0.2 22.2 . 
.·.15, 109_ ,9~ 11 1.0 .1·. 74.1 - - -· 72.6 - - - ' - - -. - ~ 
2.5 ~2 " . .. 20· 112t 99 13t 12.0 . 72.5' 2:.04 0.31 71.7 1.86 . 69.8 . 93.9 74.:9 1.1 0.3 - . "23.6 - -
I 2-5 ' . 100 - ' 8St 11-~- i~:6 , ~j:g 3.62 1 o.2i 12~.i \ ~f :§ I 2.70 ' 65.2. · 84.i . 77.(, 2:3 0:2 i9:9· .• 30 - ' 112 93 19 
32 109 89t ~9t 17. 9 - ... . 3. 82 0 •. 3.8 . - J - • ~ • • -. ' . - - • - - - . - • ' ' 
34 . 155 : '128 27 17._4_-. 72.;L_._ 4 .• 10 o.);J_-.!. 2J., ·1 92-.3 . 1 -" - _.__ l · ... -:-· .. - . -- '. . · - · - _ - . - -· .. 
35 .. 10'8 §4 14 i3.0 ' 73.6 I - - - I 69.2 l - I - I - . .-' - I - ' .~. . 
-3i5 l 10.2t -~ 19t i 9.o . i - _ 4.04 o_.44· - l - . - - .r · - · I . · - - - -- ~ - .-
38 1113 § - 15 ·1~.s-_. 72.7 3.34·Q.42 23.5 .. 7~.-2' - ·. ·-. l -· -- , . .o. '._ - · - I - . - -
41 -.. 103t 4' 19t l.: 68'.5 .. -1 ."'.' . .;. 157.5 · .. · 2.84 I 54·7 J 74.l. '73.8 .·. ~. I - .. - . 
' ' ' ~ ' '. ~ ' ~ 
-_42 - 103 ! 88t i4t ].4. l. - I 3. 77 0 '44- - I - . -, I , . -: , - , I ~ - ·~ - . 44 ' 122 - 104 18 14.8 _ - 3.94 o.47 . - / i - I .- .. i . - _- - 1 - , - - -
45 . 109t 94-_ 15t 14~2 j- 69.5. ! - -- · . - I ~?·3 2..22 .,! 63.1 85.4 .74·7 l - - - . - _ 
'46 117· ' 96t 2ot l. ~. 5 , I - . 9. 43 o.4l. . ~ ' . - I - . I ~. , . . - c .- - - I - .. ·. < ' ' ' ' 
48 - - ' 139- 114-i 24t l. ~. 6 l - l.2. 50 I 0 .42 - I . - I . - I - ' - . - - - I -
.49 13'3' 109 24 _1 ._o l 65.1 ! - ' -. - • 70. 3.19 I • 6 a 95.8 , 70 .. 7 - . - - - _,' 
- 50 104 - 89- 15 J.4.4 i 68.3 1 5.66 o.68 a5.3 . j 60.~ , , . 2.02 I 5~.~ .80.4 73.i 4.4 o.8 21..7 5'1 10l 83t 17t i7.3 , 66.7 l.0:48 0.83 22.0 
1
,,.7 I 2.:44 . .53·3 . 73.8 . 72.2 . 9.6 0.9 i7.3 I ' - I . . I ' . 
x By difference. 
I 
():) ,_ 
-..:J 
' 
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tb) : Mother Liquor~·~ 
. . 
It has been stated· above .. tha:t the· concentration of 
salts· dissolved in the ·mother liquors inar·eased as the. test 
· :l21'.,ooeeded. This can readily be seen.by refe+ence to Table 
'" . · .3,2, below • ., ·rhe weigh~ of mother liquor· throughout the test . 
was fairly constant as" this was one of the conditions adhered 
to. The most intere·sting results of the.ana,lyses of the: 
mother liq.~ors are those. represented by the Na2S04/K2S04 
ratio. From a·:value of less than one -in the ea:rly cycles 
this ratio rise·s to 2~ to· one in the. later stages while 
fairly pure Elaserite (78% K2S04f is still crystallizing· 
from the solutions .• 
Tabl.e )2. Mother Liguors, Leaching Teat 22 
· Dissolved Analyses ·of dissolved salts. 
Weight Salts .Percentage of. 
- Cycle · of gm/ 
Weight in Solution ~.\fa§~04 
~· 'f£2 U4 .. · total salts K2so4 ~S04 CaSQIN~04 Ratio. No. 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
41 
45 
49 
50. 
51. 
M.L. gm. J.OOJ37n. K2894PfilgS04 CaS04, l'la2S04 
gm. . 10 
' l 
1521 
,. 
146.o I 2238 23.3 239.8 49·.7 tr. 231.5 0.9~ 9.5 - '44.5 2300 614 '20.7 ' 322:.0 74.0 tr. 218.0 ·o.6 152.5 12.0 - 35.5 22:01 641 29.1 " 
2183 649 29.7 211.0 108.0· Ii' 330.0 1.56 32.5 16.6 - 50.9 
I 21S4 687 31.3 ' ' 119.6 22 'p 731 32.0' 220."4 It 391.0 1--77 30.1 16.4 - 53,.5' 
2219 728". 32.8 
404.2 1.86 28. 7 l~.9 225~ 757 33.6 ·217.3 135·5 (f - I 53.4 202 7.21 35.6, 187.2 1J4.0 ;t 400.3 ·2.14 26.0 tl .5 - 55.5' 
1880 66~ 35.5 161.2 121.6 If 384.~ ·2.38 24.2 18.2 - 57.6-
1993, 72' Jo.5 l~o.4 128.1 ii" 429.5 2.52 2J.4 17.6 - 59.0 I 2113 751 35.0' 1 9'!6 132.2 t:r 429.;;: 2.26 25.2 17.6 - 57.2 i ' 
' 
. · Figure XIX ia a graph of ·disaolved salts in the mother 
liquor (grms/+oo grms) against cycle number, and·Figure XX of 
Na2S04J'K2S04 against cycle _number. , " . - , 
4" ----- -----
.1 ,.
I 
. I 
I 
' 
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FIGURE XIX. SALTS·, IN MOTHER -LIQUOR~ : 
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3 --------·-- -------.· 
.. 
0 to 2o . ,.30 
····FIGURE XX. SODIUM " . POTJ\SSIUM ·RAT.IQ: IN; ~OTHER .LIQUOR. 
(c) Residues: 
_ The insoluble-or undissolved residues from vat ·L were 
dumped after each cycle. The -weight of the dried residue was, 
on a·n average, jus-t.under 400 ·gDJ.s., indicating that over 100 gms. 
of the possible 112. 5 gms·. of wa.ter soluble salts had been 
recovered. The nature· and quantity of the,Viater soluble salts 
. remaining in the cal'cine ,were determined by extracting the 
residue·with a large excess .of hot_wa.ter. The residual water.' 
soluble. salts were then ·determi_ned by evaporating an _aliquot of 
th~a extract to drynesa. This was done for every fifth cycle 
and for every tenth cycle a deterntj.nation was made of ~he 
nature of the.a~· ·soluble .. sal.·ts. ·.. · · -
·' 
_ Table: . 36 ( bel.ow )- - sliows the re a·ul t s- of the s~· analyses. 
The ·weights. of re aidua.l water soluble. salts -show a· very marked 
decrease. (see Figure XXI), which ·is· very dif~icul t to explain.· 
'This .may be due .simply.to an approach towards an equil.ibrium;. 
There was·no variation in· the method of waap.ing. On.the other 
.hand it may b·e due. to·· the fa·ct- that ·sodium and magnesi-qm 
sulphates are buil4ing up in the--solutions; and so in the vats, 
a.nd . the,se salts are mor·e readily removed in the· washing series • 
. . : . · - It ·ha·s · been shoWn. above-. tha.t the· Na2S04/K2S04 ratio 
in the mother l.iquors ·increased'markedly with the i:n'creaae of 
the_number .. of-cycle·s, Changing from 0.7 at.,cyole 10-_to 2.5 
a:t.- cycle 50. ·In the. case of the salts remaining_· in the residues· 
a; similar change ·occurs -but not., to ·anything like the same 
exte:n~. In cyale 10 the ratio is_,0.48 _and.in cycle 50 it is 
only 1.34. This is in ·agreement with .the: above- sta.,tement that 
the sodiwn salts are more:readily·rem.oved from the washing series. 
Some rise in this ratio mus,t be expeeted, of course," because 
of the large increase in the sodiwn content of liquors entering 
the washing ser~es with vat D from the leaching series • 
. ,' 
. ' 
' , 
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Table 36. Residues, Leaching Test-22. : ,J 
-
Re.sidual Water-. . !Analyses of residual w/s Weight- salts 
Cycle of; Re"'s-- sol:p,ble salts -- Percentage of total. 
No •. id.ue · -
"gm- x ' 
We,ight l.i:'eroentage) residn:::i:1 1::1a1+.~. 
gm.-: - of Resid~e ;K2S04 'MgS04 CaS04 Na2S04 
5 400. 10.6 2~65 I -
l-
: 
10: 400. 8.9 2.22: 53.1 l 3.5 17.7, 25.7 
15 399 $-~' 2.06 ' " 
I 
'-
'. 
... : 
20 400 7.0 1.76 < 41-.·5 
-l 2.6 17~7 38.2 L 30 400 - 6.6-_ 1.64-
. --~7 ~:a .1 . 2..9 - 14 •. 9' 44.4 .. 3.5 400 '6.4- , 1.60 
. I I . , 
15.91 
_, 
I I 40 r 398 6.5 1.62. 39~9 ! 4.6 I. _39.6 , .. ~ - l 45. 399· 6.o 1.51 : I 37 ~ 5 I n.d.. n.d.. ! n.d. 
I I-50 397 5.4 - 1.34. ~ 36.4 4.6 ll.5! 47.5 I 
' 
·1 
x The weights- given here are only rough ·w~ights. taken to give an. 
ea-sy· cheok on whether aey considerable chai:!ge was occurring. 
The accurate· residue .weight is, for any _cycle, ,387.5 gm.·+'-
the weight of residu~l sa:l-ta. · 
:" . Tabl.e 37 (belqw) ~hows the- percentage ·ex.traction fo~ 
Leaching. Tes.t. 22, as 'cal'cUlated fr®i the salt content of the · 
residues. --From the figures -for the individu~l cycl.es it. is· 
possible to calculate the average extraction for the whole test, 
but tha separate figures are more significant because of the . 
very· marked inore~se in the e?C_t1;action as th~ ·test proceeded. 
' . 
'fable · .32.· Res.idue; Extracts ·and. ·Total Extraction~ Leaching 
· Test 22.. · · 
Extraqting Sal.ts/25 Water/25 · Salts in Residual Extract-
,: Cycle· · . \Vater. mi. of· ml. of .i:tlxtract Salts ion 
Extra·ot '/o. % " No •. gm •. Extract gm. of" 
lrin. ~. total. 
! 
5 1058 .2506 24.75 l0.7 9.5 '90.5 
' . 
. ' 
.1280 .:1736 ,24.83 . ,8._95' 8.o . 92~0 10' 
' 
15 l 'll74 .1749 24.83 ' 8.28 7-.4 I 92.6' 
20 I 1157 .• 15i9 ~4.85 7.07 6'.3 l ·93·7 
25 n.d.. n.d. n.d. ' n.d. n.d. I n.d. 
30 1152 .1424 24.86 -6.60 '5.9 . I -94.1 
. 
-I - ' 
35 . 12.+7' ~1309 " 24.87. 6.41 5·.7 94.3 
,• 
. 24.87 - '" 6.48 5 .a ·4q -,1231 .. 
.• 1307 94.2 
" 
45 -24.;88- 6.06 . 5.4 ' 94.6 < 1247 .1:209 -
I 
50 l -~279 .1042' .24.-90 ,. 5.35 4.8· 95.2 
'• f\.verage Ex.traction 93.5;; 
' 
' 
.. 
'· 
' .. ~ _ ..
·" 
_-,' 
.. ' 
.. , 
' ' ' ' '• I - ·~,,~ 
' - , ' 
o_·. 10 ~ • · . - 2o , ~o 
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·F°lGURE XXI. WATER. SOLuBLE SALTS IN RESIDUE. 
. ' " . _, . 
- ; -, ,-
,. ' 
. "(d) ·wa.sh.i_ng iisU:ors: · · 
Only two·· s~p-iea oi-.:~e· ~ffl~ents from v~t, n·. qf the. 
wa6hirig serie·s wer~ . taken •. ~~able ]8· ~hows ~he resul_ts of 
-· an~lysis of th~·se.- soluti<??li:f. : -. · -
0 • r 0 
' - ' .. 
Vlashin.€; -:series_.,l!fffluents·, Leaching ··Test 22. 
·-
. 
.Cycle 'Weight of .sa.1ts i-il Saltia- in 
__ :_ .ln<:Vv~Cic/a/ _SQh~.s -~ -'- % _ __'._--__ ,_ No~· Effluent-. s.olution Solution 
.. 
.SU• '' ,% K2so4 -1\fa2so4 MgSO -.Caso4 " . 4 .. 
-
·, 
-. 
' .. •' 
40 -'486 121: ' _.25.0·_ 7 .'i?- 13·.4 4.J' .14 
'. ',-\, 
.. 
' , ?o ·,62-?": 152: -- 2:4•) :5~·65, -14.l. 4;4-- ~22 . 
; 
-, 
' - ' -
~ ' ~ - • ' ..f• 
.' . . · r.t-: ·i.·s interesting to .no-~e - tha:t·· the.·1i?-2~oA/IL:>So4 . ratios' 
·: for . these ·_wasµing serie·s ·effluel;lt'ja are: 'p~a'.cti·ca·l[y Identical. . 
wi:th those· _of- the ·mother liquors. ·of the. corresponding ·cycles·,- . 
'. , whereas .the- ratios 'for the residues have· onl.y hal.f this value.» 
_. _(Table 3i). · · · . , · .- .. : · -
. Table !§;~ .Ma2_so4,f.L(4so4 _Ra:tio·s fo~, Cycl~-5 46 ·.~nd 5o~. 
-,-._,:,' ; I 
- 40 50 
·' 
-. -.Na2804/K2.S04' ra.tio. -~n-m·.+• · 
- .... " - ._ - .. 
·, i.86 . 2.52 . 
, - - ~ ~ .~ 
ii .· '. . u,. ' •.. wa:sh· 
'•• r 
1•8T ,.-'. ..2.49 ·.· · 
', .' , ' 
, ._·,'.~·99._.~·~-:- <·,1.3.0· : - ~ ' ' - " ' - ' ..... ' ~ !t - - < res-idue· 
~ \ . ' 
' ·. ~ - ,',' 
'' l ' 
... 
' :-
" ' 
- . 
,. - .. 
" 
r' ' :,". • 
,- ' ..... 
< < ' :: I :j 'r' J ',R •' < ~ ,· "... 
~ .. < .. -
! , ' ' ' -, " 
'-_ 1o.' .. _-- '\ . 
. , , 
',,_ 
" -"<' 
'' -
(: ~..- I 
' .. 
, 
',_ 
r', • 
. . ' 
' -
- , · The i.·ow· va·lue :of this ratio for the ·residues indicates 
:that· ~odium sal ta .are ·more· readily removed il.1 the washing series 
than potassiUm.- sal_ts. _·,The, fa'.ct "that the -:ratios- .are identical- in 
the wash ·effluents_- and ~other::liqu,ors. shows· that -on "th1~ ground 
it is perniiss,;ible tQ mix·the~ .two _to· give'-the ·1eaqhing solution • 
. Howev~r,_ reference _to· Ta_ble .3.2."(above)- ~hows that the-·total salt . 
concentration for cyc-l:es. 40 and· 50 are -·close _to 35 per cent .by . 
. weight_;-- ·ro mix the wash solutions; -of roughly 25 per cent total 
salt -concentrati.on, ·wi~ th_ese-·so_lutiqi+s is·_ ineff"icient. _ Changing 
the. number of .v~ts in the washing series -could have some effec·t 
on, _these __ concen_trations~ -, 'However the minimum. posan:ile cq_ncentra.-
tion of the mother liqusr. -would be that. of a· solµtion (mother 
liquor) sa.tura:ted 'at 30 c,. The maximuin_'co.ncentrati'on possible 
for. the washing series ·effluent is _tha'.t of- a- solution sa:turated 
- at room· temperature·, as . .-this .. is- a cold washing series.. "fherefore 
it -is not possibl.e, with- th~ maxiinum effi-ciency ·obtainable -in 
bQth 'leaching and washing serie·s -:to ob.ta:in two solutions -. mother 
liquor and washing series efn-ue,nt _---which .. can be e.ff"iciently 
mixed.. The only solution· to. this problem 'Seems ·to· lie: in having. 
·the last a-:t;age_ (at _the, con·cen.tra-ted. end) of the· was:P,ing s-erie.s 
carrie-d oil t a. t an . elevat~d temperature. · 
-- . 
-· 
' . 7-• MISCELLANEOUS' RESULTS " 
: ·: . (a.) 
', l;-
Eleva tio'n of.' B~i-ling" E~int of . Cry~taJ.ri~~r J!'eed: - ' 
'. , . 
. The mother- 'liq~or· resu~ti~g.' from_ tha arystallizati.pn' 
. stage 'of cycle- 51. was. diluted, heated to 100°0., and the original. 
crys'tal -y-i'$1~,added .to -the .mother liquor. When solution was 
complete, the·liquor· was .e:vaporated_ <'.1-own :uµtil-the sa·lt - - _ 
concentration was -the. ·same: as ·1n pregnant -solution_ 51, namely 
37. 8 grams o ~· sa-1 ts . per 10 0 g.raµi.s of -solution._ - · 
L •' ' • < ,' • 
_ ,Th~· bo11:ing· pclint_s. 'o:f. _this. -solution· W:ere de'termineq;. 
a~ -thJ:"ee -arbitrarily chosen ·pre·ssures, _760 m.m. ,- 62 .. 8 m.m. and 
29.• 5 m.m. _The. boiling poin:ts -of_,-diatilled water were measured. 
at .the same· pressures and_-.1n. the ·sa~e app$.ra tus •. ·. . · 
. . ' . - ~ 
. -_ -. --~h~ e~eri~ents0'·-~e~e ._co~ducrted :1n a fla.sk ,fi~ted with 
a condenser,,- and, in the ca-se 'of" the--.two ·lo:wer pressure·s., .. · 
connec-ted thro-q.gh 'the conO:~hser -1;.o. a :vaa':1um pump. _ · : 
'The ·resul-ts are shown-. in the fol.low_ing table-_ (Table 40) 
and are:~plotted. on ·the attached graph ·(Fig-_ :P,::U:). Fr.cm. ~he_ -
graph, the approxima:te boili_ng poin~ el.evations.- at intermediate_ 
pressures may _be, obtained-·"l;>y interpo_l.ation. · · · · 
--"Table 40.. .Boiling· Point El~vation ·of CrY.s-talli~er Feed~ 
:Pressure 
m.m~ 
.. 760'-. 
' - 62..8 
L 
r ~ , • , 
',> 
' ' 
' ' - ' 
. 'B-.P. --or- .. -. B~P'. _· o·f. - - B~;E'. 
; solut:Lon . . ,-'water e·le.vation 
0 c ' ,- - 0 ' --- - . 0 c-
" • .- -. 9. :. ' " • 
103·.a -
._. 47-. 7 .. '' 
. - ' 
~ • '. 'C :" 3 5 e :z 
100.2 . 
l 
,'; 4]'.4 '-_ 
· 2·9-~s: 
-3-.-9 
-4-.3 
- ~ , ~ 
5!4· 
.,. ' 
.. · J?.P ... o'f" 
water ·x 
oc. '-'. 
. ._ 
ioo.o 
'; 
42.;,4 
.28.·7 
.True b.p; f~:guroes fpr the· corres~·~ndirig pressures . -. 
_ - ·(Handbook of_ Chemistry & ·_Physics __ p .. ~~4) •. < : "·, _ ·- ,, · 
, ,'': 
' ,•.' 
I~ t , 
' ~· . 
,. ' 
' '• 
•, 
.. 
- ,·, 
"· 
-· ' 
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BOILING POINT OF· CRYSTALLIZER FEED. 
' .. 
Complete analyses of soluble salts_ .. in .mother liquors 
· ~·were carrie·d o.u:t. only. in Cycle ·.No s·. 5,. 10 ~ 20 , .30 , "41 , 45, 49, 
50 and 51~ _.,. . · 
The· fc;;ll.owing {igurea _ ( Tabie 41) refe·r to; cycles. 
20, 30, 41 and- 51, and give the calculated cora.posi tions of ·the 
pregnant ·splu.t.ions :wi th,-··ro_r .comparison·, the compos·it.ions: of 
·the corresp_o~di.ng mother; :liquors. · ·. · · 
0 ' 
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fable 41. Composition of cr'Y.sta11izer F·eed·. 
- . ' 
Cyc·le No. 
rn~y. ~~ of-~~i_cine- ch~rge 
l E:x:tr~cting $6l_tuion . 
Pregnant Solution 
Na2S04 
ca,804 
Total ·sa.1 ta 
Mother Liquor 
K2 so4 
MgS04 
·Na2S04 
CaS04, 
I Total sa1t.;:s I Cry ata.1 Yield . 
rr 
it 
il 
gm./100 
Ii' 
U! 
20 30 41 . 51 
~~1~-5~~---r··-5--00-.-+--5-oo--l--50_0 ___ , 
gm • \ 2683 \ 2754 2-784 2-611. 
gm.· 2295 2400 2359 2217 
12.3 11.8 •' 11.6 I 11.2 I 
I 
i. 4.'8 - 5 .l. 
.1 
5.9 6·.4 i 
I 
l 15.~ 17.5 16.~ I .trace I trace · trace 
l -! · 32.6 i 34.4 35.7 
_gm. i 2183 i 2285 
• ' . l 
l r 
gm. ·1 - 9.7 1 
'I 
' I 1 4.9 l · 6.o 
' . i 
t 15.1 17.11 18.o l · I 
1
1 trace. trace ! trace· j- I 
I ! I 29. 7 I 32. 0 I -33. 6 
gm. I · 99 . i ·; 93 
I ! 84 
~ 
20.4 1· 
I 
trace ~ 
i 
! 38.0 !· 
f 
. 2113 ~ 
' 9.0 ,l 
1. 
6 3 t • i 
20.3 r 
tra;ce 
( c) ,, Minimum Feed to Crystall.iz.ers·: 
. ·In ~ee leaching tests carried out (N-~s.P5,P6,22) 
the numbers of cycles completed were respectively 5, 17 and 
51.· In each case the calcine charge was 500.grams dry weight: 
in Test:E? calcine from Calcination Test. 2l,·t1 was used, this 
being a -10+20 me.ah product qa;rry_ing 20.2~ of water-s.oluble 
sa1ts. In TestsP6 and~~ the calcine was· the minus t inch· 
produ0ct .from Calaination ·.rest· ::·2·9 c.'· :J'_~. carrying 22..5% of water-· 
solubl.e salts• P5 and PG were two preliminary tests not recorded 
here in detail. . 
Results, together with some conditions under whi.Qh 
the.se tests were carried out, are "tabulat.ed below (Table 42). 
' ' .-
-Table ~· 
Test Nu:iµber 5 6 8 
,. 
Cycle·s completed: - '5 17 51 
-
' 
Avera·g,e weight ·of :12res;na-nt solution 0.57 2~24 4.55 
Charge weight 
-
Total. cryetal'_yield'" gm:~ 110 ll.97 ' 4676 
Average -- crystal 
I 
70.5 91.7 yield per cycle-gm. 22 
" 
Total poss·ible· crysta-l_yield .11~1 per cycle -- gm. 112.5. ' 112.. 5 
Averaeie or~stal ;y:ield 
,-
0~63 0.82 l 0.22. Possible crystal yield 
-
I 
I 
i 
.. 
--95- ·- -~ '_ 
Average K2S04 content of 
cryst~ls -· per· cent. 75 -. 
Average yie_ld of· K2S04 per cycle_-gm. 16.-. 5 
Total po s,sible K2S04 yi-eld 
per cycle -
Average K2S04 yield 
Possible K2 so4 yield 
gm.159"7 
' '6.28 
74.7 72.8 
52.7 66'.7 
62 62 
0.85 1.08 
·r.b.e average ratios' of' pregnant -~oiut.ion to dry weight 
·of. calcine charge.· were respe'cti vely- 0-. 57, 2 .24 and 4. 55. The 
graph drawn-below (Figure-XX:III) shows the·se ratios plotted 
against the rat-io·s .;. 
(A) Average· qrystal yield 
Possible crystal.yield 
and (B) Average K2S04 yield 
~oss~ble K2 so4 yield 
!j ·-·----------.----~;._,.-------.----~-----~---
I I 
;-: ., ,., 
4 ~------~-----1---~----i---
-. 
~ ~3 -----~---~----+---1---+----1---1---~ 
' \\ ~-
0 ().2 0.6 0.fl /.0'" 
• > ~· 
t1v~9e ~~d·.,. ~ . Po-s-.f.,o/e · )4f"/d.' 
FIGURE XXIII. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOLUTION - SOLID 
- RATIO AND CRYSTAL YIELD. - . 
~·_The gr_aph shows that the._ ratio· (B) reached a value 
of unity whe~ the ratio ·. pregn~nt soluti~n -was 3.4 to 'i. 
calcine charge 
. . 
~. 
,, ' . ' 
_ . . This ra'tio ·represents th~ min:Un:urii quantity .of 'circtilating 
solution necessary to'obtain complete extraction of the :potash 
salts. :B'rom this value o~ the ratio .the.minimum quantity of 
circulating solution,req~ired ~ogive complete e~traction.of . 
potash salts· 'from· any. charge .can ·b.e calcula t'ed. · . ·. 
, - Th 'f".· .t tl "t ·th . -~· · .. (B) (.Average K2so4 .. yie.ld) 
. e . ac :i.a · e ra 10 · (Possible K.2 so4 yiei~ 
reached a val.ue greater· than uni t.y ·has been assumed to be ari 
--indication that the minimum value of the ratio. pregnant solution 
· . · . · calcine charge 
..... l 
·has qeen exceeded. · ·The · caicuia ti_on o:f the· required minimU.m : 
quantity is :t>ased .on_ this assµmption. · ·rt is possible· however 
for the minim-qm. not to have bee~ reached and yet for.the above 
ratio CB) to ·exceed unity. - . . _. 
. . · In the ·early cycle.l? o.~ .. ~- ~le~ching test t~e ~;Na . 
rati·o in both solut.ions and· residue.a is very much higher them:.: 
in the la·ter s.tages. The:t;"efore a 'larger quantity of _circulating 
solu');ion will be necessary in the. later cycles; ~nd ~he calculatioi-
of the necessary minimurp:· ratio depends." on .. the number of cycle.a to 
be ruri. · · 
,. , . ~ ~ 
,, . 
' ' 
.; ' 
" ·- . 
'" 
. , 
·-@7-
vrr. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following paragraphs sminnarise the ~esults of the 
test w.ork detailed in the·. for~.going sections.:.;. _ 
1. The· Lake Campion. ore deposit covers an area of over 
400 ·acres and is estimated to contain over 9 million cubic yards 
of alunitic material, averaging-over 60% alunite. 
140- acres were samp;ted to a d~pth of 3_r 61t by the writer, 
rev.eali'ng 1.,200 ,OOO tons· of ore. averaging 6.4.6%' potash a.luni te. or 
i.3.7% ~so4• This alone.represe~ts·Australian requirements. of p.otash for 15 years at the present. rate of consumption. It 
further re~resents 290,000 tons of alumina. · 
· _ The solid gangl:le_ is mainl.y silice·ous, Sio2 averaging 21~ ·throughout.the_to~nage sampled. . : . 
2.. The subsurface water is acid an~ highly_ saline. As a 
result, the ore contains about 5%--of water soluble salts, mainly 
·as chloride and sulphate 'of aodium·and magnesium, with tracea · 
of a:luminium, calcium and po.,tash. After c_alcination and extraat-
ion·, these sal..ts represent rougb.J.y half the.· recovery of waiter 
soluble sal..ts." · · · · · 
3. Due mainly to the poor ~ettling and filtering properties 
of the ore when pulped with wa.ter.,- the removal of these sodium 
and magnesium salts .prior· to calcination, does not appear to be 
a practical proposi_tion. Washing· ·of the raw ore by_ filtering 
and by counter current washing in· thickeners has been· shown to 
require prohibitively large· filtering and settling areas. -
4.. Calc1nati'ons a.t maximum temperatures varying betw'een 
6oo0 c~ and. .900°0. have· been carried ;out iµ ·a pilo~ plant rotary 
kiln, 12 feet ·1ong by 16 incl:iea internal diameter. Tb'.e . .Jllost 
favourable; temperature·s·, were found to be between, 7500 C~ ·and 80_000., 
. under which condi tiohs a._ c~lcine is. obtained. containing 20-257.; 
water soluble. sal.ts. -
5. The· material- f~d 'to the: kil.n -need '_not be ground· finer 
thari minus -t inch" to give a. satisfactory calcine •. The calcine 
·so 'obtained retains its shape ~nd_mechanical strength. after 
extraction wi th·_hot wa:ter~-
6. .From tP,e fl-ue gases, bqth HCl and_ H2so4 may be recovered for subsequent use in ~he acid extraction of the potash residues 
for the. r_ecovery of al.umina. 
' - ' - . . 
· -7. · Fo~ -leaching alternatives are descr.ibed: aD:d. detailed 
e:Xperiments were ca .. rried out· to te;at the-feasibility of.each. 
These tests str.esaed. the necessity for designing a pla.1!l..t which 
. would produce a· minirnum qUa.nt:tty of -finesduring extraction of 
the calcine. Like the· raw ore, thes~ fines were found to be 
· ve~y ~ifficUlt t.o se~ttle and to fil-ter. · 
··: 
8. The ext~acti~n method showri to be .'mast sati'sfactory . 
consists in -couµter-current leaching of the calci~e in vats. by 
perool.atio-n with a- series of solutions of decreas·ing _concentration. 
- By, this means advantage J:.s taken" of the remarkably f~ee percolat-
ing pr9j>~rtfef? of the calcine ca~rying. the normal amount of fines 
and the rapid ·-solubility- of the potassium sulphate (and other ._ 
water· soluble salts)_ in. the l~aching' sol.utions. · · · 
.9. _ By·percola'tiion leacliing .. at an elevated temperature, 
a. yie~d of- glas·eri t~: (3K2Sof .Na2-~o4 ) is., obtained -from the 
' -
.- ---98-
• ' 1_\ 
leach liquors simply by cooling, there·by obviating ·the. necessity 
for costly evaporators. - The sodium- and magnesillnJ.-.rich mother 
liquors are returned to the leaching circuit making the prcicess 
-cyclic and continuous. -
. 10. The treatment method recommended consists then, of 
cal.cining minus i- inch air-dried ore at maximum_ tempe·ra tures 
between 750° and'8oo0 c., hot lea~hing the calcine-by a cyclic 
count.er-current peircolat.ion process:, and ·recovering glaseri te (79% K2so4 ) · by 000:1-ing the effluent -sol.titions, t~e_ mother liquors to be returned to the_leaohing system. 
/' 
'".-
' •, 
. ' 
. '' 
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